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Comment

ELECTIONS IN

SOUTHERN AFRICA:
ACTORS AND ISSUES

I

n

the fashion

seasons

that make up the

ever-chang

ing democratic discourse, multi-party elections are
the hot trend of the day. Six SADC member states
minus the ever doubtful Angola are scheduled to hold
elections this year. It is therefore timely that this issue
of SAPEM is devoted to an analysis of the entrenchment
of electoral politics in the region; and by implication, its
relationship to the broader questions of democratic governance, popular participation and progressive change.
What are elections for? What are they supposed to
achieve? What do elections do to countries and to their

think of elections years?
These questions are not rhetorical but fundamental
as to how we ought to interrogate the supposed relationship between elections and democracy as we enter the
How are we supposed to
once-off events after every five

citizens?
as

millennium.
Patrick Molutsi’s article (in this issue)

new

raises a number
questions that are vital to a democratic project. He
raises the obvious point about elections as being one mode
(probably the best) of selecting political leaders into
public offices - if only to confirm the virtue of the ballot

off

over

the bullet.

But elections should also be seen as opportune mo-

reviewing old and articulating new policy isbeyond the ubiquitous promises for more
schools, clinics and waterpoints. Those elected into public
offices should make conscious efforts of translating elecments
sues

for

that go

promises into development programmes and projects
a difference to the life of the people.
It is because politicians have been promising too much
but then delivering so little that the electorate has now
developed a negative view of elections as only an avenue
for the purpose of putting selfish and corrupt individuals
in power to squander the nation’s resources. And neither should elections only be .seen as a way of legitimization of state authority. Instead they should be seen as a
means of providing the voters with real choices to choose
from. Such choices must be seen to be exercised by
being implemented by the government that has been voted
tion

that would make

millennium as proud nations and at the centre of world
development like other countries.
Although multi-party elections have become almost a
regular phenomenon in the region; there have been cases
when election results have been contested on the ground
that they have been rigged and thus were not free and
fair. These contested outcomes have either led to court

bloodsheding. The
Angola in 1992 and the general
elections in Lesotho last year illustrate the last point.
Suffice to say that those involved in the business of
conducting elections must ensure that the outcome of
elections are clean and binding. These include, first and
foremost, the political parties that must accept and respect
cases or

politics in Africa should move away from
pre-occupation with the actors or what The Zimbabwe Mirror newspaper recently called the “Greater
Leader.” This is not to suggest that actors do not matter
but only to argue for the politics of ideas and issues.
Only well thought out ideas and programmes, if properly implemented, can take our countries into the next

commissions,

extreme cases to

as

well

as

the plethora of elections monitors

above bode in the way they go about their
business. And pronouncements about whether or not
must be

after all
of free
and fair have been very illusive in some cases not least in
transitional elections like those that were held in Angola.
The other disturbing development, in the region, is
that tho.se who have been successful at the polls are now
taking this as a license to punish those who have lost elections have been free and fair must be done

the factors have been considered because issues

especially if the latter has been in office. The recent
developments in Zambia where former President Kenneth
Kaunda is now under constant harassment by a democratically elected government further raises the question
of whether there has been a transition to democracy or
simply a change of guard in that country.
One other issue which is crucial to a clear and trans-

which Molutsi also alludes to in his pais the preparation and conduct of elections. The
following elements must be taken care of:
parent outcome
per,

1

Pre-election work

on

the registration

of voters and

this is where the electoral commissions come in. The

1

Electoral
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some

the verdict of the electorate. The delimitation and electoral

into office.
its

in

transitional elections in

campaign and access to the media and the use of state
resources by both the ruling and opposition parties;
The election day and the vote count must be observed
and monitored in a professional manner by the host
of elections observers and monitors;

1

Post-election recounts and adjudication of queries and
complaints must be attended to promptly.
So let

us

make this

year’s,

as

well

as

elections issues-based, clear, transparent

subsequent,
and thus

ac-

ceptable to all parties.
3
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LETTERS
Might is Right:
The Politics of the Future

COLONIALISM, CLASS AND CULTURE

NATO intervenes in

Is the African

ruling and intellectual elite the standard bearer of western
culture? The question, undoubtedly, has been asked by others before me. I
am also
asking it in relation to language policy in Africa but more specifically

ently to stop Slobodan Milosevic from carrying out
ethnic cleansing of Albanians in Kosovo - a former

in the SADC.
The

deafening silence about the relevance or irrelevance of an official/
national language seems to suggest that the inherited colonial
languages English, Portuguese and French - have become givens.
In the colonial scheme of things, Africans were trained in the colonizer’s
language for a number of reasons. In the so-called Lusophone Africa, Africans
were trained in the colonial
language in order to be accepted as assimilados
thus assuming the privileges and obligations of
Portuguese citizenship.
Whereas in Anglophone Africa the black person was trained in
English in
order to become a better colonial clerk. And in Francophone Africa the rational
was a mixture of both the
Anglophone and Lusophone approaches. Thus the
people who were trained as colonial clerks and those admitted to the halls of
western

education became the “heirs to the crown”

had left.

They

once

province of that country which is now poised to
become an independent country if NATO lakes its
present military strategy to its logical conclusion.
In the DRC, the allied forces'
vention

one

those who

In both

the colonial master

What is clear is that

are

-

I

The rational for

imposing an official language is that it is good for the
creating a sense of nationhood and unity. But if these
imposed/inherited languages have united the various ethnic groups it has at
the same time widened the class division. In Angola, for
example, those who
could not speak Portuguese were either referred to as Bantu or Zairotas.
national

project

How then do

-

we

minimise this neo-colonial interference?

While

one

aware

to commit

As for
And

come

a

“cultural” suicide?

now

the elites in

Christmas

London for

some

our

countries

will go to

shopping and holiday.

are

Lisbon,

still tied to their colonial roots.
some to

Paris and the others

there

are

untold human

suffering

still convinced that

a resort to

fttrce

cannot

be

lion

a

or more.

generational gap or I am simply being
might be both. But the point is that these
two cases in point - DRC and
Yugoslavia - will
define how disputes will be solved in the next cenlury - using the bool and the bullet.
naive?

a

It

Is this the

precedent that the world leaders want
question for both NATO and the
why only Kosovo and DRC ? Is this
a case of selective
morality? Right in the European
back yard Turkey is suppressing and killing the Kurds
and in Africa. Khartoum is killing Southern Sudanese but
nothing is being done. And these are two
worst cases that have been
going on for years.
We the ordinary people demand an answer to
this apparent anomaly. Or is this what students of
international politics would call national self-interest
to

set?

But the

Allied Forces is

-

itself

a vacuous

So what is
in the

case

after Kosovo and DRC? To

Iraq

Angola in the

case of the
Where does all this leave the United

Well,

or to

aging and toothless dog best
development projects and the endtalk-shops at the UN Headquarters in New York.

confined
less

next

of NATO

Allied Forces.
Nations?

term?

What
A T

an

to some

a

way

of saying goodbye to

a

century!

Hongonekua

Katulura, Windhoek

Republic of Namibia
Letters should be addressed to: The Editor,
P.O. Box MP 111, Mt Pleasant Harare,
Zimbabwe

or

to 4

Deary Avenue, Belgravia,

Harare, Zimbabwe.

to
Letters must indicate the writers full

name

and

address, and may be edited for purposes of

Godwin

4

Bhudaye, Guinea

a

negotiated political settlement. In
war the kwser always come back to haunt the victor
when conditions are right. This can lake a genera-

is

of the challenges facing multi-lingual societies, something can
still be done at the regional and eventually continental level. SADC could as
well adopt a common language policy for its member states. The choice will
be between the three European languages that are currently used in SADC
countries. The adoption of one common language will not only enhance
regional integration but will also be a liberating act - reducing one of the
many vestiges if colonialism
This sounds very simple but I assure you there will be a lot of resistance
from the elite. Would the Portuguese speakers, for example, be prepared to
give up “their” language for French or English? Would the others be prepared

;

am

Is it

French and others.

cases

substitute for

versa.

Language, therefore, has since colonial times become a tool of exclusion
or
marginalisation - it has become a class instrument. It is a given. And
language policy is regarded as a prerogative of governments and the populace
is hardly consulted on this crucial national issue. The classic
example is the
case of Namibia where
English was imposed through constitutional fiat onto
a population that has been under the
yoke of Afrikaans for decades. In fact,
English is seen as the language of liberation in Namibia. It is easily forgotten
that it was the language of oppression in much of Africa as was
Portuguese,

for inter-

and infrastructure.
People are literally dying and hundreds are displaced
both internally and across national boundaries. Is
this really the way to solve political problems? The
old generation of international relations scholars would
probably say this is diplomacy by other means.
I beg to disagree with such notion. This is
actually the politics of the jungle - w hen reason and
common sense have gone out
through the back door.

language of business,
administration, education and the media have a clear competitive edge in
terms of employment
opportunities and getting simple things taken care of
through state officials over those who are not so conversant. A typical
requirement for a job with SADC or COMESA is that one should be fluent in
English and at least be conversant in either Portuguese or French and vice

acutely

on

and destruction of both property

were to

of the obvious indicators of social division.
conversant in the official language - the

reason

the side of the

beleaguered President
Laurent Kabila is to safeguard that country from extemal aggression perpetrated by both Rwanda and
Uganda. Secondly NATO intervened after some diplomalic standoff and the Allied Forces after they had
been invited by a fellow SADC member slate to help
quell both internal and external threats.

become the new ruling and intellectual class.
The mastery of the colonial language both during and after colonialism

became

Yugoslavia and the so-called

Allied Forces; Angola. Namibia. Chad, Sudan and
Zimbabwe in the DRC. The reasons are almost
similar. In Yugoslavia NATO's mission is appar-

clarity and

space.
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The 1999

general

elections in Malawi

Preview
Lewis Dzimbiri

The 1999 Elections
The

-

A Preview

starting point for the understanding

of the forthcoming general elections in
Malawi is the appointment of a nine perElectoral Commission on T'July 1998
by President Bakili Muluzi after he disson

solved the 1993 Electoral Commission

by Supreme Court Judge Justice
Headed by a High
Court Judge William Hanjahanja, the cur-

chaired

Anastansia Msosa.

commission is composed of messrs
Nathuru,
Tembo,
Mbekeyani,
Kamwambe, Kanjo, and Mtendere, Ms
rent

Mgwembe and Ms Chirwa.
Soon after its appointment, the

commission started wider consultations with

political parties, government, donors,

non-governmental organisations, traditional leaders and the local

people
through meetings and workshops. The
major issue was the question of constituency boundaries. The 1994 Commission
created 36 additional constituencies in-

creasing the total from 141 to 177 distributed

as

follows; 33 in the Northern re-

gion of Malawi, 68 in the Central region
and 76 in the Southern

region.

However, the constituency report

produced by the electoral commission
with respect to the 1999 elections on the
basis of geographical features, commu-

existing administrative
population density ere-

nication networks,

boundaries and
ated 70

more

constituencies distributed

follows: 40 in the south, 17 in the central and 11 in the sparsely populated north

President Bakili Muluzi

as

pushing the national total from 177 to 247.
Parliament meeting between 1-5 February to discuss the report produced
mixed reaction in terms of sheer size in
relation to the country’s economy, typoerrors, the authenticity of the
demarcation exercise, dissatisfaction with
the formula used with regard to 1998

graphical
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population census which contradicted the
premises of the Electoral Commission
exercise. Whilst the national population
estimates

was

at 12

million at the time of

the exercise, the preliminary figures
1998 census which were produced at

for

the
same time the constituency boundaries
were released put the Malawi population
at close to 9 million; creating an embar¬

rassment to

Government.

The report,

shelved (Nation 5

February
1), was later tabled in an extra-ordinary
meeting of Parliament on 17"' Febmary to
adopt a final figure of constituencies.

which

was

p.

A
count

new

the

formula which took into

ac-

study by Borneo of the United

Nations Electoral Unit which made

rec-

ommendation to demarcate

few

only

a

5
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1994 Elections in Malawi

local government

large constituencies and the other conby the International Foundation
for Electoral Systems which stipulated an

held

additional 48 constituencies and

that because of the

ducted

besides other factors such

not

70;

elections would be

concurrently with the General

Elections. However it

was

later decided

complexity of the

population,
communication, geography recom-

process local government polls would
be conducted three months after the Par-

mended

liamentary and Presidential elections.
Due to the delays in logistics which
included recruitment and training of registration clerks, polling supervisors, release of funds by donors, procurement
and arrival of cameras and registration
materials, the polling date was shifted
to 25* May 1999.
In all 3 687 registration centres were
created for the purpose of voter registration exercise. Experience has shown
that in the 1994 voter register had been
found with several significant irregularities such as impersonation, underage
voters, counterfeiting of voter certificates, disenfranchisement through safekeeping, alien and refugee voting and
crossing of constituency boundaries
(The Nation January 19,1999, p.9). The
major significant departure this year has
been the introduction of photography
by taking pictures of registered voters
by using Polaroid instant cameras to
check certificate fraud. The registration
form consists of a receipt which will be

an

as

addition of 17 constituencies.

An average of 50 000 people per Member of Parliament was seen as too big,
and therefore
voters/MP

a

national average of 26 000

adopted for the South
Regions of Malawi, and 17
per MP for Northern Region.
was

and Central
000 voters
The

constituencies

new

in such

were

distributed

that the Southern Region
got 11, central got 6 and North did not
get any additional constituency.
It

a

way

was even

argued that if a national

average of 26 000 was used, the north
would only require 21 constituencies as

opposed to the present 33.
In total the approved number for the
1999 General Elections has moved from
the 1994

figure of 177 to 194 with 87 for

the South, 79 for the Central and 33 North.

Voting Date And Registration
Initially, the voting date was slated
May 1999, and there was a general understanding that the long overdue
for 18*

6

given the registered voter copies of
which are retained by the Commission.
3 (X)0 cameras are required for the 3 687
registration centres. Another development is the proposal to have glass
boxes the support of which was promised by the Royal Danish Embassy (The
Nation 23 September, 1998, pi). The
purpose of this is to reduce accusations
of rigging usually made by losers and
to

boost voter confidence.

Initially the budget for the polls was
put at K700 million by the Electoral
Commission but the
K463 million
1998 at

came

approved figure of

out on 17

December

conference

organised
by the Electoral Commission in
Blantyre. K 300 million was to be donor funded and K163 million by the
a news

Malawi Government. Donors who have

pledged support include the UNDP, the
International Foundation for Electoral

Systems, Royal Danish Embassy.
The registration date which kept on
changing from U' February, then 18*
February and later to an unspecified
date finally started on 16* March, 1999.
However, due to logistical problems
such

as

the late arrival of

cameras

and

registration forms on 16* March only 1
000 registration centres out of the 3 687
SAPEM MAY 1999

Cover Story
opened since there were only 1 000 cameras with others coming in a week’s time.
Chaos reigned in other centres where
many people went home without registering because information not to open
the centres

came

late,

or

electoral mate-

rial did not arrive; registration forms
were not there. In Lilongwe urban out

registration centres only 4 were
opened on the first day of registration.
MCP President who among others failed
to register on 16"' March due to such
chaos called for the resignation of the
Electoral Commission (Daily Time,
March 17, 1999, p.l). The Nation commented on 1T'' March, “Voter registration started yesterday throughout the
country on a rather poor note with some
centres opening late, cameras for taking
identity cards being faulty, and the process of registering voters painfully slow
,”(The Nation Wednesday, 17 March
1999, p.l). As of 23 March, Chief Election Officer Stewart Winga who went to
Karonga where he found that other centres had run out of registration forms
blamed the UNDP for the delay in paying for the 3 million of the 5 million registration forms to the suppliers DRC Company in UK (The Nation 23 March 1999
P-3).
Against this background it is not
surprising that the Public Affairs Committee, and other Non Governmental Orgahisations called government to extend
the voter registration period and the polling date saying the calendar of events
is too impractical to achieve free and fair
elections by May 25 (Daily Times,
Thursday 18 March 1999 p.l).
of 23

Civic Education

Liberties Committees, Promotion of
Women in

Development and Elderly People’s Association. Most significant of all is the newly launched body
19; Human Rights

National Initiative for Civic Education

funded

by German - GTZ and the Euro-

pean Union. Launched at the Malawi
Institute of Management on 25"’ January

1999, NICE which comprises of rep-

resentatives from Treasury, Parliament,
Electoral Commission and the European
Union aims at dissemination civic edu-

general up to May 25 general
elections and the August local government elections on key issues such as
cation in

83

people as big
percent do not know basic struc-

tures

and functions of democratic gov-

vealed that
as

a

great many

the role of courts, parliament,
executive, member of parliament, village
headman, ward councilors, differences

ernance;

general elections, parliamentary
basis for voting candidates and what voting implemented
programme of civic education at the

between

and local elections,

grassroots levels.

1999 General Elecinvolved in voter
education in particular Non Govemmental Organisations, political party leaders
In the run up to the

tion, several parties are

Organisations accredited to

undertake voter education include: Civil
SAPEM MAY 1999

the 194 constituencies.
Three features characterised the

priby March 1, 1999 up to 13
UDF MP’s including 2 cabinet ministers
and 2 deputies were beaten by fresh canniaries. One

didates. This

was

evidence of power to

people and a step towards political
maturity of the citizenry. The second feature is joining and winning in many areas
of independent members of parliament
from AFORD and MCP who joined the
UDF. 18 such members joined the UDF
all of them ready to campaign on UDF

the

ticket.
The third and final feature is violence

ing. Each district has a centre which will
be used to reach rural people. After the
elections, the centres which will be
equipped with library and information

and angry protests over the poll results
due to poor procedures, unclear rules,

material will be used to disseminate mes-

violence

of national importance such as
corruption, democracy, HIV/AIDS and

Nation 4 March 1999

education for registration

deliberate misinformation, poor counting,
massive rigging. Protest marches and

Affairs Committee (PAC),

reported in Blantyre (The
p.l), Lilongwe City
(Daily Times 4 March 1999 p.l),
Nkhotakota (Daily Times Ibid p.l),
Thyolo, Kchulu in Zomba and Nsanje
Central (Daily Time 5 March 1999 p.l).

ties,

So extreme

sages

environment.

of civic education the Public
political pargovernmental organisations

As part
non

and the Electoral Commission have con-

stantly condemned violence among political party supporters and political leadAs PAC regional chair Clement

ers.

Gondwe asserts “the

use

of violence in

was

was it that while in many cendemonstration marches were conducted to the District Headquarters of the

tres

in Nsanje voters had hacked
poll official - the presiding officer. It is
possible that there are many unreported

UDF party,
a

order to

incidences in other

fashioned and

sion protestors had threatened that the
UDF would lose the parliamentary seat

gain political mileage is an old
retrogressive way in the
pursuit of politics” (The Nation January
20 1999 p.4). On another note the news
conference organised by the Electoral
Commission and the National Consulta-

to

p.l).

the news conference called on their sup-

to

use

In two

occa-

opposition parties if it does not re-

Group in the wake of violence at
political rallies, party representatives at

avoid

areas.

scind the decisions to accept the results
of the polls (Daily Times 4 March 1999

tive

The

major opposition parties are yet
primaries.

conduct their

of violence and in-

flammatory language by politicians. It

Party Convention and

agreed by a meeting of Campaign
Mangochi that an interparty
structure at national, regional, district
and grassroot levels for channeling complaints to the Electoral Commission be

MCP/AFORD Aiiiance

was

Directors in

formed.

simple and clear mesand cartoons or pictures, leaflets,
stickers, newsletters, badges, T-shirts,
street banners and popular theater and
drama besides radio messages and comedy are means of conveying voter education messages (Patel, 1999). However
not much voter education has permeated
the rural people at the moment.
Posters with

sages

The Malawi

Congress Party held a
day long convention which decided a

presidential candidate and other key officers on 24"'January 1999. Honorable
Gwanda Chakuamba retained his presidential post, John Tembo was elected
vice president, Peter Chiona as second
vice president, Kate Kainja (Ms) as Secretary General and Hetherwick Ntaba as
Treasurer General.
At this convention progress

towards

forming an alliance with the Alliance for
Democracy was announced by the cochairman of the alliance technical com-

Delegates endorsed the alliance
urged leaders that it should not fail.
Issues remaining on the table are the
fielding of Alliance Presidential running
mittee.

Party Primaries

and

and the electoral commission. Non Gov-

emmental

only party that had conducted primary
identify UDF candidates in

elections to

and poll-

voter

porters to

study conducted by Dzimbiri
(1998) on the perception of Malawi
citizenry on multiparty democracy reA

Politics, Youth Arm; Article

As at the start of the

registration

pe-

riod, the United Democratic Front is the
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mate, and the fielding of parliamentary
candidates in the various constituencies.

Gwanda Chakaumba and Chakufwa

tion

Chihana for presidential candidate and

As for past

The two

presidential running mate given their
past court convictions. According to

yet been made.

-

were

presidents - MCP and AFORD

left

to

finalise the discussion

on

the alliance.

convictions,

the Malawi Constitution Gwanda

However the MCP President Gwanda

Chakaumba announced
ference

80(4) of the Malawi Constitution.

Chakaumba who

at a news con-

Conclusion

convicted of trea-

and sentenced to 22 year imprisonin 1983 and Chakufwa Chihana con-

son

Sunday 1"' February 1999 that

was

ruling has

no

There is

a

lot of excitement towards

ment

the 1999 General Elections

AFORD leader Chakufwa Chihana will be

victed of sedition and sentenced to 2

his

presidential running mate. The decisplit the Malawi Congress Party as some members of the Na-

years in 1992 cannot qualify to stand
presidential candidates.

UDF party hopes to continue governing
the community and believes has fulfilled

tional Executive Committee of the MCP i

Gwanda Chakaumba and Chakufwa

on

sion threatened to

disassociated

The second hurdle

as

is whether

as

the

ruling

issues promised in the 1994 campaign manifesto. On the other hand the
major opposition parties hope to takeomost

from I

themselves

Chakaumba’s decision which they de- j
scribed as undemocratic and unconsti- '
tutional. Between

February 7 and March ;

22 the rift between Chakaumba and his
vice John Tembo who felt is the

right running mate occupied major headlines of
most daily papers. Protest marches occurred in both Lilongwe and Blantyre
calling Chakaumba to rescind his decision or step down immediately (Daily
Times February 8, p. 1; Daily Times 9 February, p. 1; The Nation 10"' February, p. 1;
The Nation 11* February; The Nation IZ"
February; The Nation 15'" February, 1999).
The situation

was so worse

that the Pub-

lie Affairs Committee offered to mediate
as

PAC Chair Rev.

Kaswaya is quoted as

saying:
"I would advise the MCP to resolve
the matter within their house...
cannot

if they
negotiate, let other organisa-

tions like PAC mediate between them"

(Daily Times 1(P' March 1999, p.l).

Chafukwa Chihana

However, former Official Hostess
Cecilia Kadzamira mediated over the impasse and on Monday 22"" March 1999
Alliance campaign at which Gwanda

Chakaumba, his vice John Tembo and
AFORD President Chakufwa Chihana addressed

over

30 000

people at Masintha

Ground, Kawale in Lilongwe it was announced that the deep rift between the
MCP President and his vice has

come to

and

Chihana

stand

presidential canrunning mate respectively since they are from two different political parties. The two issues
have continued to occupy major headlines of many newspapers. Lawyer
Bazuka Mhango representing the two
parties petitioned the High Court to make
can

as

didate and presidential

j its constitutional interpretation on the
two

hurdles. Whilst the

High Court ruled

that the Electoral Commission has

loyalists from both parties were
urged to support the alliance.
Thus by 25 March, it was clear that

Court however observed that the Elec-

the MCP and AFORD would contest

toral Commission has mandate to hear

mandate

the two issues, the

no

Suprreme

through MCP/AFORD
by now has received the
blessing of supporters from the two political parties. Registration started on lb'"
March amidst shortage of cameras and
other materials with delayed opening in
some of the 3 687 registration centres.
Civic education is underway, official campaigning has commenced, some parties
save UDF are yet to conduct their
priver

governance

alliance which

maries and launch their manifestos.
Whilst the

der Gwanda Chakaumba as President and

petitions relating to the presidential can-

Chakufwa Chihana as running mate.

didate and his running mate. (The Nation 17"’ March, 1999 p.l). The ruling of

opposition camp and the
parties such as NGOs feel the
May 25 date for General Election is practically unrealistic owing to logistical
problems experienced, there is still a
strong expectation that the elections will

the Electoral Commission which continue

be conducted

un-

Each
party will maintain separate identity in
terms of fielding Members of Parliament.

challenged by the opposition parties and some quarters of the Law Society of Malawi is that the two cannot run
as Presidential candidate and running
mate respectively since they come from
two different parties according to Secto

Hurdles to Surmount
Whilst all is set for the 25"' of May
Elections, there are two hurdles to be surmounted before the elections. The first
one

8

is the

question of eligibility of

be

on

interested

there

on

this date.

However,

hurdles related to the

eligibility of the alliance partners and the
question of running mate. Until this
are

two

hurdle is resolved, it is difficult to prediet an open, fair and competitive poll
with wide choice.
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Southern African

Development
Community (SADC)
Elections Focus 1999
Patrick Molutsi

1999 is

an

in 1994

election year in SADC. As
six of 43% of the

some

SADC member states of Angola,

Bot-

the

major events of the year. Howclearly under present con-

ever, very

ditions

some

outlined below, elec-

Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, and South Africa are sched-

tions

uled to hold elections this year.
Three others, Lesotho, Mauritius and

ernment.

Seychelles held theirs in 1998 and
Zambia having done so in 1996. With
Tanzania and Zimbabwe scheduled to

important test to both democratic
governance and the maturity of a
political system to change leadership

hold their

without strains and stresses associ-

swana,

general election in 2000,
multi-party elections have become
increasingly entrenched as a method
of selecting political leadership in the
region. Only the Democratic Republie of Congo (DRC) and the Kingdom
of Swaziland have yet to come out
clear in favor of or against multi-party
elections in the Southern African

re-

are

countries

ever,

unlikely in most of these
to result in change of govThe important fact how-

is that elections constitute

ated with undemocratic

an

change.
Beginning with this issue, SAPEM
as one of the leading mouthpieces of
political discourses in the region, will
present “an elections corner, 1999”.
The aim is to raise important issues
pertaining to elections in both SADC
member states and assess the implications of these democratic governance and peace and security in the

country.

region

light of their popularity, apparent regularity and acceptability as well

The choice

of electoral
system is one of the
most important

institutional decisions

for any democracy
as

their conduct in

SADC countries
same

a

number of

at more or

less the

time, elections in the region are

unlikely to

pass

SAPEM MAY t999

unnoticed

as one

of

as a

whole. Elections, in

one

major political decisions which

limit the fairness of election from

the very

beginning. Unfortunately
political parties and other interested actors especially those outside
government do not always appear to
recognise this fact. It is issues relating to the first few stages of election conduct that forms the subject
most

of this essay.
The Electoral System:
Implications for Political Stability

political

gion. It is also evident that Angola is
unlikely to conduct elections this year
in light of the on-going war in that
In

volve
can

and Democratic Governance

is

“The choice of electoral system
of the most important institu-

one

tional decisions for any

democracy,

yet only rarely are electoral systems

consciously and deliberately selected’
(IDEA, 1997). This statement made

by the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance

country as the case of Lesotho’s
1998 elections demonstrated, can

(IDEA, 1997) based

have

world, is very true for Southern Af-

profound effects on a country’s
political stability and on the issues of
peace and security for the whole region. This particular article presents
preliminary general issues already
evident in the run up to elections in

on

observations

of electoral systems across

rica. In this
observed:

region,

as

the

IDEA further

“Often the choice is

es-

sentially accidental, the result of unusual combination of circumstances,
of

a

passing trend,

or a

quirk of his-

the five SADC countries scheduled

tory, with the impact of colonialism

for 1999.

and effects of influential neighbors
especially strong” (IDEA, 1997:1).
In spite of their profound impact on
a country’s political system, electoral
systems are generally hardly ever
consciously debated and carefully

The conduct of elections

normally involves several preparatory
stages including voter registration,
party primary elections, administrative preparations, campaign and voting itself. Each of these stages in¬
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chosen

on

the basis of

consensus

players and the popuThus, there is currently, as in the past, no debate on
the effects of the predominant First
Past The Post (FPTP) plurality sys-

among political
lation at large.

tern

in the individual countries hold-

ministrative costs,

proportional

rep-

resentation (PR) systems practiced in
Namibia and South Africa have rewarded political parties and players
more equitably according to each party’s performance on the election day
than the FPTP

can ever

carefully on the electoral system they
currently practice. In particular,
SWAPO of Namibia conducted

seats

electoral system

South Africa

number of

have reflected

seem to

a

pre-independence elec-

toral system studies, which ultimately
informed the country’s choice of

electoral system at

Why

are
tinuous

In almost all the

2. Is the FPTP the most ideal and
well

serving of all the types? If
political forces
sustaining it and why?
not, what are the

3. Is the FPTP

holding
elections this year both
inter-party and
intra-party tensions
have developed.

proportional representation
system that they have chosen. It does
some

choice

was

made that avoided the

temptation of
simply adopting the common electoral system in the region. For all
their inadequacies and associated ad-

an over 20% polling of the popular vote by the opposition parties.
The key questions concerning elec-

these, in spite of

promoting the
co-operation and
among the divided

much-needed
consensus

societies of SADC states?

4.

Why are some countries moving away from the FPTP while
others are resisting?
To

countries

of the

they not subject to conpolitical debate and

change?

independence.

recently independent states in the region have made a
departure from the “traditional” first
past the post electoral system dominant in the rest of SADC region constitutes an interesting observation.
This in no way suggests superiority

however, show that

I.

in 1993 elections and the lat-

ter’s offshoot, the Lesotho Congress
for Democracy won 79 (98%) of the
80 seats in the legislature in 1998. All

That the two most

in SADC must relate

to:

do. This to

the contrary, has not been the case in
Botswana, Lesotho, Tanzania and
Zimbabwe where the first past the
post (FPTP) system is predominant.
The Lesotho elections of 1993 and
1998 brought out the worst effects of
the FPTP. The Basutoland Congress
Party (BCP) won 100% of the 65

year. Instead, the
is taken as given.
Only Lesotho has post facto recently
come up strongly against the FPTP.
[
Sofar, in SADC only Namibia and j

ing elections this

toral systems

answer these questions one
only have synoptic overview
of election results of the past few
years in individual SADC countries.
The recently published SADC Report on Governance and Human Development shows the following telling results on the beneficiaries of
the FPTP electoral system in this
region: (see table 1).
Two important observations
emerge from the table above. First
the ruling parties which in exception

needs

Table 1

Lesgislatures are characterised by One Strong Ruling Party
Last Election Date
Date

Last Elected seats

Seats*

No. of ruling
Party's Seats

% of Ruling
Party's Seat

Angola

1994

220

129

58,2

Botswana

1994

40

27

67,5

Lesotho

1993

65

65

100,0

Namibia

1994

78

59*

75,6

Seychelles

1993

34

30

88,0

South Africa

1994

400

252

63,0

Tanzania

1995

232

186

80,2

Zambia

1996

156

131

84,0

Zimbabwe

1995

120

117

97,5

Country

Source: SARIPS/SAPES Databank.
‘The figures exclude specially elected or nominated members of the
except for Namibia where we could not obtain dissaggregated data.
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since
independence of their individual

of Zambia have been in power

the

countries

are

significant changes at party level. In
change is not
groups insist on adoption of an al- I only at the level of changing the government of the day but it is equally if
ternative electoral system in their renot more difficult to change individual
spective countries? It seems to me
!
leaders
within political parties. Thus,
that most of these questions could
be largely resolved by the adoption
j women, the young and
of a more sensitive and responsive
marginalised groups are in most of
these countries already before the
electoral system.

a

successful tool for democratisation

region. The traditional victims of
this electoral system most evident in
established

an

competition to

South Africa such tensions

bring more women to parliament.
The question is whether or not the
latter is the best approach to increased women participation in politics.

ing to great loss of lives.

If so, should the same strat-

egy be extended to ethnic measures
minorities or youth? What are the

"It

seems

to me

that

of these questions
be largely resolved by
the adoption of a more

most

sensitive and

responsive electoral
system."

both

I

lead-

are

Recent

killings of United Democratic Movement (UDM) and African National
Congress (ANC) supporters in the
Natal and Eastern Cape areas are
some of the cases in point.
These
tensions have far reaching implications

on

the values of tolerance and

freedom of

speech for political

tenders in

our

“democratic”

con-

coun-

rules and resort to undemocratic

SAPEM MAY 1999

At another level,

political amaalready displaying itself
many political parties in the

among
SADC

ers.

Internal

region.

fragmentations leading to breakaways, the failure to prepare and
present carefully selected messages
especially by opposition parties is evimodern

dent.

The failure to

means

of communication is

use

com-

pounded by both ignorance and the
resources

to

do

so.

All these

problems of the electoral
system and political machinations by
those in power make election outcome so easily predictable in SADC
countries.
The next series of articles will dis-

dom of individuals selected?

ways

so

teurism is

relating to voter
registration are mounting. Already
two leading opposition parties - the
New National Party and the Democratic Party have taken the Govern-

implications of these co-option
measures on democracy and free-

question of the
sustainability of extra election measures to bring the disadvantaged

do

dashed.

lack of

Internal party competition
some cases has led to flouting

the

to

of

general elections marginalised for the
next five years.
Any efforts to
change politics in the first five years
of the next century by these sections
of the society have already been

added to

cases

ment and lEC to court.

Then

resources

tries. At another level still in South

Africa, court

ignorance

and the lack

political participation and bearers of
democratic values on to spotlight.
This year is not different. In almost
all the countries holding elections
this year both inter-party and intraparty tensions have developed. In

extra measure out-

side normal electoral

compounded by

by the

Every time elections occur they
bring political parties as vehicles of
i

of

means

communication is

Agents or Democracy?

countries, which either

have taken

modern

Political Parties:

practice proportional representation
or

The failure to use

political actors

threatened by elimination
winner takes all system.

women

are

the other hand is

yet functional to

policies and programmes of the
past fifteen or so years to increase

the

These

on

Ethnic mobilisation is divisive and

spite of all

participation in politics
across the SADC region, women
political participation at present averages a mere 12.5% (SAFES,
1998). In fact women political participation is currently higher in Mozambique (25.2%), South Africa
(23.7), Seychelles (23.3%), Tanzania (17.5%) and Namibia (15.3%).

other words lack of

encouraging ethnic and racial
identities where small parties resort
to an ethnic anchor strategy in order
to raise enough votes to win a seat.

groups, women, youth etc. are evident in SADC countries practising
For instance, in

women

politically disadvantaged

The FPTP

democracies,

namely exclusion and limited participation of minority ethnic and racial

FPTP.

Or should

other

and democratic consolidation in the

well

j Botswana have failed to bring about

and other

second observation is that

Justify itself as

by positive discrimina-

tion measures?

They enjoy overwhelming support in the legislature
but not necessarily so in the popular
the FPTP does not

I democracy are clearly lacking. Party
primary elections, for instance, in

be resolved

the main beneficiaries

of the FPTP.

vote. The

groups into parliament arises. Can
most electoral shortcoming of FPTP

in
of

of handling political contendIn Botswana, Malawi and Na-

cuss

election management, party

pri-

mary elections, campaign strategies,
the role of media and civil society,
the electoral systems

and

many

oth-

ers.

mibia, inter-party and inner-party
11

South Africa

in

Transition

ANC
Soul Searchin
Tendai Dumhutshena

I

is not

t

only President Nelson

Mandela who will retire from poli
tics after the June elections in

South Africa.
Others who

equally dedicated their
will also call

adult lives to the struggle
it a day. Govan Mbeki

who

was on

Robben Island with Mandela will de-

part. The octogenarian intellectual will
glad to see his son, Thabo, ascend

be

to the

presidency of the country. Other

luminaries who will step down are
former Umkontho weSizwe com-

mander, Joe Modise currently the Minister of Defence, and Mac Maharaj the
Minister of

Transport who is widely

regarded

the most effective

as

mem-

ber of cabinet.

She has the street

credibility and
appeal that many
in government
Another
veteran,
Madikizela-Mandela has

lack
Winnie
no

such

thoughts. All indications are that she
will be a pivotal figure in the campaign
that has now begun in earnest. She
most probably sees the departure of
her former husband from the political
scene as opening doors for high office
in government. Buoyed by her election as the tenth most popular ANC
parliamentary candidate, she has
emerged from a long period of withdrawal to take to the bastings with enthusiasm.
takes

over

“When Comrade Thabo
the ANC will be in power.

At the moment it is

just in office,” she
said in a disguised criticism of
Mandela’s presidency.
She

an

12

rural

Kwazulu-Natal,
IFP stronghold where ANC angels
went to

Winnie Madikizela Mandela

fear

to

tread to

campaign. She repeated

teristic gesture

new party president Mbeki and his
predecessor Mandela. Dressed in
Methodist Church uniform, she got the
attention she wanted with the huge
crowd loudly applauding her grand

to

entrance.

the message that a vote for “Comrade
Thabo” and the ANC will usher an era

of real transformation.

In

a

charac-

she distributed blankets
poor rural folk.
On Sunday March 28, the ANC

launched its election manifesto at
Orlando Stadium in Soweto. This is
home turf for Madikizela-Mandela. She
broke protocol by arriving late after

It is not unusual for her to

arrive late at party meetings to the
embarrassment of her political seniors.
She

was

Deputy Minister of Arts,

Science, Culture and Technology in
Mandela’s government. It was shortS.VPEM MAY
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lived. She

was

fired for inter alia, go-

lack.

ment

Mbeki himself, though

ing to West Africa on an unauthorized
trip. Madikizela-Mandela has demonstrated in the past that she is not bound
by rules that other mortals gladly accept. In the 1980s when her Mandela
United Football Club ran amok in
Soweto, leaders of the mass democratic movement accused her of not
being a team player, of not subjecting
herself to the collective will and disci-

popular, lacks charisma and is visibly

pline of political structures. It is a problem that, despite her presidency of the
ANC’s women’s league, has kept her
on the margins of the party’s mainstream leadership.
Is that about to
change?
With the ANC guaranteed victory
the six million-dollar question is
whether Mbeki will give her a cabinet

that she

was

fortable

victory for the party bosses
vindi-

post. She has
a

already started playing

uncomfortable with crowds.

ANC

spindoctors are trying to rectify this
problem. He is a thoughtful speaker
with no inclination to harangue the
masses with demagoguery.
But all
political parties need agitators and
demagogues especially in election
times. Madikizela-Mandela is one. If
she is not given a top job, cynicism

to

used to

secure a com-

be discarded later would be

cated.
In the meantime she will occupy

The greatest danger the
apathy among the black
poor and unemployed who have not
reaped the material rewards of uhuru.
A significant number of ANC support¬

centre

stage.

ANC faces is

the party.

edly

In this regard she is undoubt-

the poor in the townships,

among

squatter camps

onciliation Commission have cast her
in the role of victim. A court case is

pending between herself and Mandela
over ownership of their old house in
on her side.
The ANC leadership

pathy is

is clearly relieved that she has not decided to be a
spoiler. She has not opted to exploit
the growing disillusionment in the black
community to erode the credibility of
the party.
asm

of a

Instead, with the enthusi-

neophyte she has pointed out
some

ment’s

to ex-

pansion of postal and tel-

ment

black

her

than it
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voted into

showing no signs of
abating. Despite conferences on

Govan Mbeki

specu-

suggested feelings of
personal warmth and camaraderie.
Some political observers attributed
Mbeki’s victory over Cyril Ramaphosa
for the post of vice-president of the
ANC to the support she gave him.
Whatever Mbeki’s inner-feelings
may be he and the party need
Madikizela-Mandela to get the masses
to the polls. She has the street credibility and appeal that many in govern¬

in 1994 when

was

of those constructed of poor quality.
Crime is rampant and

moral renewal

corruption is spreading

lation in ‘The-Sowetan’

Their utterances

Unem-

with many

potentially recalcitrant
to risk having in cabi-

with Madikizela-Mandela is cordial.

lead-

aware

power.
Not enough
houses have been built

structure? He may take
the view that she is too

might be appointed premier of
Gauteng province.
On the surface Mbeki’s relationship

was

the ANC

exclude her to maintain
the confidence of the
white economic power

that she

actually

ployment is higher now

line? Or

was

she is

of the failures.

will he bite the bullet and

There

burgeoning
entrepreneurial
a

Like other party
ers

outside where there will

net.

of

class.

dangerous
inside government than
on

serv-

ices and the empower-

she is less

obligation

provision

ecommunication

he take the view that

no

rural

successes-

of clean water, construetion of houses, the ex-

popular will by appointing a person who has
shown scant regard for
the principle of collective responsibility? Will

part to toe the

of the govern-

electrification,

elude her from his cabinet? Will he ponder to

be

Public sym-

Orlando West, Soweto.

campaign. Will Mbeki
nerve

and rural areas. Criti-

cally she is not seen as an unconcerned
politician fattened by the gravy train.
Her divorce, sacking from government, and ordeal at the Truth and Rec-

leading role in the

have the

She moves with ease

an asset.

ers

did not

register to vote citing lack

change in their material circumfor their lack of interest. This
was despite a concerted publicity campaign to get people to register. The
challenge facing the ANC is to convince black people at the bottom of the
socioeconomic ladders to vote for it.

of

stances

people though disillusioned
other political home but can
register their unhappiness by boycotting the elections.
It is the duty of people like
Madikizela-Mandela to give hope to
these people and restore their faith in

These
know

no

like

a

corrosive

cancer.

The message the ANC is spreading
is that it needs a fresh mandate to fin-

ish the job. It has created the political
stability, and the institutional and policy
framework within which transforma-

place. To deny it a new
gains that have
been made and allow reactionary forces
to perpetuate inequalities created by
apartheid. This is a message that

tion

can

take

mandate would undo

Madikizela-Mandela in her inimitable

style is taking to the masses. Only time
will tell whether she will be rewarded
for it.
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News

Briefs
analysts

say will be necessary, but
which Western leaders continue to

Ethiopia

insist is not
Dana Allin

Addis Ababa

Studies.

Eritrea has

appealed
to several humanitarian organisations
to put pressure on Ethiopia to account
for the whereabouts of 1 000 missing
Eritreans and to
release if

-

ensure

-

As the Kosovo

UNITA shelling reportedly
leads to “mass exodus”
into Kuito.
Luanda

-

More than 300 000

people are affected by a serious food
shortage in the central Angolan city
of Kuito, which has been shelled by
UNITA (United National Union for
the Total

Independence of Angola)
artillery. UNITA’s capture of
the towns of Catabola and Cunhinga,
respectively 50 km northeast and 30
rebel

km northwest of Kuito, has report-

Programme and Care Inoverseeing distribution
of dwindling food stocks. Aircraft
have been unable to land at the city’s
airport, further complicating the situternational

war

continues, many non-government

analysts see Yugoslav President
Slobodan Milosevic winning so far.

failing to win. We
attaining our objectives. If
our aim was to get Milosevic to withdraw his forces and stop harassing
the Kosovars, the converse has happened,” said William Hopkinson, senior defence analyst at Britain’s Royal
Institute of International Affairs.

war,

short air
in which Milosevic would

buckle after
have

a

a

few cruise missiles,

evaporated.

After three weeks of bombing,

the

aliens had not eliminated air defences

managed to prevent Serbian forces
from expelling hundreds of thousands

or

of ethnic Albanians from their homes
and country.
At the time of

going to press they
had not yet begun serious preparation for a ground offensive, which
most former generals and strategic
14

ratification of International Labour

Organisation ILO conventions, recprotocols. The

ommendations and

government and the Frelimo (Mo-

zambique Liberation Front) bench
argued that conditions have not yet
been created in the country for the
ratification of the ILO package. The
bill has been returned to the legislature’s specialised commissions and
government for further consideration.

Ghana
President

Botswana
Call for
control

easing state
over

media

Rawlings says
down in 2000

he will step

Accra President Rawlings has
emphasised that he will abide by the
-

constitution of Ghana and step
aside when his term of office ends
in

“So far, we are

hopes of

Maputo - The Assembly of the
Republic vetoed a draft bill on the

are

ation...

are not

Nato leaders’

ratification of ILO bill

World Food

hopes of a
war evaporate

short-lived air

Belgrade

Mozambique

edly set off a mass exodus of 150
000 people seeking refuge in the Bie
Province capital.
The provincial government, the

Yugoslavia
NATO’s

Strategic

Legislature votes against

they

places in Addis Ababa and several other
Ethiopia towns, their subsequent
whereabouts remain unknown. They
have not been deported with the 55 000
of their compatriots who have been expelled so far.

disaster so far,” said
Balkans expert at the

a

a

within limits and the government would
certainly have say in the running of
things,” he said.

Angola

The list of

officials from their homes and work

,

International Institute for

their immedi-

are in detention.
missing persons, most
of whom are young, was compiled
over a three-month period from
parents and other family members. The
missing Eritreans had been permanently residing in Ethiopia. But, as they
were picked up by Ethiopia’s
security
ate

“The war’s

Ethiopia asked to account
“missing” Eritreans

for 1 000

planned.

be restrictive. Control could still exist

the

year

Rawlings

2000.

President

addressing political
science students of the University
of Bordeaux in Paris. The meeting
was arranged as
part of his visit to
was

France to Enable him to share his

Gaborone The Botswana government is being lobbied to allow its new
-

television station, the existing ‘Daily
News’ free sheet and Radio Botswana
to

become parastatal organisations.
Information
director
Ted

Makgekenene said he supported the
idea, but no formal proposals have
been made to the government.
Botswana’s national television station is due to open at the end of this
year.

Project director Kevin Hunt said to
efficiently, the station should not
be controlled by the government completely. “It must have a degree of autonomy. Government control would
run

thoughts, vision and aspirations
with the students.

President

Rawlings stated that
president in Africa is not
an easy business. He told his audience that some people are creating
the impression that he will step
down only for his wife to succeed
being

a

him.

He described this

as a

base-

less, saying this is being thrown
about to create
First
work

animosity for the
Lady because of the good
she is doing with her 3L‘

December Women’s Movement

which, he says, is at the forefront
of women’s emancipation.
S.4PEM MAY 1999

Army rebels. He did not release

Somalia

Niger

Some 20 people reportedly
dying of hunger daily in Puntiand

Niger president shot
dead by his own guards

Niamey

Niger’s president

-

Ibrahim Bare Mainassara, was

shot

presiguard, military sources in the

by members of his own

dead

dential

capital Niamey said.
The
on

declined to elaborate
for his killing on Fri-

.sources

the reason

version of
forward by the U S State

day, but confirmed a
events

put

told
Reuters that those responsible for the
slaying remained at liberty, reinforcing suggestions that it was an organised

reached its worst level. Mr.
Hasan Abshir said despite an appeal to
now

relief

department.
The

Mogadishu - Hasan Abshir Farah,
Affairs in
Abdullahi Yusuf’s administration, has
commented on the drought situation
in Puntiand state (northeastern Somalia), saying about 20 people were dying of hunger and thirst daily in the
region as a result of the drought which

the Minister of Internal

had

sources

in Niamey

people.

said.

Prime Minister Ibrahim Assane

Mayaki announced the president’s
death on 9 April in a radio broadcast, describing it as an “unfortunate accident”. He said parliament
had been dissolved and political activity suspended.

Palestine

Tanzania
Opposition leader blames
ruling COM for rift within his party
Dar-es-Salaam
the NCCR-

-

The chairman of

Maguezi (National Conven-

tion for Construction and

emergency activities
towards end of 1999

Mapinc(uzi, ruling party), is to blame
for the wrangles within his party.

retary

the (ruling) party

general, Mr. Mabere Marando,

being used in the ongoing row.
Mr. Mrema said this in an interview

was

‘Nipashe following a statement
by the head of the Evangelical Lutheran
with

The UN High CommisRefugees (UNHCR) in

Rwanda is to close down its emergency humanitarian activities
the end of this year.

towards

According to the UNHCR officials, it will not fully stop its services in the country but it will con-

Church of Tanzania (KKKT), eastern
and coastal diocese.

rican leaders

one

of the

reasons

for the withdrawal

He said "First of

Bishop Jerry

After consultations with Presidents

we

the

a

the situation in the Middle East

Government in peace
taiks with rebei groups

Kampala

-

The government has

population.

rebels.
Prime Minister Kintu Musoke re-

totally dependent on
funding for its activity. As

well know last year’s fundpractically zero."

you very

ing

Uganda

started peace talks with Uganda National Rescue Front - 2 (UNRF-2)

UNHCR is

was

im-

4 marks the expiry of
interim period set out
in a peace agreement with Israel. The
international community has advised
Arafat to delay the proclamation of
independence until Israel’s general

proves. May
the five-year

elections to be held 13 days later.
Israel has threatened to retaliate

by annexing parts of West Bank it still
controls.

Burkina Faso
justice
president’s brother

Protesters demand

have been able to stabilise, to

donor’s

Mugabe and Mandela the Pal-

estinian leader hinted that the declaration of independence scheduled for
the 4"’ of May may be delayed until

in case of

all, I think for

big achievement that
help
government of Rwanda to stabilise

UNHCR it is

the question of pend-

Palestine.

years.

explained that

is lack of funds.

on

ing declaration of independence for

Mngwamba, who has shown willingness to resolve the wrangles that have
plagued the party for the past two

the UNHCR repre-

sentative to Rwanda,

The Palestinian

holding consultations with Southern Af-

tinue to assist in some .sectors.
Ms Kristos,

-

leader Yasser Arafat has been

Reform-

Change) party, Mr. Augustine Mrema,
has said that CCM (Chama Cha

him from contesting the presidency in the next general

UNHCR to close down its

Aringa

Proclamation of the

elections and said that the NCCR sec-

sioner for

former soldiers from

County.

Palestine State deferred

wanted to prevent

Rwanda

-

are

agencies for assistance four

He claimed that

Kigali

for
Aringa, Maj Amin Onzi. Most of them

Resistance Council) member

West Bank

including
Mainassara, died in the incident, the
sources

Ezaruku, lead the government delegaAlso involved on the 15-man
committee is a former NRC (National

tion.

months ago, not a single aid agency
had come forward to assist.

military coup.

Five

de-

saying the press had in the past
sabotaged the peace initiative.
The peace initiative with UNRF-2
rebels began in January. The commandment of Bombo barrack. Col.
Hussein Ada, and a former commandment of Mbuya barracks, Lt-Col Nasur

tails

Gulu that
talks with
Joseph Kony’s Lord’s Resistance

a conference in
the government had opened

cently told

Ougadougou - In Burkina Faso,
Francois Compaore, the brother of
President Blaise Compaore, has not
escaped justice. He has been indicted
for murder and concealment of the dead
body of his driver, David Ouedraaogo,
who died in 1998. The indictment ac-

tually took place in January, but it was
di.sclosed only recently when Francois
Comapaore wanted to lodge an appeal
for

its

annulment

with

the

Ouagadougou Court of Appeal
15
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SOUTHERN AFRICA:
Rights -for human rights
Nomore Sibanda
“In 1948 the International Labour

Organisation (ILO) Convention No 48
workers international recognition of the rights to organise in trade
unions. That same year, the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights
recognised union rights as human rights. Fifty years on these rights are
under threat in many countries, including those in Southern Africa”

The Trade Dispute Act regulates
relations between employer and employees and provides for conflict reso-

gave

lution machinery,
The current situation in Botswana
is such that it is difficult to go on a

Botswana

This

lawful strike. The legislation is so cum-

provision has been denied the civil

bersome and would appear was

designed such that workers are discouraged form undertaking industrial action. The Act provides remedy for
unfair labor practices and breaches of
contract by employers and also employees.
It provides in cases of termination
of employment, mediation by the Dis-

servants. The-same section is clear
Introduction
I on civil servants that they cannot beBotswana has enjoyed relative peace
long to any trade union. However, with
and democracy, in addition to the pothe latest shift in Government thinking
litical stability, which is a rare phenomthis might be a thing of the past,
I

enon

in Southern Africa.

Despite the relative peace, there are
infringe on labor
rights in the country. The labor movement through the umbrella Botswana
a

few rules, which still

Federation of Trade Unions (BFTU),
has made an effort for government to

recognise their anti-union stand
through such rules. Some of the rules
that

are

viewed

as

anti-union include:

Administration of Trade Unions
The formation and administration
of trade unions is governed by the
Trade Unions and Employers’ Organisation Act. In terms of the Act where

quarter of employees in one company or sector has formed a union and
such union is registered, the employer

trict Labour Officers, Commissioner
of Labor and the Industrial Courts.
Other disputes other than individual

one

is bound by law to deal with such a
union as a negotiating body on matters

|
,

that affect the

The

current

situation

in Botswana is such that
it is

dijficult to go
lawful strike. The
legislation is so

on a

cumbersome and would
appear was designed
such that workers are

discouraged form
undertaking industrial
action.
Constitution of the Country
Section 13 of the Botswana constitution guaranteed the right of Freedom of Association, that individuals
shall have the right to belong to any
association of their choice, and in particular belong or form trade unions.
16

relationship between the
employer or industry and the members |
of the union. This Act also places a
j

restriction on the formation of trade
unions. It mentions that a union can

only be formed by 30 employees or
more, if thirty is not less than one quar¬
ter.

The Act also

prohibits the employer

from any acts of intimidation and discrimination. An employer is prohibited from making union membership
or
non-membership a condition of
employment. The Act further states
that managerial employees are prohibited from belonging to the same union
with employees in non-managerial positions. This particular Section (561)
is so broad that employees who perform any of the listed duties, automatically become members of management. The Act is supplemented by the
Employment Act, which also governs
relationships at workplaces.

Trade

Dispute Act

!

disputes
may be referred directly to the
Industrial Courts
as

“urgent applica-

dons”.

Otherwise the Commissioner
of Labour has to mediate before referral to the Industrial Court.

Government Policy
Towards Trade Unions
The Government policy towards
trade unions is a rather cordial one.
Much as the civil servants are denied
trade union

rights, the government has
with an Industrial Code of
Practice. This Code sets up the
modalities of operations that regulate
relations between employer and employee both in private and public servcome

up

ice. It also stresses the need to have
collective bargaining in structures in

place, and this has helped the building
of relations at industrial level.

Employers Attitudes
Towards Trade Unions
Without much exploration this area

points out that some good relations
between employer and employees in
exist. What still remains
uncertain is the national level of emmost sectors

ployers’ attitudes towards trade unions.
SAPEM MAY 1999

Labour
Efforts Made By Trade Unions
A number of efforts have been

lowed to return to Malawi.
ary

made

by trade unions in Botswana in
improve trade union rights
situation. The BFTU through the Lahour Advisory Board have been influential in pushing for ILO Conventions.
Through this committee the Botswana
Government has during the course of
an

was

effort to

1997 ratified at least 12 (twelve) conventions, which include among other
Conventions 87,98 and 151.
There was also an appeal to the

of ratification

an

are

Ditshwanelo and

They have always been
cooperative in helping with the inforon

related issues of human

rights abuse.
Botswana is the

only country in
enjoyed stability, both politically and economically,
that trade unions and human rights
groups have had limited difficulty in

to

Southern Africa that has

efforts

to

stand for their

the Constitution

en-

Chapter IV Section 31(1) that

shall have the right to form and
Join trade ynions or not to form or Join
trade unions. Section 31 (3) also states
that every person shall be entitled to fair
wages and equal remuneration for work
of equal value without di.stinction or discrimination of any kind in particular on
the basis of gender, disability or race,
plus that the State shall take measures
to ensure workers shall have the right

Matlhaetsile.
mation

Swaziland is

saw

muneration and Section 31 (2) that all

currently has two human
rights organisations that have been
helpful in pursuance of human rights
These

Swaziland

persons

easier task.

cause.

withdraw labor.
The country’s Labour

Industrial Act

are on

strike

ployers should not engage temporary replacement.
That employers are compelled to
disclose information by the Indus-

1

;

ions and Government, some of the lead-

arrested, faced

court charges
petitioned Government because of poor salaries and better working conditions they were harassed and tear gassed.
Unionists are currently organising
workers and at present there are more
ers were

and when teachers

administration reluctantly accepted the
results and all political prisoners were

that 15 affiliates of the Malawi Con-

released

gress
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were

al¬

Kingdom, which was
multi-party before attaining independencein 1968. It remained a multi-party
state five years after independence until
12 April 1973. At the time the country
was multi-party, it was a
monarchy
within

a

a

Constitution, which further

allowed the Bill of rights.
In 1973 after the general

elections

in 1972, the then opposition party
called the Ngwane National Liberation

Congress (NNLC) won seats from
highly influential Constitueneies economically. This caused Xenophobia to
the then ruling party Imbokodvo. This
further caused the ruling party with
King Sobhuza II to revoke the Constitution and declared

a

state of Emer-

After this instrument

em-

^

and those in exile

including retrenchments privatisation
processing zones.

and export

cree.

1

a referendum to be held in
June 1993. 63% of the population
voted for multi-partism. Dr. Banda’s

number of issues

a

workers e.g.
1
that if workers

independenee from
Britain on July 6, 1964.
trial Relations Courts
Malawi’s first Republican state j
And that trade union activists have
President was Dr. Hastings Kamuzu
unconditional access to employer’s
Banda of the Malawi Congress Party
premises.
(MCP). During his tenure of office
However, implementation of this Act
trade unions were dormant espeeially
j was delayed until December 1997 for
from 1964-1991. Due to the political
employers were resisting on the basis
climate of a one-party state, in those
that it favoured employees.
The present Government is encouryears some trade unionists went into
exile and some were arrested andjailed.
aging industries to have trade unions
In early 1992 workers, churches and
for collective bargaining purposes, but
students started talking about oppresunfortunately some employers and
sion in Malawi. This was followed by
some government officials do not undemonstrations in all major towns of
derstand the role of unionism and inthe country. Chakufwa Chihana (the
stead most of the workers are victimthen Secretary-General of the Southised.
ern African Trade Union
When civil servants went on strike
Coordinating
because of non-implementation of the
Council, SATUCC) was arrested and
detained for openly challenging Dr.
agreed salary scales between the un-

called for

on

gency. This was done through the notorious instrument called the 1973 De-

Malawi attained

communities the former President

Government

of 1996 allows freedom of association
and includes crucial paragraphs for

Malawi

Banda’s government.
In October 1992, due to pressure
from both the local and the international

rently engaged in negotiations with

the United Democratic Front (UDF).
The full participation of unions in

shrine in

proeess

workers continue to be unionised. The labor movement is also cur-

more

participate in formulating a Republican
constitution, before the forthcoming
general elections in May 1994. Dr.
Banda was eventually heavily defeated
by the now President Bakili Muluzi of

every person shall have the right to fair
and safe labor practices and to fair re-

Botswana

issues.

a Constitutional Conference
held and unionists were invited to

the exercise

Office of the President on the ratification of those instruments, which actu-

ally helped to make the whole

In Febru-

1994,

of Trade Unions (MCTU). While

place

a

was

put in

number of restrictions

enforced.

Political Parties

were
were

banned, the Right to Assembly was denied, the Right of Freedom of Expression was denied, as well as the ;Right
to
to

Freedom of Association. The Right
Freedom to Assemble was left to

Churches, NGOs, the Red Cross and
Football Clubs. Workers could only
meet if and when they had the permit
from the Commissioner of Police.
In 1976 Swaziland Joined the Intemational Labour Organisation (ILO)
and ratified 16 conventions amongst
which the Convention on the Freedom
of Association was in the package.

This made workers the only voice of
the voiceless in the broader civil soci-

ety and came as no surprise in 1993
when workers labelled
27 demands. Among

a catalogue of
these were lahour related issues, gender related issues, human rights issues, economic,
social and political issues.

These demands

transigence

were met

with in-

the part of government
and as such, labour movement engaged
industrial action to pressurise government.
At this Juncture government
repealed the Industrial Relations Act,
which was in conformity with the ILO
Conventions and replaced it with one
that completely denied them all
on

17

Labour
Freedoms.

The Industrial Relations

Act had been drafted with the assistance

of the ILO in 1980.

The Swaziland Federation of Trade
Union

(SFTU) did not take kindly to

this and

formally reported the issue to

relevant international bodies, which

displayed support and sympathy for the
labour movement. The labour

move-

ment must be seen as the vehicles

of

social

change. According to Jan J
Sithole. Secretary General of the SFTU
“... democracy and good governance
is meaningless without citizen participation, democracy cannot exist in the
presence of the State of Emergency.
It is imperative that Government
should govern by the mandate of the
governed Freedom of Political Expression. Association and Assembly are a
pre-requisite for citizen participation."
Attributes of Governance which is

pre-requisite to sustainable human
development are accountability, transparency, free economic activity, popular participation tolerance, availability
a

or

checks and balances, and democ-

racy.” And according to Sithole, all
the above are a scarce commodity in
Swaziland.

The SFTU in
broader civil

conjunction with the
society groups under the

banner of the Swaziland Democratic
Alliance

(SDA) made demands for

a

people driven democratisation process.
In most

cases

the Alliance embarked

ble for Power.

A coup

of the then

Queen Regent

was approved by the
then Government (Liqoqo), which also
led to the

dethroning of the then Prime

Minister Prince Mabandla.

This

sparked an uprising from the students
University and the hirth of the
People’s Democratic Movement
(PUDFMO), which was fighting for
the restoration of the Queen Regent
Dzeliwe and social justice in the country. This episode came to an end after
the Present King Mswati III was
in the

At that time there

rule

rious Non Bailable Law which is the
detention without trial

through the

“back door”.

democracy and
good governance is
meaningless without
citizen participation,
democracy cannot exist
in the presence of the
State ofEmergency."
It is also

interesting to note that

since 1973 the Prime Minister is ap-

no

devolution of powers.

Hence the pressure

that

was

applied

(SDA).

Swaziland is the
only country in the Southern region that
has not yet democratised. In fact, it is
the only dictatorship in the sub-Saharan region. Since April 1973 the country has been turned into a police state.
In the early eighties immediately
after the demise of King Sobuza II there
was a big uprising among the Royal-

The effects of the pressure was that
the then Prime Minister Prince Mbilini

ties in what could be termed

in this

18

a

Scram¬

terrible.

The Government is also

a

member of the

Organisation of AfriUnity (OAU) and a signatory to

can

on

Human and

was

of the

seven core

ILO Conventions.

Being a member of the ILO Goveming Body Swaziland is expected to
be a custodian of social justice exemplary and a cut above the rest, but reone

of the worst violators of the

Development Community (S ADC), but
only country in the region,

remains the

which is not democratized.

Swaziland Democratic Alliance

of emergency.

human

by the Declaration of
Rights Charter of 1949, yet the
rights record in Swaziland is

ILO mandate. The country is yet another member of the Southern African

which is undemocratic and decreed and
state

Human

mains

not inclusive and

prevailing under the

as

such is bound

Public Order Act, extra-ordinary gazettes and legal notices, and the noto-

by unions was also joined by other civil
society groups under the banner of the

unacceptable Constitutional process

member of the United Nations and

workers include the notorious 1963

There is

an

attitude
internationally is to play Mr. Nice to
the international gallery and intransigence at home. The Government is a

People’s Rights, while at the same time
being a member of the ILO and its
Governing Body and a signatory to six

and 60 days

munition.

in place

people driven all-

by Dedetention without trial
to all who had dissenting views was
the order of the day. The banning of
political parties and freedoms continued and many draconian laws under
the 1973 Decree were promulgated.
Some of the legislation used against
cree

was

pointed. Cabinet Ministers are appointed, judges are appointed, Members of Parliament are appointed. Regional Administrators are appointed,
and Regional Secretaries are appointed.

The Swazi Government put

Cosmetic and not

inclusive process.
The Swazi government’s

the African Charter

crowned.

making concerns of Constituencies
heard, including the staging of peaceful demonstrations and picketing since
the Alliance was composed of nonviolent organisations. The response
form Government was aggression of
the highest magnitude. It included harassment by state agents (including the
death of a 16-year old school girl),
malicious arrests, tear-gassing, balon
charging and beatings and shooting of
peaceful demonstrators with live amon

as

demoted to

High Commissioner

in Eastern Africa, a new Swazi National
Council was appointed and later a Con-

stitutional Review Commission was ap-

pointed. All this

was done within the
existence of the State of Emergency

Domestically some of the negative
socio-economic factors include high
taxation, privatisation with no human
face, removal of subsidies, including
transport subsidies, continued escalation of

hospital charges, ever escalarising unemployment, the reduction of university intake by over 300 % and the high level
of corruption.
For many years Swaziland has been
defined as “an island of peace in a sea
of turmoil”. This was regarded both
as a subjective and relative description,
but brought about inaccurate indoctrination. The country benefited and realised economic growth, which was
sustainable during the apartheid era in
South Africa, civil war in Mozambique,
apartheid in Namibia, which can no
longer be sustainable now.
When the winds of change blew in
the SADC region, Mozambique, Mation of school fees,

lawi, Namibia and South Africa democratized and reached

political stability.
was acquired by
these countries created a springboard
for investments. It also opened up

This

Swaziland to economic and investor

competition never realised before. The
stability and democratisation in the region created broader choice and alternatives for investors.

Swaziland is

(the notorious 1973 Decree). And it is

regard that the SFTU views this

stability which

ous

now

faced with seri-

economic decline and exodus of
SAPEM MAY 1999

Labour
many investors to more politically stable countries in the region. It is now

not; peaceful but thrived under
forced silence. Unless the country de-

The Ministry tends to support employers whenever there are industrial
disputes and where workers are dismissed, the Ministry rarely supports
the workers but instead always blames

mocratises,

the workers

that investors realise that Swaziland
was

no

economic development
ever be realised,

and sustenance will

but social strife, poverty and
titution will be the norm.

dire des-

It is

disheartening to note that despite all the internal pressure so far
applied through industrial action and all
the diplomatic efforts ever engaged
with the Swazi Government have been
futile. The economic decline the exo-

dus of investors, joblessness and the
escalation of crime have no meaning
to the Government.

This

being the

case, the Swaziland
Federation of Trade Unions (SFTU) is

therefore appealing for more relentless
and selfless effort and support to apply more pressure non-violently but

effectively until Swaziland realises its
most

deserved Freedom.

Zambia
Government and Trade Unions

Through ILO Convention 144, the
set up a Tripartite Labour Consultative Council
which meets periodically to discuss
various issues pertaining to labor. The
Zambian Government has

Government meets with representatives from labor, the ZCTU and em-

ployers, the Zambia Federation of
Employers (ZFE).
However, despite the existence of
tripartism it has generally been observed that decisions passed or made
during meetings often take too long to
implemented or they are never implemented at all.

This has rendered the

existence of the

Tripartite Council al-

irrelevant.

In certain instances

most

government has gone ahead and made
certain decisions without consulting
the other two social partners. A reexample was the announcement

cent

by Government of a wage freeze withconsulting the labour movement.
The government has also interfered
directly or indirectly in collective bargaining processes, particularly those
involving Public Service workers.
out

When trade unions demand for wage
and salary increases the Government
has

tendency of resisting such deawarding increases
well below what is being asked for.
The Ministry of Labour has also bias
in handling labor matters.
a

mands and instead
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workers

as

trouble

causers.

When

contemplate taking industrial
Ministry of Labor is among

action the

the first to condemn such

moves

mately such employees are let open
exploitation partieularly where
salaries and wages are concerned.
This has continued to threaten living
standards and has consequently undermined trust and long term eommitment on the part of the employto

ees.

with

warning of stern action against workers.
The decision by Government to
ratify ILO Conventions 87 and 98 was
apparently done in bad faith because
Government did not get the views of
labor and employers in line with Convention 144 concerning social partners.

Despite numerous calls from the
labor movement for Government to
take care of social problems created

On their part,

been

trade unions have

calling

cause

on the Government to
that the working people get a

fair share of the wealth they are generating. Trade unions argue that policies should put workers and the general populace first in development priorities.
The labor movement is maintain-

ing

by privatisation nothing has been done
so far. Under the
process of privati-

continued fight to ensure that
rights and freedoms are respected. Educational training activities are being intensified in order to
enhance efficiency and effectiveness

sation,

lot of workers have been

in trade unionism. The ZCTU is also

pushed out of employment. In some
employers in privatised companics have no respect for trade union rights. The labor movement has
time and again argued that there
should be rules and regulations regarding the handling of workers affected by the privatisation process
but to date, the government has been
privatising a number of companies

putting in place a mechanism for
monitoring trade union rights abuses
by employers, including government
as the largest
employer. To that effeet the ZCTU has called upon affiliates to appoint one senior offieial to
report trade union rights violations at
each industry covered by each un-

without due consideration
tims.”

could be

a

cases,

to

the “vie-

Employers and Trade Unions
Generally employers through the
Zambia Federation of Employers
have worked well with the labor
movement

in various issues.

There

has

always been a coordinated approach on issues of common intere,st.
Despite disagreements on certain matters, there has been dialogue
even where there is
disagreement.
The two organisations, the ZCTU and
the ZFE, have jointly run programmes
together in the quest of promoting and
enhancing their working relationship.
However, with the liberalisation of
trend is

the national economy, a new

being witnessed among some employers who have taken advantage of
the vulnerability of the workers and
are exploiting labor.
Due to their
weak position most employers are dismissing employees at will for they
face little or no protection from the
law. Some foreign investors who
have opened up businesses in Zambia are reported preventing trade unions membership recruitment. Ulti¬

a

workers

ion.
The return of Zambia to what
a one party
authority is a
serious set back for the Commonwealth programme of good govern-

ance

and

democracy. Zambia’s tran-

sition in 1991 had been

seen as

a

model for Afriea. It had all started
well. The former trade unionist

Chiluba had
ment,

promised open governdemocraey and freedom of

expression but events so far in Zambia have proved otherwise.
The recent locking up of the opposition leader and former President
Kaunda on Christmas Day on allegations of attempting to overthrow the
government after an attempt failed
coup in October 1997, and other
moves aimed at
intimidating the opposition in Zambia could be likened
to repression and human rights violations for which

Nigeria was suspended from the Commonwealth.
To date President Chiluba has defied calls by both the local and the
international eommunity to let democ-

racy

prevail in Zambia and it

appears

the country is headed for disaster as
the Government is seeking ways to

justify the reintroduction of the

state

of emergency.
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Lessons From
The Kosovo Crisis
T

he US and its NATO allies have

tary intervention in Kosovo, Clinton

been

bombarding Serbia (in
Yugoslavia) in yet another attempt
“discipline” a “difficult” and

to

sought to justify such a course of action
two major grounds: the humanitarian
problem that Kosovo had become; and
the strategic interests related to a stable
and peaceful Europe. Both were integral
to US foreign and domestic policy; in his
words, the US cannot stand idly by hile
“ethnic cleansing” was being pursued in
any part of the world; and a stable and
peaceful Europe was central to both the
post-Cold War World order and the ecoon

“recalcitrant” leader outside the mainWestern bloc.

Only a few months
similar process of bombardment
began against Saddam Hussein in Iraq.
Today, it is Slobadan Milosevic in
Yugoslavia. Tomorrow, it would be any
other leader (and/or country) who
stream

ago, a

refuses to

cower

to

the demands and

dictates of the new unipolar world.
It is not necessary herein to outline
in detail the

background to the Kosovo
crisis nor the trajectory of events which
saw the systematic dismemberment of
Yugoslavia as a republic made up of what
is

now

called Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia-

Herzegovina and such other provinces
as Montenegro and Kosovo itself. What
is important to state, however, is that
Milosevic is against any further wittling
away of the Yugoslavia that has already
been reduced to Serbia through a US and
NATO intervention that
have Kosovo

now

seeks to

virtually detached. In this,

The

resistance of Milosevic and

suggestions
by some observers that Kosovo is a premature candidate for independence
render most contrived any US or NATO
support that is in effect designed to make
Kosovo independence a virtual reality.
The US and its NATO allies

ing to make
called peace
concluded

are

seek-

much capital of the soplan which was hurriedly

so

a
few weeks ago at
Rambouillet in France. But all honest par-

sign the US engineered peace
plan and vowed to protect the country’s
sovereignity and independence against
any foreign intervention and aggression.
It is difficult to flaw the position of
Milosevic, not only because of the popu-

process, even to

lar basis of it but also in terms of any

justify

real agreement reached;

in

has,

fact,

accused

Albright of bulldozing the
the extent of “doctoring” and adding clauses to the
Rambouillet document; and, to all intents
and purposes, the US, England, France

and

Gemany required

document,

no matter

some

kind of peace

how imperfect, to

a course of action - military intervention - upon which they had already

principles attendant
to international relations, sovereignty
and independence. The issue of Kosovo

decided. Besides, the implementation of
the “peace plan” would have amounted

and the demands of the ethnic Albani-

to

expressed through the Kosovo
Liberation Army cannot be ignored, not

sovereignity and independence : the deployment of some 28 000 US and NATO
troops on their soil, invariably to protect
one section of the citizenry against its

lem that

now

prob-

accompanies the conflict in

a

serious

that part of the world. But the demand
for Kosovo independence has to be

own

weighed carefully against these principies and rules which guide international
relations, including the provisions of the
Helsinki Accords of 1975 which approved
changes of boarders only by mutual con-

tion sound

sent.

It is also true that

best guarantee

war

is still the

for independence for any
group or province wishing to secede, but
only if it ends in victory. But both the
20

of the Cold War

was

better

“peace”and “prosperity” of this post-Cold War period. Significantly, Russia has countered the US
and its NATO allies by stating that such
military intervention as is being pursued
by the latter would plunge not only the
Balkans but the entire world into chaos

cided not to

least because of the humanitarian

era

than the so-called

and

was no

Milosevic
Madeleine

as

“crisis”

that there

of most of his
people and Parliament unanimously de-

ans

question is whether the US and
pursued such
policies during the Cold War; and whether
peoples of the Third World in particular
are not justified in concluding that the
its NATO allies could have

ticipants and observers would confirm

Milosevic has the support

considerations and

nomic interests of the U.S.A.

Dr. Ibbo Mandaza

breach

of

Serbia’s

government.

The bases of the US and NATO

ac-

persuasive, explained as they
by US President Bill

have been this week
Clinton.

However, such arguments

should be
taken

ignored against the position
by Milosevic and his people - un-

less the world as
the

a

whole

now

subscribes

philosophy and practice of “might
is right”. In a speech designed to mobilise and prepare Americans for US mili¬
to

insecurity.
The US and its NATO allies had in

vain tried this week to

dupe Russia into
supporting their course of action in
Kosovo by a less than subtle linkage between this issue and Russia’s application
for a facility from the International Monetary Fund (IMF). If anyone doubted the
obvious relationship between the IMF
and the US and its key European allies,
then this latest issue should set the
record

straight. At any rate, the Russian
premier turned back over the Atlantic,
postponing his visit to the IMF, in a bold
gesture to ensure that neither the US and
its allies

nor

the IMF could

use

sion to have Russia bless the

the

occa-

ungodly

military intervention in Kosovo.
In the old days, such small countries
as Iraq and Yugoslavia could have
asserted their sovereignity and independence, in the knowledge that the Soviet
Union might counter the U.S. In this
post-Cold War era, the dangers are far
too obvious for any brave nationalist, or
indeed for any country which might wish
to pursue policies which are not in
keeping with those of powers who now
govern our globe.
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Guinea Bissau:

decay and factional
struggles 1973 -1998

State

Karibe

On

With

Sunday, 7 June 1998, at 9;00 am,

the Minister of National Defence of

Guinea-Bissau, Mr. Samba Lamine
Mane, announced on state-controlled
radio that

had

a

“group of armed leaders”

attempted

,

.some

four hours ear-

Mendy

appeals for the residents to

maintain calm and remian indoors.
Samba Lamine Mane informed that the
situation

was

‘under control’.

official statement

was

one of Africa’s foremost revolutionary theorist and practitioner?

Cabral,

A Historical

The

Perspective

repeated at 20

minutes intervals, and with each an-

of shoot-

Twenty five years ago, on 24 September 1973, the Partido Africemo da

to takeover the army barracks
at the Bissau neighbourhood of Santa

nouncement intense outbursts

Luzia. For the residents of this bairro,
as well as for most of those living in

the minister’s declarations!

the

capital of this small lusophone

contigent of Conakry -Guinean para-

West African country famous for the
heroic manner in which its people sue-

troopers. President Joao Bernado
“Nino” Vieira, another hero of the Liberation War, declared on the same ra-

Independencia da Guine e Cabo Verde
(African Party of Independence for
Guinea and Cape Verde), PAIGC, the
liberation movement founded by
Amilcar Cabral, unilateraly declared,
after a decade of armed struggle, the
independence of Guinea-Bissau. It was

“un-

made nine months after the assassina-

der control” and that the surrender of

tion of the world-renown revolution-

lier

,

cessfully conducted, under the brilliant and visionary leadership of the
legendary Amilcar Cabral, an eleven
year armed struggle for independence
against a ruthlessly determined colonial power, the minister’s announcement was a statement

The

of the obvious.

crackling sound of gunfire and

sporadic light artillery shelling had
rudely awakened the local residents
and, by the time of his announcement,
it was already the talk of the town.
Neighbours, friends and relatives
called each other by telephone to
speculate on who were behind, and
not why, the levantamento (uprising).
The dismissal of Chief of Staff of the
Armed Forces of Guinea-Bissau, General Ansumane Mane (no
the Minister), a hero of the
War

(1963

bilised not

-

1974),

was

relation of

Liberation

able to mo-

just 90% of the soldiers

under his command, but most of the
able-bodied veterans of the independ-

struggle. Given the worsening
socio-economic and politico-military
crises which the country had been experiencing since the early years of inthe
statehood.
dependent
levantamento was not only unexpccted but long awaited.

ence
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ing and shelling would follow, to belie
Ten hours later,

boosted with

dio station that the situation
the rebels

was

“only

a

was

matter of

20 January 1973, an hisby colonialist
exploitation of factional struggles

ary

leader,

on

hours”.

torical event facilitated

ing from the rebel-controlled Bra Army
Camp ( the country’s major military
garrison) Just outside the capital, and

exacting

This was greeted with even
louder outbursts of shooting and shell-

the Bissalanca Air Force Base next to

within the movement.

Amilcar Cabral had made it abun-

the Bissau International

Airport some
5 kilometres away.
As it turned out, the situaiton was
never under Government control and
the armed

bloody confrontation was
only interrupted 50 days later by a precarious cease-fire, signed on 26 July
1998. Delicate negotiations for a
peaceful settlement of the conflict,
mediated by the Community of Portu-

guese-Speaking Countries (CPLP) and
the Community of We.st African States
(ECOWAS), have failed twice. The negotiations have broken down not just
on

the hot issue of the withdrawal of

foreign troops, but also on the insistence by the rebels on the unconditional
abandonment of office by the President.

What, then has been happening in
Guinea-Bissau, the land of Amilcar

Factionalism,

heavy toll in terms of human lives, would plague the PAIGC for
the next twenty-five years.
a

dantly clear that the people did not join
the struggle for purely ideological reasons; fundamentally, they joined the liberation war and made necessary sacrifices in order to be able “... to gain
material advantages, to be able to live
a better life in peace, to see their lives
progress

and to ensure their children’s

future”'.
We know that the fundamental

principles of PAIGC ideology

were
.socialist in character. Founded in 1965
liberation movement, it

espoused
ideology very much influenced
by the marxist perspective. It was
committed not just to the goal of “immediate and total independence,” but
also “the elimination of the exploitation
of man by man”, the elimination of all
relationships of a colonialist and impeas a

a

radical
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rialist nature; and inter alia, the “attainment of economic independence”

On the radical

agenda, was also the
practice revolutionary democracy, which was essentially about the
political accountability of th liberation
need to

movement as an

emergent party-state

the liberated

people. The concept
was one of four fundamental
organisational principles of the movement the other three being criticism and selfcriticism; collective leadership; and

to

democratic centralism

-

and it

was

essentially about popular participation
in decision-making and popular control over the state apparatus. It was
about poderpopular, or popular power.
Revolutionary democracy also had
an

economic dimension, which meant

responsibility for creating and
enabling environment for the improvement of the living conditions and quality of life especially the rural masses,
state

Amilcar Cabral

who bore the burden of the liberation

efforts and constitute the overwhelm-

ing majority of the population. It meant
the democratisation of economic op-

portunities.
With the liberation of
two

more

than

thirds of Guinean

and his comrades
state

territory, Cabral
started a process of

construction in the liberated

ar-

In response to

his call to “destroy the economy of the enemy and

eas.

build

our own”, and to “destroy the
negative influences of the culture of
the enemy and develop our own”, and
to “Destroy the physical ills which
colonialism has brought us in order to
build a stronger and more capable new
being” the liberators embarked on a
bold experiment. By the time of the

formal end of the

war

in 1974, the par-

allel state which

emerged was characby village committees, people’s
courts, people’s stores, health centres
terised

and rural schools.
which took

over

To the party-state
after the withdrawal

of the colonial forces, was entrusted
the gigantic task of implementing the
liberation movement’s radical

political,

economic, social and cultural agenda.
Abandoned
The

Agenda
capturing of the colonial state

did not lead to the radical transformation of te Guinea economy

tism’.

sion and

the radical

muted. This situation reinforced disil-

Consequently, deviations from
agenda were inevitable, resuiting in, among other things, accelerating institutional erosion, more factional struggles, greater political instability and increasing pressure for the
democratisation of the political space.
The retreat from the radical agenda
meant, in particular, the erosion of the
party and other ‘institutions of the peopie’ ostensibly created to enhance
popular participation and promote the
effective accountability of the rulers to
the ruled.

Indeed,

soon after independence,
major institutions for the practice
of revolutionary democracy quickly
began to function ineffectivley, setting
in motion a process of political de-linkage between the party-state and the
populace, particularly the rural population. Poderpopularbecame an empty
slogan branded about by state and party
officials to camouflage the death of
Amilcar Cabral’s idea of revolutionary
democracy and the growing obsession
with regime survival.
Obssessed with exercising effective control over youth, labour, women
and society in general, an over-zealous national security force intimidated
and silenced almost all dissenting
voices. Arbitrary arrests, imprisonment and summary executions were

the

and society
envisaged in the PAIGC’s prosome of the more severe measures
gramme of action. The imperative to
exercise effective control over society
taken, which ensured that, as a result
and the economy led to the new rulers
of self-censorship motivated by an
to be guided by what they constantly
understandable natural human instinct
referred to as ‘realism’ and ‘pragma- | for the preservation of life, free expres¬
as
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public debate became largely

lusionment with

independence and, in
deteriorating economic
crisis, withdrawal from participation in
politics and the economy.
With the leadership of the PAIGC
no longer subject to pressures from
below, an environment more propitious
for fractional struggles and political
instability was created. In 1980, the
the context of a

then Prime Minister Jao Bernardo
“Nino” Vieira,

toppled President Luis

Cabral (brother of Amilcar Cabral),
who was accused of “deviation from

the line of Amilcar Cabral”
But the “deviation remained tO be

corrected;

so

too the internal power

struggles and the political instability
which they invariably provoked.
Indeed, since 1980, the presidency
of “Nino” Vieira has witnessed

numer-

factional

struggles, with allegations
of attempted coups and purges of the
leadership of the party and armed
forces. In 1985, for example, the First

ous

Vice President, Minister of Justice and

popular liberation
Correia,

was

war

hero, Paulo

executed, together with

the former Attorney

General Viriato Pa
conspirators
for allegedly attempting to overthrow
the Government. The outrage which
this provoked led to the formation, in
exile, a year later, of a political party,
and four other accused

the Resistencia da Guine-Bissau/
Movimento

Bafata, (Guinea-Bissau

Resistance/Bafata Movement), which
is

today the largest opposition party in
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the

new

(since 1994) multi-party par-

Factional
to

struggles within the party

and the armed forces continued

state

able salaries four to six months late.

Casualties of War:

they went on strike in April
1997, high school students came out
to support them. They attacked official vehicles and government build-

The National Institute of

When

liament.

generate political tension throughthe 1980s and 1990s, culminating

out

in the armed confrontation which
flared up on

7 June 1998, notwithstanding the accusation,, and indeed
the involvement, of high-ranking army
officers in the supply of arms to the
Casamance independence fighters in
Southern Senegal.

ings in Bisau and a few regional capisecurity forces replied with
brute force, killing a youngster (in
tals. The

Bafata) and injuring about a dozen.
This unrest further

aggravated a
worsening .socio-political crisis which
led to the downfall of the first Gov-

ernment of the new

multi-party

po-

litical system.

Impoverishment,
Marginalisation and

Attempts to restructure the

Violent Confrontations
It should be

emphasised that the

internal power struggles and conflicts
of interest among the country’s rulers
reflected a deepening economic crises,

the solution of which led to the

enthusiastic

adoption of the stringent
prescribed by the IMF and
Bank to structurally adjust the

measures

World

Guinean economy.
It should be equally
that the structural

emphasised

adjustment

pro-

grammes (SAPs) impelemented since
1987 have had very high social costs
and very limited economic impact.
This is the

findings of two major studies^ conducted by researchers at the

Instituto Nacional de Estudos

e

Pescjuisa (National Institute of Studies and Research), INEP, the coun-

try’s principal research establishment.
As

a

result of the economic

conditionalities imposed by the IMF/
World Bank for restructuring the
Guinean economy, the inadequate
health care provisions, for example,
have

seriously deteriorated. With
shortages of qualified personand essential medications. Hospi-

chronic
nel

tals and health centres fail to

measure

the most minimum standard of
hygiene, and because they are regarded
as places where one goes to die, they
are generally avoided.
Increasingly,
people, in sheer desperation, are turning to traditional healers for quick remup to

edies

for

their

physical and
pyschological ailments and afflictions.
The educational system, as another
example of the high social cost of implementing SAPs, has also gravely
deteriorated, with decaying infrastructure where poorly trained, badly paid
and highly unmotivated teachers try
to teach young people without the
minimum of conditions. These teachers

would often receive their miser¬
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Guinean economy
market economiy”

in favour of “free
has meant impoverishment and marginalisation.
Among the most impoverished are the
liberation

war

veterans

who, like

school teachers and low level

public
sector workers, would go for months
without their poor incomes. An increasing number are reduced to begging for a living or doing the most
menial of jobs. In contrast, the majority of ministers and some senior
government officials, high-ranking
party members and a few top military brass live lavish life-styles. Corruption and the abuse of power became common practices. Prostitution,
especially among young school-age
girls, also became common.
In the political arena, in spite of
the ahertura politica (political opening) in 1991, which led to the concession of rights to political expression, association and contestation, the
democratisation process

still has a long
way to go. Authoritarian mentality
and anti-democratic tendency among
the leadership of the ruling party is
still very strong. This was amply demonstrated during the recent congress
of the PAIGC when the rules regarding the election of the Secretary General were flagrantly violated, and the
President “Nino” Vieira

was

instead

chosen

by “acclamation”. This, as
well as the allegedly cavalier manner
in which he presided over the deliberations, deeply divided the party. A
significant number of those who objected to his autocratic style are today with General Ansumane Mane,
whose stubborn stand-off with his
close comrade-in-arms, has
caused so much unnecessary death,
once

destruction and destitution to

pie who have suffered
so long.

so

a

peo-

much for

"’
the
Military Junta led by General Ansumane
Mane and the tiny and ill-equipped
Govenrment force supported by Senegalese and Conakry-Guinean troops
has exacted a heavy toll, even if the
precise details still remain unknown.
Studies and Research (INEP)
The bloody conflict between

To the unknown number of deaths,

250 000 people
refuge inside and outside the country, besides the enormous
material destruction caused by the intense artillery bombardment during the
50 day siege of the city of Bissau.
The tiny capital of about 300 000
inhabitants has been much destroyed
by heavy artillery shelling. Hospitals

can

be added

some

forced to seek

and health centres, schools and other
educational establishments, churches
and mosques, market places, shops
and banks, government buildings and

private houses, have all been hit. Lots
of innocent people have been killed and
injured. There has been a lot of looting and vandalism. The city, at one
point, was almost totally paralyzed. Its
dwellers who fled to the interior have

faced

hunger, disease and death. A
large number have crossed the borders
the neighbouring countries of Senegal, Guinea-Conakry and The Gamto

bia.

A few

were

evacuated to Portu-

gal, and those who can afford it have
gone to Europe or elsewhere far form
the madness unfolding in the land of
Amilcar Cabral.

Among the infrastructures most afby the destructive war is the

fected

above-mentioned Instituto Nacional
de Estudos

Pesquisa, INEP, which
largest and most active research
institution not only in th country, but
indeed in lusophone Africa - ironic for
a country which does not have a fully
fledged university, and which at Independence 25 years ago, had only one
high school, built 1958!
INEP was founded in 1984 by
Carlos Lopes (presently UNDP Resident representative in Zimbabwe), who
mobili.sed a few young and intellectually engaged Bissau-Guineans like
e

is the

Carlos Cardoso, Diana Lima Handem
and Abdulai Sila, to address the coun-

try’s serious deficiency in the area of
scientific investigation. With principal
objectives which include the stimuladon of scientific investigation, the Institution has, during the fourteen years
of its existence, been engaged in both
23
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applied research in
mainly the social sciences - history,
anthropology, sociology, economics,
political science. Dozen of books have
been published in the monograph se-

of Canada, the Institute managed to establish the Biblioteca Publica do INEP

ries Kacu Martel and hundreds of

tion of official colonial documents retrieved not only from the former central archives in Bissau but also from
those of the various regional adminis-

fundamental and

tides have

ar-

appeared in SORONDA:

Revista de Estiidos Guineense (Journal of Guinean Studies).
There has been

increasing focus
on multi-disciplinary development issues concerning the eocnomy, society, politics, the environment, gender
and long-term perspective studies. In
particular,the applied research orientation of the institute has meant the

conducting of macroeconomic

re-

search, sectorial studies and socioinquiries to assist govern-

economic
ment

departments and national and
development agencies

international

with essential information and vital

statistics. The

successfully
completed endeavours include the following:
A study on human resources and
technical cooperation, financed by
UNDP (NATCAP programme).
Two major studies on the socioeconomic effects of the implemented Structural Adjustment Programmes, financed by SAREC
numerous

1

(Sweden).
A

socio-anthropological study on
AIDS, financed by the World
Bank.
A

study on the Guinean Democratisation Process, financed by CECI

1

(Canada) and SAREC (Sweden).
The National Long Term Perspectives Studies (NLTPS) GuineaBissau 2025, financed by the Gov-

1

emment

of Holland.

Of the many challenges facing
INEP from the onset, the need to or-

functioning library and

ganise

a

chives

was

indeed

serious. Soon after

one

arof the most

Independence, the

inherited Centro de Estudos de Guine

Portuguesa (Centre for the Study of

Portuguese Guinea), consisting of the
National Library and Archives, as well
as the Ethnographic Museum, was
hastily emptied of its contents to make
room for the new Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. In the process, thousands of
valuable books and documents, as well
hundreds of rare

pieces of artifacts,
disappeared. With financial and tech-

as

nical assistance from the Government
24

consisting of

a

rich codec-

trative centres.

Besides engagement in fundamental
and

applied research, INEP has also una wide range of activities, ineluding the realisation of national and
dertaken

disemboweled. Sensetive and very rare

equipment, such as the only digital cartography table in the country, is found
outside, exposed to dust and rain.
The Library of INEP, the embryo
of the National Library and reference
centre of all publications in the country, as well as for certain United States
agencies such as FAO and UNESCO,
is roofless and damaged on the sides.
The torrential rains which have fallen

international seminars, conferences and

on

colloquia. Remarkably, even in the context of the one-party system (officially

constantly entered the library building.

abandoned in 1991), the Institute provided a forum for critical debate and

ground floor and the basement - have
been transformed into pools where

reflection

on

the serious crisis of de-

Bissau since the end of June have

Its three levels

the first floor, the

-

thousands of soaked and irrecoverable

velopment facing the country, the subregion and the continent.
It is significant to note that the

books and journals

Associacao Guineense de Ciencias
Politicas (Guinean Association of Po-

water

litical Science), ACIPOL, launched on
24 November 1994, was born and

the national liberation

housed at INEP, whose Director is the

found.

president of this local chapter of AAPS

which record the oral

and the executive member of the continental

body representing lusophone

Africa. These two institutions
host the 12"' Biennial

study

A

1

Historicos

The

were to

Congress of AAPS

in June 1999. This is

on the role of women in
the national economy, financed by
UNESCO.

1

(The Public Library of INEP) with over
80 000 references, and the Arquivos

fully and painstakingly since the creation of the Institute, has disappeared.
The computers left behind have been

now not

number of instutions

are

a

located (in-

eluding the Faculty of Law, Ethnographic Museum, Physical Training
Centre and Ministry of Culture, Youth
and Sports) is situated less than a kilometre

are

scattered, shredded and exposed to
and mud.

Hundreds of audio

which record the

history of
struggle as told
by its actors and witnesses cannot be
cassettes

Hundreds of audio cassettes

histroy of the
regions of the country have
disappeared. It should be noted that a
significant number of the people interviewed have since died. Photographs
different

and films from the Audiovisual Ar-

to be.

complex where INEP and

float.

The National Archives at INEP

from the initial front-line of the

hostilities. It has been transformed into
advanced post of the Senegalese intervention force. The INEP premises
an

occupied by Senegalese soldiers.
The transformation of the complex into
an army camp and the severe bombardments it consequently attracted have
caused enormous damages.
Taking advantage fo the prevailing

chives are dispersed and found lying
in the mud outside. In other words,
entire pages of the history of GuineaBissau risk being irredeemably blank

serigeneral
history of Guinea-Bissau; has yet been

or

illegible. This is all the
in view of the fact that

ous

more

no

written, and that all recent efforts of
the Institute have been geared towards
this

objective.

are

cease-fire,

a

few staff members of

INEP obtained authorisation, after enor-

difficulties, to visit their place of
work. Initial assessments of the dam-

mous

ages inflicted can be
word; DISASTER.

summed up in one

Conclusion
The

unfolding tragedy in GuineaBissau is the consequences of a longstanding crisis of the post-colonial
state, the severity of which calls for
radical, non-military, solutions entailing
a re-exmination of development
priorities and a redefination of national
sovereignty in favour of a pan-african
economic and political integration
which includes the institutionalisation

forcibly
opened, emptied of their contents and

of democratic governance founded on
the historical, cultural and sociological

transformed into dormitories for sol-

realities of the

All the workrooms

diers.

were

All work documents

tered about and

were scat-

exposed to the elements

outside. The stock of dozens of

com-

puters containing data bases on all aspects of Guinea-Bissau,compiled care¬

same

governed and, at the
time, capable of creating an

enabling

environment for the
opportunities.

deomcratisation of
References

are continued on pc;.
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Main Feature

The end of the

honeymoon:

Unexpected change in the
leadership of the national
Islamic front in Sudan
Lual Guet Jok

Nearly

alike.

of the Muslim fundamentalists in Su-

mogenous political entity,
the Arab nation with Islam

a decade ago, the National Islamic Front (NIF), the political wing

Forcing the Sudan into

a hoand part of

as

its ideol-

thought they would make a short cut
through the use of military force and
the manipulation of religious, racial and

marriage of convenience
with some military officers in the National Army led by then Brigadier Omer

ogy, has been on
of almost every

ethnic differences in the Sudan. Plans

Arab since

were

Hassan Ahmd El Beslir

Sudan from

dan

forged

a

ant General and Junta

(Now Lieuten-

the political agenda
northern Sudanese
the independence of the
Britain in 1956. Attempts

to

make this

paid a visit
Mayom Military garrison
in Western Upper Nile,

to

military officers overthrew

Southern Sudan, which was

the democratically elected government
ter

move a success

dent of the Sudan

figure-

The NIF’s inspired

head).

desperate

put in place. Ali Osman Mohammed Taha, the current P‘ Vice Presi-

then commanded

of the Prime Minis-

Beshir and

Sadiq El Mahdi in June

by El
conspired with

1989. The ultimate aim of the

him to overthrow

Muslim Fundamentalists

ernment

was

the gov-

of Prime Minister

holding of the

Sadiq El Mahdi. Soon after

constitutional conference in

the return of Taha from

Sudan, that

Mayom, El Beshir appeared
in Khartoum on the grounds

to

obstruct the

agreed upon
by the majority of the political
forces following the Koka
dam

was

Declaration

that he

1989, El Beshir led the mill-

between the Sudan Peo-

tary takeover in Khartoum.

pie’s Liberation Army (SPLA)

In his

and the Democratic Unionist
was

prive the Sudanese people of
novel opportunity of coming together and address among other
things the question of national identity
and the system of rule in Sudan. National identity and an acceptable systern of government have figured

a

to

of the civil

war

in the Sudan.

The NIF wants to

impose its norms
i.e. An Arab-Islamic identity on Sudanese .society particularly on African Sudanese

-

non-Muslims and Muslims
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Pan-Arab orientation, not
the left nor to the

right...Leading politicians
H.E. Lt. General Omer Hassan Ahmed Al Bashir
President of the Republic of Sudan

were

to

achieve

Arabisation

the

Islamisation of the Sudan
liament have

through

arrested within

a

few

hours. A state of emergency

a

prominently among other factors as the

Beshir, the NIF

handpicked military officer,
declared that “the coup has

prepar-

ing for the holding of the constitutional conference, the NIF
took upon itself a contrary position initially intended to de-

cause

military takeover

statement El

Party (DUP) in 1988.
As the nation

Jiis way to

Egypt for medical treatment.
A few days later, on June 30

(March

1986), and the peace agreement

was on

declared, the constitution

and

was

par-

pended and political parties and trade
unions dissolved. All independent
newspapers were closed down. The
new leaders of the Military junta an-

proved impossible due to

resistance from African Sudanese who
advocate the notion of Sudanism rather

sus-

nounced the formation of the so-called

than Arabism and Islam.

National Salvation

through the

Revolutionary command council to govern the country.
El Turabi was also among the arrested

democratic process. Dr. Hassan
Abdulla El Turabi and his followers

leading politicians. His arrest however,
was apparently a deliberate move to

Having failed
achieve

the

over the years to
Arabisation
and

Islamisation of the Sudan

25

Sudan
mislead the Sudanese

people and the
world at large that all political parties
really had been banned. The connection of the NIF with the military junta
soon

became visible to all in Sudan. El

Turabi

quickly released from
prison and assumed the ruling of the
country behind the scenes.
Hence the era of political terror began in Sudan.
Arabisation and
was

Islamisation of the Sudan

came to

the

top of the regime’s agenda. Individual

people whose conduct was seen to be
in conflict with the regime Arabisation

“Anyone who betrays
this nation does not
deserve the honour

of living, ”
and Islamisation

policy have been singled out as the potential enemies. Thus
General El Beshir at a Public rally in
Khartoum in December 1989 proclaimed that he would eliminate from
their ranks the renegades, the hirelings,
the enemies of the people and the enemies of the armed forces. “Anyone
who
serve

betrays this nation does not dethe honour of living,’’ said the

General.

Those whom General El
Beshir referred to as the enemies of
the people and the armed forces are in

fact the indigenous African Sudane.se
who have rejected an Arab-Islamic

identity for the Sudan and who have
against the regime as
part of the struggle of the oppres.sed
for an alternative Sudanese identity outtaken up arms

side the Arab

-

Islam framework of

the NIF.

Thus the NIF

began ruling the Suinthe
Sudanese people who do not share its
political agenda which is derived from
its interpretation of Islam and PanArabism. Arbitrary arrests, detention,
extrajudicial execution, torture of opposition Politicians, trade union leaders and ordinary Sudanese
people have
been widely carried out since June
1989. Every kind of abuse and violation of human rights has been perpetrated by the NIF regime’s security organs with apparent impunity. Hundreds
of people from all walks of life have
dan

by

means of oppression and
timidation of the large majority of

been arrested and detained without

charge in secret detention centers locally known as “ghost houses.” Many
26

I
i

have lost their lives in detention while

reports most atrocities and human
probably killed
rights abuses of the NIF regime had
and secretly buried. Other suspected
been committed by these two security
political opponents have been sacked
organs. It was the security of the revofrom their jobs, others lost their homes i lution, which carried out the mass arand have had their property confiscated ! rest of
suspected opponents of the reand their civil rights restricted (Amgime. It also committed all kinds of
human rights abuses including sexual
nesty International p2, 1995).
Instead of correcting its poor huabuse and rape of detainees. All these
man rights record the
human rights abuses were being perregime persists
in misleading the International Commu- ; petrated by this
special security organ
nity that it adheres to the rule of Law I with the knowledge of El Turabi, the
and principles of human rights, a false ! regime’s chief ideologue.
After almost ten years in power beargument which ignores the fact that I
the International Community is well
hind the scenes consolidating his peraware of the regime’s lack of adhersonal power through careful selection
ence to both the above.
The regime
and appointment of his supporters to
has also claimed that the Sudanese peokey state positions, and having put in
pie have been accorded full freedom
place a new constitution of his makto exercise their democratic
rights
ing, El Turabi thought it was time for
him to come out of the military shadow
through the so-called people’s committees and through General congress,
and publicly assume state leadership.
which at times is chaired by El Turabi.
Thus El Turabi resigned his position
For concerned Sudanese and observas the speaker in the NIF dominated
ers of the political situation in Sudan,
parliament in order to prepare himself
such claims amount to disinformation
through the party for the top execuof the international community as to
tive office of the state as either Prime
what the NIF is actually doing in SuMinister or President. The new conoiners

have disappeared,

,

,

j

dan.

There

be

democracy in a
country where freedom of expression
is prohibited and the entire civil society subjected to repressive and intimidatory policies. The truth of the matcan

and the

no

There

one

the rule of democracy

and human rights
principles are quite alien to the Muslim
fundamentalists in Sudan.
and his followers

on

eye was

1*' January 1999.

can

be

no

democracy in a country
where freedom of
expression is prohibited

which El Turabi and
his followers would not accept is that
ter

stitution produced under his
signed into law

and the entire civil

El Turabi

represented by El

society subjected to
repressive and
intimidatory policies

Affendi believe that Arabism and Islam are everything, more than democ-

and human rights, all of which
they describe as belonging to the West
and have nothing to do with them. El
racy

Affendi (1990) in defence of the NIF

The constitution

regime atrocities and human rights vio-

litical power to

gives maximum pothe leader of the ruling
political party, the renamed Islamic

lation in Sudan, states that the role of
the NIF is to defend Islam and so called

;

Arab culture in Sudan.

I marginalised the role of the military in

I Arab conference (lAC) and has

In line with the NIF’s defence

[

state politics. Because of such provi-

! sions in the constitution El Turabi

mechanism of Islam. Arab culture and
Arabisation of the Sudan, hundreds of

as-

sumed that El Beshir and his

army and other organised forces were
dismissed and replaced with poorly dis-

colleagues,
the military officers who brought the
NIE to power in 1989 would not be an
obstacle to his assumption of the top

ciplined NIF supporters from the popu-

executive office of the state.

lar Defence Forces (PDF). The PDF
and the so-called security of the revo-

out

officers and

lution

men

from the national

created to

provide parallel
military force and a special security
organ for ideological supporters of the
regime. According to some reliable
were

'

Unfortunately, things did not work
that way. El Beshir who was made

the nominal leader when the party was
created, also thought it was time for
him to take on El Turabi. The outcome of the
party leadership election
SAPEM MAY 1999

Sudan
completely contrary to
El Turabi’s expectations. El Beshir
scored a clear victory over the architect of the NIF regime. The honeyhowever,

was

finding of

an

lution for the

acceptable peaceful solong-running civil war in

Sudan.
All

the

efforts

by

regional

Southern and Western Sudan who

organisations such as the InterGovernmental
Authority
for
Development (IGAD), several other
international organisations, e.g. the
European Union and friends of IGAD
to bring peace to Sudan have been
frustrated to failure by El Turabi’s
negative interpretations of those

owed their

efforts. For El Turabi and his followers

moon

has reached its conclusive end.

Being desperate to retain at least a pohe designed, El
back to the parliament and nominated himself again
for the post of speaker, which he won
with the help of the members from

sition in the system
Turabi quickly went

positions in the parliament
entirely to him.
The defeat of El Turabi

by El Beshir

in the top party leadership election was
unexpected. It had come as a surprise
to many.
Most people in Sudan and
outside Sudan thought that El Turabi’s
election would be a mere formality.
Such thinking was probably based on
the fact that El Turabi is the founder

efforts were intended
against Islam and Arabs in Sudan. He
had, on several occasions been quoted
as saying that making peace with the

those peace

SPLA

on

the terms of the IGAD would

amount to

surrendering which is

inconsistent with the doctrine of Islam
which calls upon Muslims not to
succumb to any kind of pressure from

in Sudan. Furthermore there

was

prominent member of the lAC who

no

had nominated himself to

challenge El

Turabi in the party leadership election.
El Beshir who defeated him in the party

negative
approach to the search for peace in
a

Sudan. General Abbound (1958-1964)
had tried the same thing but he failed
to

make the African Sudanese from the

South became Arabs and Muslims.

Similarly, the current jilad (the holy war)
being directed against all the indigenous
Africans in Sudan is also bound to fail.
There is

under the sun,
of people
for. The
African Sudanese who comprise the
large majority of the Sudanese population will continue to wage the war of
liberation until victory is achieved.
no

power

which can stand in the way
who have a cause to fight

Other liberation movements
tinent have succeed and

on

the con-

nothing will

Sudanese from
achieving the total liberation of the
Sudan, the country of their ancestors.
Manipulation of ethnic and religious

prevent the African

differences is

a simplistic strategy and
naturally fade away. The majority
of African Sudanese including the renegades currently serving the lAC regime, want to retain their African identity and freedom. The renegades will
sooner or later rejoin the ranks and file

of the Muslim Fundamentalist Movement

conversion and Arabism is

will

“Anyone who betrays
this nation does not

deserve the honour

of living, ”

leadership election had never been a
prominent member in the formal struc-

of the

The IGAD declaration of

oppressed to make their unconvictory is

ditional contributions until

ture

infidels.

won.

leadership election be taken as a real
change of leadership in the hierarchy

principles (DOP) for mediating peace
in Sudan recognises among other
things the right of South Sudan to selfdetermination. The NIF regime in the
recent years has also been paying lip
service to the right of the South to self-

in Sudan? Will El Beshir

determination. However, this has been
a mere tactical move rather than a

Arabisation and Islamisation of the Sudan. The wishful thinking that Sudan

take the

opportunity to engage in a
constructive dialogue with the SPLA
and NDA in order to collectively find
an acceptable and durable solution for

genuine political compromise. The
Muslim extremists exemplified by El
Turabi and others regard the retention
of the South as part of the Muslim Arab

will

illusion.

It is unattainable.

the armed conflict in Sudan?

North to be in the interest of Arabism

Sudanese

are

and Islam because the South offers

can

of the NIF (now lAC)
In the light of these events can the
defeat of El Turabi in the top party

of the Muslim Fundamentalists in Su-

change in the leadership of the lAC make any impact on
dan? If so, will the
the civil

war

It is

a

known fact that all the pronouncement
on the pan-Arabism of the coup made

an

by El Beshir and the oppression of the

opportunity for Islamic proselytism that
could be spread to elsewhere into East

African Sudanese and some liberal Arab

and Central Africa (the Great

masterminded by El
Turabi and his followers. It is also

Region).

Muslims

were

common

knowledge that it

Turabi wbo had been

an

was

El

obstacle to

Lakes

In
to

conclusion, this article wishes

advise General El Beshir to be

more

sincere with himself and not to follow
the unrealistic

policies of the Muslim
the civil war and

extremi.sts concerning

day become a homogenous
political entity and part of the Arab
nation with Islam as its ideology is an

mon

one

also

African

proud of their Afri-

identity. There wilt be no comground for political compromise

unless these unrealistic views of the

Muslim extremists

are dropped and issurrounding the ongoing-armed
conflict in Sudan are honestly addressed and acceptable solution is
sues

The retention of the South

as

part

of the Muslim Arab north

by means of
military force for the sake of Islamic

found for them.

Continued from pc. 24
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Southern African

Development Community region. There is hope that television will also promote tourism
within the region.
For the past two years television
has been available in Malawi with four
channels of cable television and multi

choice service for those who could
afford. Malawi has liberalised its
airwaves and now boasts of four ra-

I dio channels two of which are privately
lawi which has

jWalawi public television

was
l%/l formally launched at Ea.ster
X ▼ JLiy President Bakili Muluzi.

to

be consulted before

owned.

Officially opening a locally owned
private radio station. Capital Radio in
Blantyre recently. President Bakili
Muluzi said the opening of more private radio stations in the country is a
manifestation that democracy is working in Malawi.

This is the first time that there has been

any licenses are levied. Tembo said
that since the regulatory body is still in
the process of being established Ma-

public terrestrial broadcasting in Malawi. After thirty-five years of independence the people of Malawi, mainly

lawi Television cannot as yet legally
collect licenses. The television project
in Malawi started five years ago as a

urban,

joint venture with a Malaysian comHe observed that the existence of
pany Hey-U. The deal fell through due
to the collapse of the South East Asian
many radio networks allows the peoeconomies over the past few years.
pie to have wider access to informaAccording to the government of tion. President Muluzi said through lisMalawi, television provides a choice
tening to programmes aired by various radio stations the
for Malawi to access high technology
people will be
as a
development tool. The Malawi 1 able to make a free and informed
government hopes to use television to j choice on political or religious issues
assist in development through informaamong other subjects. He advised ration dissemination particularly in the j dio stations in the country to be profield of agriculture. The argument is I fessionals and to report accurately on

can now access

evision

affordable tel-

programming.

Malawi Television is totally financed
by government through the Malawi
Development Corporation. It cost 3.3
million United Sates dollars to set up
new station is
provid-

the station. The

ing two hours of colour programming
basis, to the forty thousand
plus viewers on a daily basis. The programming currently includes educaon a test

tion, entertainment and information.
The Head of Malawi Television, Benson

that television is vivid as it combines
audio and video which is an advantage

Tembo told SAPEM that the station has

plans to increase broadcasting time
depending on the accessibility of programmes. He said that the station is
working on accessing satellite feeds
from Reuters, Deutsch Welle and Canal France International and other

over

rate

press. Malawi has a low literacy
and in such circumstances televi-

sion becomes
!

an

important medium of

communication. The Malawi government has plans to establish commu-

nity-viewing centres in the districts in
bid

to

make television accessible to

sources.

a

The television station, which is opcrating from Blantyre so far, covers areas around
Blantyre and Lilongwe and

the rural

transmitters

government’s efforts in providing free

are

being installed to cover

Zomba, Muzuzu and Nedowa.

Ac-

cording to Tembo when the installation of transmitters is completed, Malawi Television will cover at least 60%
of the country before the end of the
year.
The Malawi government hopes to
sustain the public television project

through commercial activity and licensing. According to Tembo, Malawi Television has not yet started levying licenses due to a legislative technicality. He told SAPEM that a new
Communications Act for the liberali¬
sation of airwaves of Malawi makes

provision for the Malawi Communications Regulatory Authority (MACRA)
which will be the overall regulatory
body for all communications in Ma¬
28

people. There

are

plans to

solar power in the remote areas.
Television is expected to complement
use

education.

On the other hand the Malawi government sees television as an avenue
within the country to improve the commercialisation of products through ad-

both local and international matters.
The President said his government remains committed to upholding the freedom of

expression and that the opening of Capital Radio underscores government's resolve to promote the free
flow of information.
The historic launch of Malawi Television was witnessed by, among other

dignitaries, the Kenyan President Daniel Arap Moi and Namibian Information Minister Ben Amathila who represented President Sam Nujoma. Namibia

contributed to the
lawi Television by

setting up of Maproviding funding
other things. Malawi also re-

among
ceived assistance from all the other

public televisions in the region. Speaking at the occasion Minister Amathila
vertising. It is expected that television
said television is one of the major tools
will stimulate economic activity and
there would be a ripple effect that [ for mass information and. education.
He observed that television bridges
should create employment.
At the regional level, the govern- I gaps between different levels of the
ment of Malawi sees television as a
polulace in any country. Minister
Amathila explained that it is in recogmeans of the country keeping pace with
nition of this that Namibia committed
developments in the region. On the
basis of bilateral agreements in infor- i itself to assisting Malawi in the incepmation and technology, Malawi Televi- j tion of its television project. He said it
will enhance to fulfill SADC objectives
sion looks forward to accessing proof promoting regional grouping in degrammes from other regional broadcasters on an exchange basis thereby
velopment.
enhancing communication within the
Nyasha Masiwa
SAPEM MAY 1999
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T o Dance
If I had it all to do

And

again

have it all to do again
But if I did have it all to do again
I’d take much more time to dance.
we never

“who needs ballet?
Who needs to move and sway that way?”
But that’s not the dancing
j ust moving that way
When you celebrate each day,
that’s dancing,! say.
“Dance”,

you say,

When you dare to be you,
that’s when you dance
When you fall and get up,
that’s when you dance
When you can laugh at yourself,
that’s when you dance
When you enrich someone’s life,
that’s when you have danced.

For

dancing is feeling that whatever place you’re in
Can be made into a place where hope can begin
Dancing is reaching again and again
For the best that’s in you...that’s dancing, my friend.

From the collection

So Far To Go When We Get There,

by Dudley Weeks, Copyright 1992
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The future

competitiveness

Prospects for 2000 and beyond
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of African economies

Adebayo Adedeji

AdebayoAdedeji
Cdnpetitiveness and All That

ticular amounts in which

they are wanted
only be surmounted through vigorous competition.
Thus, not only do efficiency and competitiveness go together, they are both
jointly and urgently needed in the management of each of the domestic economies in Africa as well as in the regional
political economy as a whole. Indeed,
can

The Malawian economy

under the first

36

multi-party

government
Chinyamata Chipeta

Competitiveness is rapidly emerging as
one of the major characteristics of
globalisation. It is an old term that is
currently being reinvented and invented.
Economics has not been nicknamed the

dismal science for
d'etre is the

nothing. Its raison
assumption of scarcity of

supplies relative to needs and demand.
satisfy these needs in the best way
possible, the notion of efficiency becomes the centre of concerns. The opti-

To

mal utilisation of resources, maximisation

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

of individual satisfaction at

prevailing
prices, the maximisation of profits, and
the rational allocation between consumption and investment and between present

Economic Indicators for

43

Malawi

SADC

Export Directory
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production all become
overarching objectives. Equally important is the need for adequate provision
for research, innovation and technological development. And in so far as the
classical economic system is concerned,
the first requirement of efficiency is competition.
Indeed, the competitive model is seen
by classical economists as the solution
to the problem of efficiency. They believe that it is by getting more production out of existing human and natural
resources that grinding poverty can be
and future

alleviated. As Alfred Marshall asserted
"the prospect of alleviating poverty
gives economic studies their chief and
their highest interest."' The problem of
getting the goods and services that individuals and communities want in the parSAPEM MAY 1999

the

success or

failure of any country or

region in the twenty-first century and
beyond depends - as it has always depended in the past - not just on improving the living standards of its people but
also on increasing their power and influence in the global economy.
This depends on how competitive the productive sectors

are

and

the social sector
and health

care

on

how efficient

are

particularly education

and the financial

serv-

banking, insurance and capital and money markets. And finally, comices sector

-

petitiveness and efficiency are factors of
social discipline. The more disciplined a
society as a whole becomes, the more
hardworking and efficient it becomes and
the more competitive its economy also
becomes. Put bluntly, if countries are to
exit from poverty and, overtime, become
rich, their people will have to learn to
behave better. But no less important is
the resolution of some of the key inhibiting factors standing in the way of the
competitiveness - both domestic and regional as well as international - of the
African economies.
shall focus
tors

on

In this article,

we

three broad spectra of fac-

responsible for the non-competitive31
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ness

of the African economies.

These

debt

overhang and conflicts on the
one hand and marginalisation in all its
ramifications internal, foreign trade and
resources flows marginalisation - on the
other. The third spectrum is in the domain of human development, particularly
education and technology.
are

-

The

a

21®'century
knowledge-based century

The most

important factor that

en-

hances and accelerates the process

of
competitiveness both within an economy
and between and among national and regional economies the world over are education and technology. Economists have
long recognised the crucial role of education at all levels primary, secondary

The

tragedy ofAfrica is
that this centrality of
education has been

jettisonedfor two full
decades

now.

and

tertiary in human and economic development. Adam Smith stressed its importance as a fixed capital which benefits
not only the person who has acquired it
but also the society to which such a person belongs.
According to Alfred
Marshall, the most valuable capital is that
invested in human beings. In other
words, human resources development
which is the process of increasing the
knowledge, skills and capacities of all the
people in any society is an imperative for
competitiveness. It is the accumulation
of human capital and its effective and
efficient investment in the development
process. It is through education in all its
forms formal and informal

-

that human

capital accumulation takes place.
The tragedy of Africa is that this centrality of education has been jettisoned
for two full decades now. With only ten
months to go before the dawn of the year
2000, many African countries have failed
to realise the global objective of Education for All (EFA). The percentage of
school dropout has also been on a steady
rise during this period. The unfortunate
cumulative effect of these two negative
phenomena is that illiteracy has remained
a very serious problem and is on the rise.
In many countries - e.g. Niger, Burkina
Faso, Mali, Ethiopia, Guinea, Djibouti gross enrolment ratio at primary school
level is below 50 per cent, while gross
enrolment at secondary school level
ranges between 7 per cent and 20 per
cent.
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Unless massive and effective adult

literacy programmes are embarked upon
primary education is made universal
and compulsory, Africa's illiterate popu-

cumulative result of this exclusion

lation will continue to

1994, the 25 African Severely Indebted
Low Income Countries (SlLlCs) debt

and

the

reverse

is the

soar

case

at a

time when

in the rest of the

world.

tertiary level, the universities
are producing relatively too many graduates of dubious quality and relevance.
They have failed to generate the knowledge and technology needed for development through indigenous scientific
research and as agents for the acquisition, adaptation and dissemination of
scientific and technical knowledge. Thus
the principle of education for innovation
and innovation in education is yet to be
universally accepted in Africa and
operationalised.
As the World Bank has so aptly put
it, “World Class University-based programmes of basic and applied research
and of postgraduate education are the
breeding grounds for the mastery of science and technology.
They are key to
sophisticated consumption of mankind’s
exploding stock of knowledge. They are
a necessary condition for Africa’s escape
from intellectual dependency”- Indeed,
it is common place that among the emerging economies of the world, the most suecessful
cases

are the ones that have educated
of their workers up to, and in many

beyond, levels typically achieved

in the West.

was

only 24 percent of total debt

owed to multilateral institutions in

was

service

At the

most

that whereas

in the

obligations to these institutions
year was 43 percent of their

same

total debt service burden.

In 1980, the

percentages were 8.9 and 13 respectively.
Debt has thus become the

major obdevelopment and competitiveness. Its most devastating impact
is felt through the economic effects of
debt overhang due to an unsustainable
debt stock. Debt overhang discourages
domestic and foreign investment by ereating uncertainty about inflation, currency stability and future taxation. It also
Stacie to Africa's

raises the risks of commercial transaction,

by increasing the cost of access to trade
credits. Consequently, the levels of investment is invariably very low in countries facing debt overhang. And needless to add that the rate of growth is low
and little development takes place. The
debt crisis has also exacerbated Africa's
lack of competitiveness.

Regrettable as it may sound, there is
little evidence that an effective and permanent

solution is in

sight. The HIPC

Debt Initiative, which is the first-ever
debt reduction mechanism and which

promises to deal with the ongoing debt
a comprehensive and concerted

crisis in

With the old motors of

growth based on quantitative assets
land, capital and natural resources being
replaced by a series of qualitative features which boil down to the quality, organisation, motivation and self-discipline
of the people, comparative advantage will
become increasingly knowledge-based.
The new jobs in tomorrow's industries,
in manufacturing and services alike, will
depend more on human skills than button-pressing automatons. They will require a labour force that is literate, numerate, adaptable and trainable - in a
word, educated.
Africa's Achilles Heel

Ifthe persistence of the
debt crisis gives
cause for concern, the
pervasiveness ofinternal
strife, conflicts and wars
in Africa continues to
give credence to the
basket case hypothesis
and the sense of
hopelessness that it

Two other albatrosses around the

generates.

neck of the African

polity are debt overhang and the perennial conflicts that continue to plague the continent. They con-

way,

stitute the

more

most

serious hindrance to

Africa's

has had

a very poor start. It is now
than two years since the initiative
herald as a breakthrough and, in the

competitiveness.
Unfortunately, the several moves towards solving the debt crisis through

Wolfensohn,

debt relief, reduction and cancellation
have been both too late and too little.

poor of the world’”. But
remains to be justified.

And until

On the basis of the way and manner
in which Africa’s debt crisis has been

September 1996 when the
Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC)
Debt Initiative was launched by the
World Bank and the IMF, multilateral debt
was excluded from all solutions.
The

was

words of the World Bank President James
as

"very good news for the
this optimism

handled since the 1980s, three conclusions are inescapable. The first is that
the creditor nations

are

determined,

re-
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gardless of the consequences, to have
the debt paid back willy nilly; even if by
so doing, Africa’s competitiveness is
completely obliterated. The second is
that the current mega-debt has taken on
a special social significance: it is no
longer simply a question of money but
of people’s lives and survival. The third
fundamental inescapable conclusion is
that debt has become a major political
instrument being used proactively as
such by the creditor nations and institu-

ten

.

Debt has diminished the sover-

tions.

eignty of the debtor and has put the creditor in a position of overwhelmingly domipower over the debtor. Politics, as
all know full well, is the allocation and

nant
we

Until Africa’s debt
problem is resolved by unconditional
write off of most of it, the competitiveexercise of power.

ness

of the African economies will remain

The ECOMOG is

Southern Sudan.

a

persistence of the debt crisis

hypothesis and the sense
hopelessness that it generates. Be-

the basket
of

give credence to

tween

case

the decade of the 1960s and now

there have been
of government

over

80 violent changes

with more than two dozen

heads of state and government having
lost their lives through political violence.

reputation of a conperpetually at war against itself.
This reached an ominous proportion last
year when the Congo (Brazzaville), the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
formerly Zaire and Guinea Bissau became
once again engaged in internal conflict
and Ethiopia and Eritrea, whose thirtyyear long civil war ended in 1991, because
once again engaged, this time, not in a
inter-state war.
As if to exacerbate the situation there

civil but in

an

growing tendency for neighbouring
countries to intervene directly in their
neighbours’ internal conflict. Both
Uganda and Rwanda assisted the Laurent
Kabila armed insurrection against the
Mobutu regime in 1996. When in 1998
the Rally for Democracy (RCD) spearhead the rebel movement against the
is

a

countries
became engaged on the side of the rebels
while Zimbabwe, Angola and Namibia
joined forces with the DRC government
Kabila

to

government, these two

crush the rebellion. Thus, five

neigh-

bouring countries are engaged in the
ongoing civil war in the DRC.
Direct intervention has also become

commonplace. More often than not, it

cessation of hostilities tantamounts to

though the Nigeria-domino factor
widely recognised and is indeed both
envied and resented by the other partici-

pating countries. However, had the December 1998/January 1999 putsch by the
rebel forces of the Revolutionary United
Front of (RUF) against ECOMOG forces
been successful, intervention by foreign
African troops would have become discredited.

Thus,

as

the

new

millennium ap-

proaches, SSA is increasingly devoured
by warfare. As of now, 18 countries are
faced with armed conflict or civil strife
while 11 others are under severe political
crisis.

Only 19 SSA countries currently

tion (See

Annex).
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although it is of¬

years ago as an independent, nongovernmental, non-profit continental
seven

centre

for research and to fill the void of

strategic thinking has embarked upon
mobilising Africa’s research and intellectual capacity to undertake such a project.
Seven countries have been selected for
studies. They are Rwanda and
Burundi in central Africa; Liberia and Si-

case

Leone in West Africa;

Angola in

Southern Africa; Sudan in North Africa;
and Somalia and Somaliland in the Horn
of Africa. While

Ifthe entire SSA’s
population were to be
wiped off, the tragedy
will rock humanity - at
leastfor some time.

it is believed that

of these

lasting peace and sustaindemocracy and development, it is

imperative that to fully comprehend and
master the many complex factors and
forces that have brought about these
conflicts, wars and political instability. It
is too simplistic to regard them as merely
a post-independence teething problem
and to resort to stereotypes by lumping
them together under the banner of
ethnicism. If peace, stability and good
governance are to be fully established in
Africa without which there

can

be

no

competitiveness, we need to fully comprehend the many underlying causes and
histories of conflicts that have, over the
centuries, plagued the continent and,
thereafter, to master them by devising

strategies and policy options for transcending the existing conflicts and averting potential ones.
This requires serious, empirical and

dispassionate research; not expressions
of partisan commitment nor mouthing of
“peace making” platitudes. By the very
nature

of these conflicts, there is an ur-

need for applied, proactive research
which involves looking back in order to
gent

taking two

flicts in order to
and

dynamics

or

three steps

immediate past conunderstand their causes
or

more

fully

so

virtually every African

country is potentially a conflict country,

To achieve
able

back from current

-

It is imperative that we must,
through proactive research, seek ways
and means of achieving lasting peace.
Fortunately, the African Centre for
Development and Strategic Studies
(ACCESS), which was established some

peace.

erra

look forward,

Guinea-Bissau; and,

good governance and

is

manifests itself

more in a bilateral rather
multilateral form. Examples are
South Africa in Lesotho; Senegal in

only by so doing that we can lay a firm foundation for

even

than

a

steps forward to master

sustainable peace,

SSA has earned the

tinent

two

competitiveness in SSA. It is unforgivable to continue with the pretence that

of internal strife, conflicts and wars

in Africa continues to

one or

and transcend them. It is

tilateral basis in Liberia and Sierra Leone,

gives cause for concern, the pervasiveness

look

unique example of intervention on a mul-

enjoy more or less stable political condi-

in jeopardy.
If the

ferociously denied - Ethiopia, Uganda
severally and individually in

and Eritrea

that we can

seven

a

comprehensive study

countries which

are

still

engaged in conflict or have recently
emerged from it will enable us to realise
the goals of comprehending and mastering African conflicts.
Also included in the study are Mozambique and Mali ? two countries that
have recently exited from conflict and are
successfully laying the foundation for
peace, good governance and competitiveness. ACCESS enjoys the full sup-

port of the

United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP) and of the United
Nations in this endeavour. Its first book
the study entitled Comprehending and
Mastering African Conflicts: The Search

on

for Sustainable Peace and Good Governance

will be

published in English in May/

by ZED Books Ltd, in collaboration with at least six African publishers.
Arrangements are being made to

June 1999

publish the book in the French language
later in 1999.

Halting and Reversing the
marginalisation process.
To enhance Africa’s

competitiveness
domestically and externally also requires urgent action to halt and reverse
both

the processes

of internal and external

marginalisation.

(i) Internal marginalisation
While Africa’s marginalisation in the
world economy is incontestable, its impact on the welfare of the people would
have been less

severe

and dramatic and

resourcefully and successfully resisted if internal marginalisation had not
more
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been grinding away at the foundations
of the African societies. This internal

marginalisation is the consequence particularly of the political, democratic and
human development deficits. It has also
been caused by the mis-management of

from the structural, social and human aspects and vice versa. Integration of each of
these subjects is imperative at the national
level and among the global players.
the international financial architecture
must reflect the interdependence of macroeconomic and financial, structural and social
and human
unless

What is the role

of

trade

policy in
economic growth ?
the economy

erty alleviation.

We will fail to build a susfor the
coming millennium ”.
tainable international architecture

In

i

Low and

inadequate technological
capacities;
Economic policy distortions which
and institutional

ii

internal

marginalisation halting and subsequently reversing it. To the extent that is
succeeds in this process, to that extent
will it enhance its competitiveness in the
international political economy. In other
words, charity should begin at home.
There is no doubt that the single most
marginalising domestic factor in Africa
is the high incidence of poverty exacerbated by civil strife and political and social instability. In other words, the strong

have undesirable effects

V

The Gini index is a common measure of income inequality. The
closer the index is to 100 per cent, the
more inequality there is in a country. A
number of African countries

-

Guinea,

Kenya, Senegal, South Africa and Zimbabwe, for example - have a Gini index of
more than 50
per cent. Others such as
Nigeria, Guinea-Bissau and Zambia have
an index just below 50 per cent. With so
much inequality, most increases in income
accrue to the non-poor - usually to the
richest 20 per cent of the population.
Most poor people are left behind by economic growth. Tackling poverty requires
a combination of growth and re-distributive measures as encapsulated in the
World Bank term of broad-based growth.
Indeed

James Wolfensohn, President
of the Bank stated in his memorandum of
as

January 21,1999 to the Board, Management, and staff of the World Bank

Group

We cannot adopt a system in which the macroeconomic and financial is considered apart

34

a

weak

ca-

instability and civil strife;
Undermining the process of development by the more general deficiencies in governance i.e. low ability of
the state to manage the development
process, as well as the pervasiveness
of corruption, rent seeking and
cronyism.

If the entire SSA’s population were to be
wiped off, the tragedy will rock humanity
at

pursued
and competitive commercial
policies during 1965-95, they would have
open

achieved

an extra

of between 1.3 and 2.63

percentage points in annual per capita
income

growth.
Fortunately, the recent revival of
growth in the economies has brought
about substantial growth in exports and
imports, both in volume and value.
Whereas the annual average for the decade of the 1980s was a growth rate of 0.4
per cent in export value, and -0.1 per cent
in volume, the IMF projected annual average for the current decade (1990-99) is
4.4 per cent and 5.8 per cent respectively.
Similarly, whereas imports averaged annually 1.0 per cent and 1.4 per cent in
value and volume in the eighties, their
performance during the 1990s is expected
to be an annual average of 5.3 per cent
and 5.7 per cent respectively. While this
will still be a modest performance in comparison with those of East and Southeast Asia, it is a long shot much better
than the poor performance of the lost
decade of the eighties.

Political

(ii) External trade policies and
marginalisation

-

els of inequality.

character of African economies

and natural shocks;

iv

in SSA is both broad and

tribution. Indeed, it is believed that SSA
some of the world’s highest lev-

ent

pacity to respond flexibly to external

of internal

contains

growth

efficiency in

which has left them with

association which exists between pov-

marginalisation. Poverty
deep. Both
income poverty and human poverty are
quite extensive. Income poverty is further accentuated by schwed income dis-

on

and

resource use;
The undiversified and highly depend-

iii

erty and instability aggravates the process

are as

follows:-

budding middle class. SSA therefore
faces the enormous task of coping first
its

operational terms, the five major ob-

Stacies which have to be tackled

different social and economic groups
and has led to the disappearance of the

with

adopt this approach on a com-

uitable and sustainable development andpov-

and the pursuit of a devel-

foremost

we

prehensive, transparent and accountable basis, M’e will fail in the global challenge ofeq-

opment paradigm that has polarised the

and

concerns.

value. If African countries had

more

least for some time. But if SSA refuses

to trade with the

world, this will hardly

be noticeable except

in the case of a few
strategic minerals in which Africa dominates world production. But overall, the
world will catch

no

African cold

as

it has

caught Asian flue with the surfacing of
the Asian economic and financial crisis.

The

reason

for this different

sets

of reac-

tion is

simple. Whereas it has about 10
per cent to world population, SSA contributes only 1.2 per cent to world trade
and 1.0 per cent to world income. In the
mid-1950s, the corresponding percentage
of SSA’s share in global trade was 3.8 per
cent.

This fall of SSA’s share in world trade

by two-thirds during the past four decades is calculated to have implied annual
trade losses of $65 billion in current

prices. Indeed, had SSA succeeded in
merely maintaining its 1962-64 export
shares for major products, the region’s
share would

now

be

more

than double

($11 billion higher than) their current

Stability in the
political and economic
environments is

a

major determinant of
attracting foreign
private capital.
But will this recovery

nificant

have any sigimpact on the marginalisation of

SSA in world trade? Will trade liberalisation of its

economy on the
path of competitiveness and sustained
growth? What is the role of trade policy
in economic growth? Recent empirical
own

set an

evidence has showed that Africa’s

marginalisation in world trade is primarily due to the continent’s lagging output growth and lack of diversification.
It is not due to trade ratios

(relative to
low by cross-national
standards. African countries trade on

GDP) that

are

much as would be expected
by international standards once their
average as

individual characteristics (such as inlevels and size) are taken into ac-

come

Because

they have failed to expand their economies at sufficient rates,
their importance in world trade has
shrunk. Consequently, the way to reverse the trend is not to target the region’s trade volumes per se, but to raise
overall growth rates.
count.
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Annex:

Categorisation

Source:

ACCESS Conflicts Monitoring System
Countries
ARMED

of

countries by the prevailing political condition as of the last

Countries

faced with

conflict/civil

Countries

under severe

♦

(Category 1)

1998

enjoying more or

LESS STABLE POLITICAL CONDITON

POLITICAL CRISIS AND TURBULENCE

STRIFE

quarter of

(Category 3)

(Category 2)

Angola

(l\meroon

Benin

Burundi

(brnoTOK

Botswaiiii

(Central Africa Republic

lijibouti

Burkina Faso

(iongo (Brazaville)

Garnba

CiipeVerde

IXanocratic Republic of (bngo

Qiina

Cote d'Ivoire

Qhkiput

Madagascar

Equitoria Guinea

Eritrea

Malawi

Qibon

Guinea Bissau

Niger

Guinea

Kenya

Nigeria

Mali

Lesotho

Toga

MauriUtnia

Liherut

ZamLxt

Mautitius

lA vanda

Ntetmlicpe

Senegal

Fbniibia

Sierra Leone

SaoTome& lYindpe

Somallt

Seychelles

^iJd;^n

South Africa

(lad

Swaziland

Uganda

Tanzania
ZimbahAve

regression analysis
undertaken by Dani Rodrik, using more
recent trade data and taking average of
trade volumes over the period 1990-92,

ity in the political and economic environis a major determinant of attracting foreign private capital. Other preconditions include good, adequate and func-

the result shows that “East Asia trades

tioning infrastructure, minimum government regulations and non-intervention in
investment decisions and open markets.

On the basis of

more

than is

expected; Latin America

trades less; and, Sub-Saharan

Africa is

on the regression line”.
In other words, to reverse and

right

amel-

iorate Africa’s

marginalisation in world
requires the single-minded pursuit
of the fundamental restructuring of the
economy, its diversification within and
trade

particularly from primary commodity dependence and the overcoming of the varivulnerabilities that have impeded its
reconstruction and progress. This
ous

overarching objective must also incorporate the pursuit of a holistic sustainable
human development strategy - education,
public health, social infrastructure, gender equality and empowerment, human
freedom and environmental protection
and regeneration.

ments

The

Resources flows and
marginalisation
marginalisation of SSA in private

flows is

quence

no

doubt the cumulative

of its basket
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case

conse-

image. Stabil-

funds that

can

poverty alleviating, human

be used for

development,

The lack of all these factors has been dis-

particularly education and health, and
encouraging economic equality. Fortunately, there is a growing recognition that
Africa’s success will mean exports and
jobs and investment opportunities for
stakeholders in the West. Unfortunately,

cussed

official flows

having inhibited economie
and having retarded political,

as

progress
economic and social transformation in
SSA. Their negative

impact on the flows
of FDI and PE is quite considerable. High
debt burdens have also crowded out private

investment.

This

having been said, it must be
spite of the perceived high

noted that in

risks

to

investment in SSA, rates of

re-

much higher in Africa than in
regions. The average annual rate

turn are

other

of return
ments

on

the book value of US invest-

in Africa in the 1990s

was over

25

per cent compared to less then 10 per cent
world wide. Unfortunately the region is

excluded from credit

(iii)

autonomous

ratings. Conse-

quently, there is no objective basis for
determining its credit worthiness.
But private capital alone will not eliniinate poverty. There will also be need - at
least for some years to come - for non-

in a crisis: first in terms
from $53 billion in 1995

are

of their volume

-

less than $41 billion in 1996 - and, second, in terms of their utilisation. And
there have been massive diversions of
to

ODA to the debt service payment. In
other words, there is a surreal money-goround to the extent that only 43 per cent
of bilateral loans and grants

during the
period 1990 to 1993 were available for utilisation in the recipient countries. The
balance went to servicing debt. Not only
has SSA’s share of a diminishing ODA
volume also been diminishing but only a
fraction is available for utilisation for de-

velopment purposes. While SSA’s share
stood at 40 per cent in 1989, it had fallen
to 34 per cent in 1996. All indications are
that this falling trend in ODA resource
availability has eome to stay.
Continued

on

pg
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Malawi

The Malawian economy
under the first

multi-party government
Chinyamata Chipeta

^'"^ne-paity
rule in Malawi spanned
Bover

■

a

; weather-related factors. Total employ- ' must be attained. Thirdly, the higher

period of about 30 years

ment is believed to have grown more i

and ended in 1994. To be fair
to

the

new

government, we shall com-

the 1994-98 period under the first
multi-party government with the five
year (1989-93) period before the political revolution. The question that everybody would like to have an answer
pare

is whether the Malawian economy
has fared better under the multi-party
to

government than under the one-party
government.
In a few respects, the answer is
yes. Agriculture,
tor, for example,

the largest single secexperienced a higher
average annual rate of growth of output (Table 2). This reflected faster
growth of smallholder cash crop output. Maize production declined, resulting in a rising gap between consumption requirements and availability. Total output also rose faster in two relatively insignificant sectors; construetion and private, social and community services. Spurred by an improvement in the external commodity terms
of trade, the deficit on the current account of the balance of payments as

percentage of gross domestic product
(GDP) declined. While on account of

higher inflows of foreign aid, larger
overall balance of payments surpluses
were recorded.
In most respects, however, the
economy fared much worse. The rate
of growth of total output (GDP) was
lower (Table 1), as was the rate of

j

rates of inflation to which the country

has been subjected have increased the

cost of investment,

suggesting that a
higher rate of investment is desirable,
But this is constrained by high domes-

tic rates of interest at which firms can
borrow and by low rates of domestic
saving (Table 1).

According to neo-structuralist economics, lower rates of growth of total
output during 1994-98 were due to:

Disintegration of basic physical,
market and social infrastructure.

the local currency

(Table 1). Below |
we attempt to explain these developments and suggest what should be
done to improve economic perform-

Roads, railways, telecommunications, health, education, power and
water

services

are

worse

than

were

they

qualitatively
in 1989.

ance.
External debt which has become

unmanageable problem,
Growth of Total

a

an

strong

barrier to sustained economic

Output

growth and development, and
Malawi

experienced lower rates of
growth of GDP during 1994-98 than
during 1989-93. This development is
due to lower rates of gross domestie
investment during 1994-98 compared
to 1994-98 (Table 1).

The deeline in

the rate of investment is worrisome for
a number of reasons. First, although
! high capital formation rates do not necj essarily result in high rates of economic
growth, a critical minimum rate of in-

source

I

of weakness

as

creditors

it as a leverage on Malaei’s
and programmes.

a

use

policies

Environmental degradation, especially loss of valuable top soil, forests and grass which has now
reached high levels and as a result
of which large tracks of land have
become unsuitable for cultivation of
crops or

rearing of livestock.

vestment is essential to sustain eco-

nomic growth. Secondly, because of
growth of output in three major seclow efficiency of investment, the voltors; large-scale agriculture, manufac- i ume of investment
required to generturing and distribution (Table 2); and
ate an additional unit ofincome is high,
in all other sectors that have not been
The low efficiency of investment is
mentioned above. Large-scale agriculreflected in rising incremental capitaltural output is projected to decline again
output ratios. This implies that to
in 1999 due to inadequate purchases
achieve an acceptable rate of economic
of expensive fertilizer and due to ! growth, a higher rate of investment
36

j

slowly, with real earnings standing at
a quarter of what
they were in 1993.
Both savings and investment rates dedined (Table 1). The gap between government expenditure and revenue has
widened, resulting in a higher relative
deficit before grants (Table 1), higher
domestic borrowing and faster rate of
growth of broad money supply. In
1995, the country experienced its highest rate of inflation in living memory.
The multi-party era has also been associate3 with the highest rates of interest and the steepest devaluations of

Recurring droughts and floods.
fail and
may lead to loss of animal life. The
latter destroy crops, animals and
other properties
The former make crops

The

adoption of a floating exchange
regime and large currency devaluations. The floating exchange
rate
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regime has made exchange rate
management more difficult. Malawi does not have large amounts
of foreign exchange required to sustain a stable exchange rate. Relirate

ance on

6
<

donor funds is not sustain-

able. Tbe consequent
the exchange rate has
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Growth of Agricultural Output
Structural Adjustment Programmes

.a

(SAPs) have sought to promote the

a

agricultural sector by liberalising it
through reducing the role of the state
marketing corporation (Admarc) in
favour of private competition in marketing; a reduction of explicit export
taxes on agricultural products; and
through liberalising producer prices
internally. Supporting macroeconomic
policies stressed the control of inflation

so as to

shift the rural urban terms

of trade in favour of

agriculture; and
exchange rate liberalisation to remove
the implicit tax on agricultural exports.
Agricultural output grew more
rapidly during 1994-98 that during
1989-93. However, food security
has remained precarious both at the
household level and at the national
level. While food crop production
cannot be attributed solely to SAPs

(thus ignoring weather and the terms
of trade), the fact that food security
has deteriorated suggests that SAP
policies have failed to arrest the
impact of other factors on the sector.
SAPs have

inadequately addressed
the price constraint, but have not attempted to address such non-price constraints

as

infrastructure and risk. Nor

have

they addressed such structural
changes such as the shift from smallholder food production to tobacco cultivation and the rising cost of fertilizer
and other inputs. Under these circumstances, improving rural infrastructure
SAPEM MAY 1999
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Malawi
and feeder roads;
tribution of

expanding free dis-

fertilizer, promoting

agroforestry and restoring input cost
subsidies are required.

and smaller activities that barely yield
enough income to live on. While import trading has contributed to the reduction in foreign exchange reserves.

Rising incidence of malnutrition
children and adults.
Rising incidence of malnutritionamong

related diseases and deaths.

Decreasing morale, ability and willingness to work.
Low productivity of the work force.
Misuse of time, property and other
resources at the work place.
Dishonesty, petty theft, bribe-taking and other forms of conuption.

Growth of Manufactured

Output
Unlike agriculture, value added in
manufacturing grew more rapidly during 1989-93 that during 1994-98. The
less satisfactory rate of growth of
value added in manufacturing industries during 1994-98 is due to a number
of factors that have included higher
costs of imported inputs induced by
devaluations, low base of human capital for industry, weak institutional support for industrial training and technological activity, increased foreign competition, higher interest rates, less reliable utilities, a higher incidence of insecurity, a fall in demånd caused by a
decline in real incomes and

a

hazard-

and unreliable internal road net-

ous

work, among other factors.
On
take

industry, economic reforms

neoliberal view that markets are
efficient and government intervention
in resource allocation is distorting and
a

inefficient.

Markets may prove to be
inefficient, but this is believed to be less

Growth of Employment
and

Earnings
Changes in formal sector employment are correlated with the growth
of formal economy GDP. During
1989-93, when formal economy GDP
grew at an average annual rate of 3.9
per cent, formal sector employment
increased at an average annual rate of
7.8 per cent. While during 1994-98,
when formal economy

GDP increased

average annual rate of 3.3 per
cent, foripal sector employment grew
at a lower rate.
For the years 1994
at an

and 1995 for which data

curred because, with a

for further efforts; there are no learn-

force,

ing costs; there is no need to make adaptations; and there is no need to ere-

tor have tilled and

information networks

or to co-or-

dinate investment decisions across activities. As a consequence, the design
of industrial reform does not take into

differences in capabilities, institutions and markets; the need for

account

technological upgrading and to provide
opportunities for competitive activities
to develop.
As shown in Table
rate

of growth

2, the average

of value added in distri-

bution services

(wholesale and retail

trade, hotels, restaurants and other
tourist related services) was lower

during 1994-98 than during 1989-93.
Many new enterprises have been established in distributive services, espe-

cially in domestic trading and importing. These activities are attractive because they are simple.
They do not
require special technical skills or large
amounts of initial capital. Besides, they
are

relatively

available,

employment actually
decreased by 0.6 per cent.
Slower growth of formal sector
wage employment means that a larger
proportion of new labour entrants has
been absorbed in smallholder agriculture, in the non-agricultural informal
sector or in unemployment. This development has had a number of serious implications.
Absorption in smallholder agriculture has resulted in further diminishing returns and degrada-

costly than government inefficiency.
And, on technology, the following assumptions are made: access to technology is such that there is no need

ate

are

formal sector

tion of the environment. This has
new entrants

oc-

rising labour

into this sub-sec-

grazed poorer and
high risk land, cut wood for sale and
making charcoal or subdivided land into
smaller pieces. Those in the non-agricultural informal sector have divided
up existing possibilities, especially in
trading, rather than raised productivity. Their makeshift stalls and restaurants
an

in streets

are a

risk to health and

inconvenience to other

streets.
ment

While the rise in

users

of

unemploy-

has contributed to the rise in the

incidence of poverty and crime.
The trend in real earnings is more
worrying. In 1993, the average wage
could

buy slightly less than half of the
of goods and services that the
average wage could buy in 1980. Two
years later, in 1995, it could buy only
one-quarter of the amount of goods and
services that it could buy in 1980. This
amount

trend is believed to have continued

since 1995, with the

following adverse
others:

consequences, among

Central Government Revenue and Ex-

penditure
As shown in Table 1, the budget
deficit before grants as percentage of
GDP was higher during 1994-98 than

during 1989-93. The rise in the absolute gap between central government
expenditure and revenue is reflected in
the data presented in Table 3. The new
government implemented measures to
increase

revenue

and to control

penditure, but these efforts did
much to bridge the gap.
On the

changes

revenue

ex-

not do

side, the main

increase in the company tax rate and in the maximum perwere an

sonal income tax rate from 35 per cent
38 per cent and upward adjustments

to

in indirect

(excise, import and surtax)

tax rates. These and other tax
were,

changes

however, undermined by a sig-

nificant increase in indirect tax exemp-

tions

applicable to the general travelling public, to members of parliament,
to ministers, to the president and to the
vice-president; by direct tax exemptions granted to the president and vicepresident; by tax evasion due to an increase in fraud, non-compliance and
the size of the unrecorded second
economy; increasingly inadequate numbers of staff in tax collecting departments

in relation to the volume of

work; increasingly inadequate monetary incentives in the face of higher
rates of inflation; and increasingly in-

adequate facilities and equipment in
rising volume of work
in tax collecting departments. As a
result, tax revenue as percentage of
GDP which averaged 16.7 per cent
relation to the

between 1989 and 1993 declined to

an

average annual rate of 14.5 per cent
between 1994 and 1998.

The runaway

increase in expendiduring 1994-98 compared to 198993 (Table 3) was the result of a large
ture

number of factors that included:

easy to manage.

At present, there is congestion in
informal trading. Existing opportuni-

of living

dential elections and other transi-

ties have been divided up

lies.

tion costs.
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into smaller

A

catastrophic fall in the standard
of workers and their fami-

The 1994

parliamentary and presi-
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until 1998; the Judiciary

in Blantyre and
Lilongwe and Blantyre)

Compensations paid to victims of
past human rights abuses.

the executive in

An increase in the number of min-

meant

istries from 22 to 23.

number of

An increase in the number of min-

money had to be spent on
Politicians have multiple

isters and their

deputies from 25 to

that, with

32.

and offices

An increase in the number and value

state.

of ministerial allowances.
A

ries.

Appointment of two or more principal secretaries per ministry.
Appointment of personal assistants
to

ministers.

An increase in the number of par-

liamentary seats from 137to 177
(the next parliament will have 193
seats).
An increase in the number and value
of allowances

payable to members

of parliament.
Creation of

new institutions; e.g.,
the Office of the Ombudsman, the
Law Commission, the Compensa-

tions Tribunal, the University
Mzuzu.
A marked increase in budgetary

of
al-

ing and physical planning; foreign
affairs; national heritage; forestry,
fisheries and environment; national
audit office; ministry of economic

planning and development; office of
the vice-president; ministry of finance; office equipment; ministry
of home affairs; ministry of labour
and vocational training; accountant
general; data processing and office
of Ombudsman.

headquarters of

different branches of government in
different cities (Parliament in Zomba
Table 2:

was

the 1994 policy

blunder when, in an attempt to maintain the real value of expenditure, the

government more than doubled

new

expenditure (Table 3) withadjusting taxes to raise more revenue.
The consequent deficit financing of excess expenditure had a marked
impact on the growth of the money
supply and the high rate of inflation
experienced in 1995.
Due to high rates of inflation, the
increase in nominal recurrent expend!ture raised the level of expenditure in
real terms only temporarily, from
recurrent

out

K250.5 million in 1989 to K393.0 million in 1994.

Subsequently, real recurexpenditure declined, reaching an

rent

a

few.

Money Supply and Inflation
As it has been

pointed out above,
budget deficit as percentage of GDP was higher during 199498 than during 1989-93. Since a significant part of the deficit was financed
through borrowing from the banking
system, there was a marked expansion
in broad money supply during 199498 compared to 1989-93. Consequently, the rate of inflation was also
higher during 1994-98 than during
the overall

estimated low of K27L0 million in

locations to defence; lands, hous-

The location of the

increase in the

political offices, more
their travel.
residencies
which are paid for by the

Then, there

large increase in ministerial sala-

an

politically-motivated donations to individuals and organisations, to name but

1998.

This

with

marked

development, combined
expansion in the level
of government activity, has led to serious underfunding of ministries, departments and parastatals, forcing most of
them to suspend provision of services
during part of the year.
Despite the scarcity of resources,
there is also glaring evidence of
allocative inefficiency in government
expenditure: a significant allocation of
the recurrent budget to multiple state
residencies, to travelling, to petty
parastatals which were established to
create jobs for retiring civil servants,
to the new state house which is being
misused as a parliamentary building, to
a

1989-93.
New institutionalists contend that
the neo-Keynesian view that inflation
is caused by budget deficits is not helpful because it does not explain what is
behind

budget deficits in the first place.
They see many institutional problems
standing in the way of sound economic
management. Without attempting to
be exhaustive, one of the main problems is increasing lack of appreciation
of the need for prudent management
and macroeconomic stability. Narrow
political interests matter more than national goals in economic decision-making. The other key problems are appointment of politicians and civil servants that lack appropriate background
training to key economic decision-making posts and committees; increasing
lack of an independent bureaucracy,
free from political pressure; increasing inequality in the distribution of the
benefits of economic growth which
has created special interest groups that
protect their interests at the expense
of the majority; increasing lack of hon-

Changes in Value Added in key sections
1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

Average

-29.3

-29.3

35.0

3.9

3.8

10.3

Small scale

-33.5

-33.5

45.4

1.6

9.0

12.5

Large scale

-17.5

-17.5

9.9

11.3

-11.5

5.2

3.2

3.2

-1.4

0.1

0.4

1.6

-4.9

-4.9

1.0

12.4

3.3

3.7

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

2.5

-0.2

12.8

-25.1

53.0

8.6

Small scale

0.2

-0.3

14.2

-37.4

84.9

12.3

Large scale

10.0

9.2

9.2

8.5

2.8

7.9

Manufacturing

8.5

11.3

3.0

3.0

-10.5

3.1

Distribution

4.0

10.0

7.0

-2.0

-8.6

5.2

Agriculture

Manufacturing
Distribution

Agriculture

Source:
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Table 3: The Growth of Central Government
Recurrent
Amount

Expenditure and Revenue 1989 to 1998
Total

Expenditure

Amount

Annual

Percentage
Change

(Km)

Annuai

Amount

Percentage
Change

(Km)

(Km)

Annual

Percentage
Change

962.8

38.5

1,292.9

20.7

994.3

32.1

1990

1,060.2

10.1

1.371.8

6.1

1,043.2

4.9

1991

1.219.3

15.0

1.534.1

11.8

1.181.9

13.3

1.635.4

34.1

2.103.1

37.1

1,383.4

17.1

1993

2.234.7

36.7

3.263.9

55.2

1,569.3

13.4

1994

4,762.0

113.1

5,828.0

78.6

2.194.6

39.9

1995

6,228.9

30.8

7.868.1

35.0

4.436.7

102.2

1996

7.230.7

16.1

8,968.4

14.0

5.640.7

27.1

1997^

10,357.0

43.2

12,785.6

42.6

8.183.7

45.1

1998''

9.468.5

-8.6

15.727.9

23.0

8.993.9

9.9

'Recurrent plus

development expenditure

^Net tax and non-tax

Source:

^Revised,

Malawi Government Economic

highly motivated public servants by merit based recruitment
and promotion, competitive real earnings, and generous rewards to those

investment.
there is

who do well; the absence of democratic structures within the public secfor consultation and decision-mak-

ing in the area of economic policy; rising lack of respect for laws, rules and
regulations; the absence of formal
councils for overall consultation and

exchange of information and views
between government on the one hand,
and labour, farmers, businessmen and

the other

hand; and rising mismanagement and
misallocation of human, capital and
revenue resources

in the

public

sec-

tor.

Although it is blasphemy in some
lending institutions to associate inflation with currency devaluation, it is a
fact that the latter has, by leading to an
increase in the prices of imported consumer, capital and intermediate goods,
contributed to high rates of inflation in
the country. The other causes have
been shortages of foodstuffs and agricultural raw materials caused by
droughts or floods and taxes on imported and domestically produced
goods.
On the effects of inflation in Ma-

lawi, such evidence

as

15 months

Report (various issues)

sustained

other interest groups, on

cover

“Estimates

revenue

est,

exists is

con-

sistent with what is known about its
effects in other developing countries.
While moderate (say, single-digit) inflation has few measurable consequences, the more rapid the inflation,
the more serious its effects. First, rapid
inflation has discouraged and distorted

40

Revenue^

1989

1992

tor

Expenditure'

a

Studies show that when

ceipts from taxes on international trade

rapid inflationary trend, prices

have suffered because domestic inflation has reduced the profitability of

have also tended to become unstable
around the trend. The resulting un-

certainty has encouraged short-term
speculation, such as stockpiling of imported goods and agricultural products.
Speculators have anticipated future
price increases and withheld stocks
until prices have risen, leading to
scarcities and further price increases.
Second, high and unpredictable inflation has had a negative impact on longterm private investment because investors have faced uncertainties and have,
therefore, been reluctant to commit

themselves to

exporting and hence the volume of
imports that can be financed. There
has been a danger of a vicious circle
arising, with these adverse budgetary
effects leading government to finance
the resulting budget deficits through
money creation, adding further to in-

flationary

pressures.
It is also likely that

rapid inflation-

ary has worsened the position of the
poor. This is most obviously the case
with the urban poor, whose incomes

unlikely to keep pace with rises in
cost of living. Some of the rural
poor are partially protected by their limare

their

long-term projects.
Moreover, the composition of investment has been distorted by rapid inflation. Not all prices have risen by the
same percentage and the
resulting
changes in relative prices have dis-

ity and their ability to grow food for
themselves. However, many poor rural households typically have net food

torted their information content and
reduced the social efficiency of invest-

deficits and, in any case, have other
essential purchases to make. Further-

ited involvement in monetarized activ-

ment.

more,

Rapid inflation has also impacted
adversely on the financial system and,
through this, again discouraged investment and economic efficiency. With
rapid inflation, real interest rates (approximated by nominal rate minus the

very likely to spill over into heightened
balance of payments difficulties, again

actual rale of

inflation) have remained

negative, despite the removal of

connominal interest rates.
A further adverse consequence has

trols

on

large inflationary

pressures are

impacting negatively on the level of
activity. Among other things,
they have precipitated further depre-

economic

ciation of the Malawi Kwacha.

As

prices and costs of production rise,
export competitiveness and the competitiveness of import-substitution industries decline. To restore their

com-

arisen from the way inflation has
eroded the government’s tax revenues.

choice but to effect further currency

This has

depreciation.

are

based

partly arisen because taxes
on

nominal values and

subject to time lags,

are

so that inflation
erodes their real value. Moreover, re¬

petitiveness, the country has had

no

Thus, there are good reasons for
regarding rapid inflation as a bane and,
therefore, for encouraging government
SAPEM MAY l'>99
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adjustment in the | of devaluations of a supposed loating
exchange rate. The reasons for these
means of inducing other interest rates
devaluations, including protection of
to rise. Other measures that would help
reserves and of competitiveness of the
to stabilise interest rates are reverting
country’s exports, have not been conneed to devalue the Malawi Kwacha 1 to the tender system of selling Treasvincing. As an example, consider the
and to increase prices of key products
ury Bills under which the Reserve Bank
recent (1998) steep devaluation of the
determines the price of bills and the
currency.
According to official
through taxes and other adjustments.
bill rate; and reducing the rate of inflasources, the foreign exchange reserves
tion.
Interest Rates
of the banking system stood at 5.7
months of import cover in December,
Interest rates have been higher durPublic resources can be
'996. a year later, they were equivalent to 4.3 months of imports. By the
ing 1994-98 than during 1989-93. The
saved in Malawi
recent upsurge in interest rates in
end of January 1998, they had dropped
gests that upward

seek to avoid it. The

key measures
controlling government expenditure, and, hence, obviating the need for
borrowing from banks; improving the
availability of foodstuffs; avoiding the

to

Bank Rate should not be used as a

are

,

Malaei is the result of three

phenomhigh demand of government for credit, reflected in large
sales of Treasury Bills and an increase
in the Treasury Bill Rate. The rise in
the Treasury Bill Rate is exerting an
upward pressure on other interest rates.

by reducing the number
of parliamentary
seats to a comparable

One is the

ena.

The second is the restrictive stance

number.

of

policy. As the Bank Rate is
raised (recently it has been raised to
47 per cent), other interest rates are
supposed to rise as well to dampen
monetary

demand for credit.

The

As shown in Table
;

unprecedented fall in
the external value of the country’s currency, the Malawi Kwacha. Since
1994 the Malawi Kwacha has officially
been floating. In practice, the exchange
rate has been manipulated by the monetary authorities. Before floating, Malawi experimented with pegging to a
single currency, pegging to the SDR
(IMF’s Special Drawing Right) and
pegging to a basket of seven currencies. These exchange rate regimes

has also been

financial savings and encourage

age

borrowing for not-so-productive activities (thus breed inefficient allocation of resources).
In the case of Malawi,

upward adjustments in nominal interest rates have
not prevented interest rates from becoming negative. They have only prevented them from becoming very nega-

i

Hence, the following have oc-

II

tive.

curred in

spite of high nominal interest

were
tance

The aggregate domestic
rate has remained low.

ii

The financial

lU

an

of investment has also remained relatively low.
iv The short-run effect of higher interest rates is stagflationary. Ris-

large

dated.
The official

1

exchange rate index is
exchange rate

the index of the

quoted by the Reserve Bank of
Malawi.
2

The nominal effective

exchange rate

index is the ratio of an index of the

period average exchange rate of the
a weighted geometric average of the exchange
rates of the currencies of Malawi’s

Malawi Kwacha to

major trading partners. An increase
in the index indicates currency ap-

preciation.
3

The real effective

exchange rate in-

change rate index adjusted for
changes in consumer prices in
Malawi and its major trading part-

stability and development

The rate of

ners.

depreciation of the

Malawi Kwacha in 1994 exceeded what

required to correct overvaluation.
which actually did not exist (Table 5).
Speculation is rife that it was in fact

was

ing interest rates have accelerated
inflation by increasing the cost of ; allowed to over-depreciate so as to
I benefit certain social classes. But
working capital.
whatever may have been the motive, it
is doubtful that the net benefit to the
Insofar as high interest rates accelerate inflation, it may be best not to
economy has been positive, given the
use them as a means of dampening
j country’s low elasticities of demand for
its imports and exports and the large
demand for credit. The amount of
inflation effects of currency depreciacredit allocated can be controlled by
tion. Since 1994, the adjustments in
other means, such as variations in the
the exchange rate have taken the form
liquidity cash reserve ratio. This sugSAPEM MAY 1999

Therefore, it was not prudent to
currency depreciations on
an abnormal phenomenon.
The 3.9
months import cover seemed quite adequate, taking seasonal factors into
account.
In any case the indices of
the official exchange rate, the nominal
effective exchange rate and the real effective exchange rate all showed that
the currency was already over-depre-

year.
base

nately, under floating adjustment can

objectives.
^

cover.

dex is the nominal effective ex-

oeconomic

rate

import

cover may not

Unfortu-

be automatic.

be drastic and inconsistent with macr-

savings rate has depicted a similar trend.
Partly because of (i) and (ii), the

import

have been normal for this time of the

of the authorities to effect ad-

ment would

savings

The December

abandoned because of the reluc-

justments when required. The view
held was that under floating, adjust-

rates:

1

1, during 1994-

98 the exchange rate has not only been
more unstable than during 1989, there

The third is the

high rate of inflation. In the face of a
high rate of inflation, if nominal rates
are not adjusted upwards, they become
negative in real terms and so discour-

Exchange Rate

further to 3.9 months of

As

a

small, open economy, what

would be best for Malawi is

a “pegged”
exchange rate regime. If the currency
is pegged to a single currency, that cur-

rency should play the role of a stable
anchor. On its part, the Reserve Bank

of Malawi should be committed to the

pegged exchange rate. Since there is
no single country which accounts for
50 per cent or more

of Malaei’s for-

eign trade, pegging the Value of the
Malawi Kwacha to a single currency
is not recommended. Instead, Malawi
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Malawi

should revert to

a

basket of currencies

provement in the security situation in
the country, affordable interest rates,
an improvement in the quality of the
transport infrastructure and stronger
official support for industrial training
and dissemination of technology,
among other things.

of its most

important trading partners
and competitors. In the process, the
overdepreciated Malawi Kwacha
should be revalued.

Conclusions

and medium-scale
ment

DEMATT and SEDOM).

structure; obtain a reduction in its external debt; arrest environmental deg-

radation; reduce robbery and corruption; increase transparency and ac-

economy,
The number of MPs of 177 is too

countability and reduce inequitable enforcement of legislation, regulations

large in relation to countries that have
comparable populations such as Zam-

and established

bia and Zimbabwe that have 150 seats

growth of total output (real GDP), both
the savings rate and the investment
must

be raised.

In turn, this will re-

quire the creation of a stable macroeconomic environment, entailing the elimination of inflation; low, but positive
rates of interest and an exchange rate
that will encourage production and
exports. Malawi will also need to improve the quality of its utilities, telecommunications and transport infra-

procedures.
To arrest the decline in agricultural
output will require the establishment of
an exchange rate at which
inputs can
be imported competitively and the expansion of credit. The agricultural sec-

wasteful to have two

also benefit from the wide-

...

ministries and

departments.

princiThe
one.

salaries.

They too should be reduced.
Funding to essential ministries can
also be raised by cutting down expenditure on the multiple residences of
the president and vice-president; by
reducing expenditure on the unoccupied state residence in Lilongwe, on
travel and allowances and

tries such

as

on

minis-

external affairs.

The review of manning levels in the
public sector has been completed.
Excess staff should be retrenched in
all public sector organisations, not

through voluntary schemes whose
success will depend on the willingness
of workers, but through compulsory
schemes based on accepted criteria for
retirement.

Restoring economic stability will
require prudent management of the
economy. A key factor in this will be
the appointment of politicians and civil
servants that have the appropriate
background training to key economic
decision-making posts and commitThe other factors are motivation of civil servants - sustained by
merit-based recruitment and promotees.

tion, competitive real earnings and genrewards to those who do well;
wider consultation within the public
erous

tries.

.sector

be effected through
other measures. One is having the
Executive, the Judiciary and Parliament
in one city. The other is abolishing the
following statutory bodies and, where
necessary, transferring minimum essential functions to parent ministries:
can

and between the

public sector

and other sectors; and respect for financial laws, rules, regulations and

procedures.
As regards reducing inflation, the
key measures required are curtailing
the budget deficit and hence the need
for borrowing from the banks; improving supply of foodstuffs and other commodities; and avoiding unnecessary

from

improving the rural infrastructure.
including feeder roads. Specifically,
the smallholder agricultural sector can
benefit from restoring some level of
subsidization of farm input costs and
expanding the free distribution of fer-
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It is

numerous allowances for
ministers and MPs duplicate generous

[ ministers and their deputies is also large

National Herbarium and Botanical Gardens, Malaei Board of Engineers,
Malaei Copyright Society, National
Family Welfare Council, Board of Architects and Quantity Surveyors,
Nurses Council, Media Council and
tilizer to the poor.
Petroleum Control Commission; and by
To increase the rate of growth of
rationalising the activities of governmanufactured output will require the
ment training institutions and the Unirestoration of a stable economic envi- i versity of Malaei by combining colronment, improvement in cost com- j leges; combining smallholder crop aupetitiveness, more reliable utilities, imthorities; and combining small-scale

costs.

three

Hefty and

in their parliaments. Public resources
be saved in Malawi by reducing
the number of parliamentary seats to a
comparable number. The number of

Savings

or

per ministry.
number should be reduced to

•

of ministries to 17 and
by further rationalising

human rights

pal secretaries

in Malaei relative to the country’s inspread adoption of agro-forestry prac- ! come position. Public resources can
tices which improve fertility of the soil i also be saved by reducing the number
and help to prevent soil erosion and j of ministries to 17 and by further rationalising ministries and departments.
For example, the ministries of inforPublic resources can
mation and water department hardly
deserve their own separate existence.
also be saved by
I The resources saved can then be used
reducing the number
\ to improve funding of essential ministor can

These include compensa-

abuses, and transitional

can

;

expenditures can be phased

time.

tion of victims of past

Malawi Revenue

Authority will go
some way towards improving the revenue productivity of the country’s tax
system by increasing the staff complement, incentives, facilities and equipment. But to enhance revenue productivity further, Malawi will need to review the rationale and extent of tax exemptions granted to the general travelling public, to MPs, to cabinet ministers, to the vice-president and to the
president; and to reduce tax evasion
caused by fraud, non-compliance and
the existence of an unrecorded second

Certain
over

The recent establishment of the
If Malawi is to increase the rate of

enterprise develop-

support institutions (the likes of

devaluations of the Malawi Kwacha.
With respect to reducing and stabilis-

I

ing interest rates, the key measured required are reintroducing the tender systern of selling Treasury Bills and reducing the rate of inflation. While to
restore exchange rate stability requires
pegging the Malawi Kwacha to a
weighted basket of the currencies of
the country’s major trading partners.
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Economic Indicators
ECONOMIC INDICATORS FOR MALAWI
Key Indicators

Unit

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

Polutions

m

9.4

9.7

10.0

10.3

10.7

10.44

10.81

Gross National Product

US$bn

1.76

2.00

1.56

1.67

GNP Per

US$

200

190

140

170

USDm

1,858.0

2,070.0

670.0

1,466.0

2.259.0

2,259.0

%

-7.9

10.8

-12.9

13.5

14.5

5.2

3.1

Inflation

%

23.3

22.8

34.6

83.3

37.6

9.1

36.1

Exports (FOB) (goods)

kni

400

318

363

431

450

546

472

Merchandise exports as
% of GDP

%

21.5

15.3

27.7

27.6

21.3

22.2

Imports (FOB) (goods)

km

415

340

639

348

445

539

Merchandise

%

22.3

16.4

27.3

19.4

16.5

15.7

-47.0

18.0

-35.0

-32.0

-124.0

-11.0
-94

-199-

2.507

Capita

GDP at current
Real GDP

prices

growth

imports

as

545

% of GDP
Balance of payments

Current Account Balance

$m

-284.9

-165.6

-450

-410

-151

Budget deficit

%

-4.7

-5.8

-6.5

-5.4

-4.0

Total External Debt

$m

1.697

1.812

2.025

2.252

2.312

2.287

Total External Debt

%

91.7

88.0

149.5

146.3

97.6

98.8

'000 tons

136.1

133.2

97.6

130.7

141

158

%

1.7

-3.3

3.0

11.6

4.6

%

17.2

10.6

16.1

15.4

11.5

12.2

%

20.0

25.0

40.0

50.0

27.0

23.0

%

22.0

29.5

31.0

47.0

27.5

22.0

%

21.8

41.8

39.9

60.7

39.9

2.2

163.0

211.8

88.0

70.0

72.0

72.0

201.0

171.0

77.0

82.0

92.0

94.0

3.603

4.403

8.736

15.284

15.308

17.150

as

%

of GDP

as

% of GDP

Tobacco

production

Gross domestic
as

savings

133

% of GDP

Gross investment of
% of GDP

Central bank discount
rate

(end of year)

Prime

lending rate
(average of month-end

data)
Growth rate of M2
money

supply

Domestic credit
to

government

Domestic credit to

private sector
Average exchange rate

(av) MK:$

Principal
Tobacco, Tea, Cotton,

South Africa, US,

Sugar, Apparel

Germany, Netherlands

Exports

Industrial, Petroleum,

Imports

Main Distribution

Transport equipment.
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South Africa,

32.510

Source: SAFES Data Bank

Zimbabwe,

Zambia, UK

Foodstuffs

43

SADC EXPORT
DIRECTORY

Key Business Contacts
MALAWI

FACT FILE

Mai.avvi Investment Promotion

Malawi Blreau

Standards

Head of State:

Agency (MIPA)
Private Bag 302

President Bakili Muluzi

Lilongwe 3

Blantyre

Tel:

265-780800/781372

Tel: 265

Fax:

265

Fax: 265

Capital City:
Lilongwe

!

Languages:
Official languages - English
(Chichewa is the national language)

j

!

P O Box 946

781781

-

ok

-

-

670488
670756

or

Private

Montfort Press

Bag 131

Blantyre

Publications

Tel:

Zomba Road

265 -621222

Fax: 265-621621

and

Popular

P O Box 5591

Limbe
Time:

Ministry

GMT

+

2 hours

AND

of

Commerce

651464/604527

PO Box 30366
Business Hours:

Lilongwe 3

Monday to Friday: 7:30am-5:00pm

Tel:

265

-

Fax:

265

-

Banking Hours:
Monday to Friday: 8:00am -1:00pm

Tel: 265-651139/651833

Industry

Fax: 265-651171

780244

Petroleum Control

780680

Commission

Umoyi House
UNIFREIGHT

Victoria Avenue

(United Freight Forwarders Ltd.)

P O Box

Currency:

P O Box 20652

Tel: 265-620155

Malawi Kwacha (MK)

Lilongwe 2

Fax: 265

j Tel: 265-765283/765622

!

2827, Blantyre
-

620908

Fax: 265-765 579

Daily Times

Press Corporation Limited

Malawi Motors Ltd.

Tel: 265-671566

P O Box 30328

PO Box 823

Fax: 265-671114

Lilongwe 3

Lilongwe
Email: motorsggm@malawi.net
Tel: 265-631981 / 631011 Blantyre

Auction Holdings Ltd

The Chief Executive

Private

Tel: 265-780715
Fax:

265

E-mail:

!

i

783207

-

265 -720133/ 720381 /720342

Royp@malawi.net
Fax:

Malawi Chamber

Commerce

and

265

-

721858

of

Blantyre
Lilongwe

Industry

P O Box 258

Association

Blantyre
265

Fax:

265-671147

671988

1

PO. Box 40035

P.O. Box 20567 Mzuzu

Malawi

Lilongwe

640 559 Limbe

Fax: 265

-

Lilongwe

335 035 Mzuzu
Fax:

-

Lilongwe 4

P.O. Box 5088 Limbe

PO Box 31360

Tel: 265
Malawi Development

of

Kanengo

Tel: (265) 765 377
640 377 Limbe

The Tobacco

Tel:

-

677478

Bag 39, Blantyre

(265) 765 384 Lilongwe
335 339 Mzuzu

783276 / 783099 / 783356
783493

Corporation

Rainbow Travel Limited

Progress House

P O Box 566

Malawi Broadcasting

Kamuzu Procession Road

Blantyre

Corporation (MBC)
POBox 30133

P.O. Box 840

Tel: 265 740 306

Blantyre

Fax: 265

Tel:

265

-

620100

Fax:

265

-

620584

Tel: 265

-

Lilongwe
Lilongwe
740 963 Lilongwe

676894

Malaw i Export

Trans Zambezi Expre.ss

Promotion Council

Oasis Restaurent

Capital Hotel

POBox 1299

Fatima Arcade

Tel: 265 620 588

Blantyre

POBox 51672

Fax: 265 620 154

Tel:

265

-

620499

Fax:

265

-

635429
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Limbe
:

Tel: 265-621989

Blantyre
Blantyre
Tel: 783 388 Lilongwe
Fax: 781 273 Linongwe
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Strengthening Africa's
voice in global affairs:
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PEACE AND SECURITY

52

Removing obstacles
to

peace

Adedotum O.

vidence from various sources

six ASEAN Countries; four Coun-

suggests that; unless Africa
takes urgent steps to regain and

tries of Indochina; china;

E

in the DRC

Mwesiga Baregu

strengthen its voice in global affairs,
the continent runs the risk of not only
being marginalised but, indeed, completely decoupled from the rest of the
world. To begin with, Africa is being

ENVIRONMENT

55

Nicholas D. Kitikiti

GENDER

Overcoming cultural and
gender specific biases in

mise of the Soviet Union in 1991, a tri-

Sub-Saharan

polar world economy has been emerging, namely, American, European and
Asian economic spheres. The coun-

Sphere. It is easy to see that each of
the three economic spheres centers
around an economic powerhouse,
namely, the United States of America
for the American economic sphere, the
European Union for the European
economic sphere and Japan for the
Asian economic sphere. Africa is yet
to evolve and recognize its own
economic powerhouse although some
of these potential powerhouses can be

as a

residual

or

is

com-

spheres are as follows:1. American Economic

professional performance

Sphere:

the two North American Countries;

Felicia Sakala

the thirteen Central American Coun-

tries; and the twelve South American

2.

AFRICA REVIEW OF BOOKS
Africa: The time has

come

62

Mwelwa Musambachime

countries.

European Economic Sphere:
the twelve European Union eountries; the six European Free Trade
Area Countries; Countries of Central Europe; Turkey; the Baltic
States,

The state and

democracy

in Africa

Guy Martin
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63

the Pacific Countries.

pletely ignored in the emerging multipolar world economy. With the collapse of the bi-polar world after the de-

tries connected to these economic
59

Mongo-

lia, Russia, Siberia and the Soviet Far
East; three Countries of Oceania and

Clearly, the American economic sphere
is reasonably complete while the
European and Asia spheres will
eventually expand to cover the few
countries currently excluded. What is,
therefore, conspicuously missing is the

treated either
Trade and the environment

Phillips

Byelorussia, the Ukraine, Eu-

ropean Russia and
ean Countries.
3. Asian Economic

four North AfriSphere:

Japan; four Countries of East Asia,

African

Economic

identified.
The

upshot of the foregoing is that

in terms of economic

integration,

lagging far behind. It must
be recalled, however, that Africa might
not have lagged so much behind if her
Africa is

voice enunciated in 1980 under the

auspices of OAU and UNECA in the
Lagos Plan of Action for the Economic
Development of Africa, 1980 - 2000
45
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Table 1:

Composition of World Trade, 1970-1995

Year

Primary Goods

Industrial goods

Total

1970

32.8

67.2

100

1980

41.0

59.0

100

1990

25.0

74.1

100

1995

19.0

81.0

100

Source:

Japan center for Economic Growth, May, 1992, and Africa
Recovery, October, 1996.

had not been dominated
by the voiee : the predictable decision by the
of the World Bank enunciated in 1981
European Union to allow vegetable fats
in the Accelerated
Development in Sub- i other than cocoa butter to make up 5%
Saharan Africa; An Agenda for Action

j of chocolate, especially as this has
(see OAU, 1981 and world Bank, | already been allowed in chocolate made
1981). Africa’s voice in the area of
in UK and five other
European

regional integration was eventually
drowned by the introduction of
Structural Adjustment Programmes
(SAPs) which adopted a country-by
country approach as opposed to the
regional approach based on collective
self-reliance which

was

intended in the

Lagos Plan of Action.

quickly to raise Africa’s voice and
action, Africa runs the real risk of being
decoupled from the rest of the world
economy. In this connection, the trend
in each of the economic
spheres
above

is

to

reduce

dependence on crude materials, the
produetion of whieh is being
encouraged in Africa. In this regard.
showing the composition of
world trade by commodity groups is i
quite revealing. Figures in the Table j
shows that the share of primary
goods

by AJakaiye (1992) and Obadan
(1992). If this trend continues, Africa
may become fully decoupled from the
rest of the world as the share of

:

In the area of trade, the indieation
is that unless something is done

identified

countries (Africa Recovery, June,
1995: 24). It is pertinent to mention
that this likelihood had been hinted at

|

primary produce which

about 75% Sub-saharan Africa

foreign
exchange earnings will fall far below
the Japanese projections by 2010.
In order to avoid the threat of
being
marginalised and eventually decoupled,
Africa’s voice must be strengthened in
global affairs. In particular, Africa’s
voice must be strengthened by properly
articulating its views in the areas of (in
descending order of priority)

Table 1

in total world trade which was 41% in
1990 had dropped to 26% by 1990 and

by 1995, it dropped further to 19%.
Correspondingly, the share of industrial
goods rose from 59% in 1980 to 74%
in 1990 and rose further to 81% in
1995. This trend of declining share of

primary produce in total world trade is
likely to continue as the industrialised
countries intensify efforts to become
self-reliant by emphasizing technical
progress in the production of synthetics
and other substitutes for
primary commodities. At the moment, up to 25%
of coeoa export is being threatened

by

46

accounts for

regional integration in a multi-polar
world economie system

requisite and can contribute to the
of policy formulation within
the bureaucracies, political arenas,
special interests groups and public
debates within a country and on the
continent (Ostry, 1991). The role of
research in information, education and
communication (lEC) programme
featuring economic education efforts
at
national, sub-regional and
continental levels in the process of
building consensus and reducing
resistance to specific policies and
programme is also another avenue of
strengthening Africa’s voice in global
process

j

affairs.
In the

rest of this brief
pre.sentation.
therefore, policy research needs on the
aforementioned global issues from the
African perspective are identified. This
is followed by a proposed strategy for
organising the conduct of such
research
projects along with
suggestions on modalities for building
consensus and
propagating agreed
positions on global issues are made,

globalisation of production and
foreign direet investment
role

of

the

state

and

GLOBAL ISSUES AND
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

good

governance

Regional Integration
a Multi-polar World

industrialisation and technology

in

development

Economic System

population
the environment

It has been said that Africa is neither
a

part of the emerging

tri-polar world
is it trying to develop its
In articulating its views on these
own poles. It has also been mentioned
global issues from an African
that each of the economic
spheres is
perspective, the role of the research | centered around an economic
cannot be over-emphasized. This is
powerhouse.
What is more, a
especially so since a well organized framework for harmonizing economic
economy nor

research programme that is anchored
sound and relevant theoretieal base
as well as reasonable data base are
preon a

| and other policies among these
i economie spheres and their
1 powerhouse is the group of seven most
SAPEM MAY 1999
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industrialised nations (The G-7).
Africa must therefore be more strategic
in its

In other

integration efforts.

words, it is not sufficient to endorse
treaties on the various economic

groupings. Africa must also aim at its
group of leading African
economies which will operate in a
manner similar to Group 7 industrial
own

nations.

Against this background, research
is needed to identify and articulate the
roles of growth poles on the African
continent.

Such research, which

multidisciplinary in scope,
should have economies as its entry

should be

campaign.

has rendered

from South
Africa, it is hard to find African
countries among the list of countries
where outputs of these global
enterprises can be purchased. Worse

impotent

At the moment, apart

extraction,
especially oil exploitation, virtually all
.still, apart from mineral

of Africa’s industrial

enterprises
produce for local markets and several
of these commodities do not meet
international standards and, hence,
cannot be sold globally. Yet, unless
Africa is able to attract these global

enterprise through well articulated and
propagated industrial policies, Africa is
likely to be marginalised in the area of
direct foreign investment. Put starkly,

point focusing on establishing the
propagation and spread effects of the
Africa must articulate innovative
economic powerhouse within its
sphere of inlluence. The necessary ; industrial policy that will involve the
development of partnerships among the
social, political, institutional and legal
state, local business community and
frameworks necessary to maximize the
propagation effects of the growth pole | labour unions with the aim of seeking
and attracting these global enterprises
on development within its sphere
should be investigated. The framework ; to locate parts of their production,
of monetary fiscal, trade industrial and ^ assembly and/or distribution facilities
in the economic powerhouse to begin
technological policies that must be
with. In other words, the growth poles
pursued by the economic powerhou.se
will serve as the main entry point for
must be carefully worked out.
the global enterprise but the goal should
Obviously, this is a sub-regional study
be to encourage the global enterprise
which should be carried out by multiinstitutional research teams.

of
the areas ofserious
disappointments

However, this is

one

Globalisation of Production and

Foreign Direct Investment

globalization, the issue is that
of globalisation of production whereby
an enterprise has evolved from being a
multinational corporation through
transnational corporation and finally to
a global enterprise. A global enterprise,
according to Kregel (1994) is one
which considers specific national
markets as parts of a single
On

undifferentiated world market for its

product. Such a firm will typically use
materials and semi-finished goods
from producers in a wide range of
countries with the final assembly

raw

of its facilities in other
countries within the economic sphere.
The research problem, therefore is

to

locate

to

analyze the current situation and

more

strategy for promoting
among the state, business
community and labour unions as well

propose

partnerships
as

propose

locate

some

spheres, Africa may
marginalized in terms of
foreign direct investment. Since the.se
global enterprises are constantly
looking for where costs are lower,
research should focus on the design
of appropriate industrial policy that will
make the continent more competitive
(in terms of cost of production) in the
globalized production system.
This
is essential because the advent of global
enterprises are constantly looking for

be

more

where costs

product. The product are then shipped
to any and every market through an
integrated global di.stribution system of

continent
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of their facilities in the

African economic

process decentralized across a number
of regional centers producing a unified

organisation and advertising

industrial policies and

strategies for attracting foreign direct
investment through strategic alliance
with global enterprises. Needless to
say, unless these global enterprises

focus

sales

I

large market sizes
factors in attracting
enterprises to locate production
facilities in a given country. By far the
most important consideration are cost
advantages as the East Asian
experiences suggest.

on

are

of appropriate

policy that will make the
competitive (in terms
of cost of production) in the globalized
production system. This is essential
because the advent of global enterprises
more

.it is presumed

that
development is

accelerated when there is

good governance along
with economic

liberalism.
Role of State and
Governance
There is considerable disagreement
over

the

appropriate role of the state in

sub-saharan Africa (Helleiner, 1994).
There are those who believe that if the
state is seen as a
or

fragile, incompetent

corrupt, there is an argument

for

off loading many of its responsibilities
to the private sector regardless of the

and nature of the private sector
was the initial position of
the World Bank as far as Sub-saharan
Africa is concerned and it was one of
the motivations for insisting on
state

itself. This

as a major component of
the SAPs. However, this is one of the
areas of serious disappointments.
In

privatisation

general, privatisation pace was slow as
several interest groups resisted the
policy and there were political debate
as to the list of government enterprises
to be privatized, how to ensure
equitable distribution of ownership and
the appropriate role of the foreign
private enterprise. Arising from the
failure of the SAPs in Africa, the World

Bank has shifted attention toward the

so-called

Washington Consensus

where government are now

being

encouraged to pursue market friendly
policies and intervene in the area of
poverty alleviation and

investment in

development, especially
education (primary and secondary) and
human
health.
On the other hand, there are

lower, research should

the design

industrial

..

those

who believe that for the proper working
of the market, strong and, in many
cases,

expanded state intervention of

right kind is necessary (Streeten,
1993). The right kind of state
interventions are those that prevent the

the
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invisible hand from working by ! establishment of
objectives and | manufactured goods, Africa is
strangulating the people. In other j exercising leadership while the '
concentrating on agriculture and
words, rather than the pursuit of market j technical dimension relates to the
j
primary goods production both for
friendly policies, the desirable thing is ^ availability of natural and competent
local consumption and the shrinking
for the state to pursue policies that will
human resources necessary for j international market. Africa must
join
make the market people friendly. For ! effective and efficient
exercise of
the rest of the world by
transforming
this purpose government should
j authority and the ability to get things its production structure in favour of
provide the legal framework, maintain ' done is the institutional dimension of
manufactured goods. The strategy for
law and order, enforce contracts and
governance (Boeninger, 1992). The
achieving this goal of diversification of
pursue correct macroeconomic
World Bank (1989) defined governance !
production process in a globalizing
policies. In addition, government must
in the context of Sub-Saharan Africa
j world requires careful investigation,
encourage competition, intervene to
as “the exercise of political power to
Since countries are at different
stages
prevent extreme interpersonal and
manage a nation’s affairs”. There is a
of de-industrialization, it will be
spatial inequalities as well as promote
tendency on the part of the international
difficult to generalize. As such, several
the development of human resources.
community to presume that good
case studies aimed at
articulating
Yet another view is that the single
| governance can be secured in a strategies for diversifying the
most important factor in
generating
liberalized political system, i.e
productive base of African countries
sustained growth and development is
will
need to be carried out.
| democracy. At the same time, it is
the presence of a
developmental state. | presumed that development is
On technology, the following main
Put simply, a developmental state is
accelerated when there is good
elements of policy for technology
one whose
politics concentrated
governance along with economic
development have been identified, viz.
,

^

sufficient power, autonomy and j
capacity at the center to shape, pursue |
and encourage the achievement of

explicit developmental objectives
whether by establLshing and promoting

liberalism. Nevertheless, the point has

been

made that governments
attempting a dual transition, i.e.

simultaneously pursuit of

■

economic |

the

liberalism and pluralist political system I
are engaging in a difficult
balancing

directly

There is, therefore, a need for
extensive case studies of good

conditions and direction of
economic growth or by organizing it
or a

act.

varying combination of

both (Leftwich, 1995).
From the foregoing, the debate over
the role of the state has not been !
concluded. Meanwhile, as research
accumulates there is evidence

on

the

as

good government in
by Aboyade in

advocated

'

infrastructure

Raising technological effort
(especially R & D) of large
enterprises.
An

extensive

experience of

crude birth rate and

suggested by Stiglitz (1990), the
appropriate analysis should not be
based just on ideology but it should take
of the institutional framework,
the nature of government and the nature

Africa
1992.

Infant mortality rate,

importance of the state in Japan and
South east Asian countries,
especially
Korea and Taiwan. Therefore, as

account

governance and

•

Improving technology
Upgrading the capabilities of small
and medium sized enterprises
the
Improving
technology

crude death

rate

all

have been falling...

review

seven

of

developing

countries suggests that the usual

simplifying assumption of neo-classical
are no
learning
costs in using industrial
technologies
economics that there
and that efficient

production

can

launched merely in response to

prices”

|

the

are

Since the

be

“right

unrealistic (Lall, 1994).
reality differs from one

Industrialization and

j
j country to another, it follows that a
private sector in a particular
I careful case study of many African
Technology Development
Africa has suffered major set backs
country at a particular time.
countries, must be carried out to,
Accordingly, a basic research problem i in its integration efforts arising from among other things review the current
from the African perspective is the
SAP which compelled what has been
situation with respect to
of the

articulation of the role of the

state

necessary to ensure that African
countries catch up with the advanced
countries and enable African countries
to be admitted into the

j called an over-enthusiastic liberalization
(hellelner,

1994).

Put

simply,

liberalization has caused several African

countries to lose many of its “tender
emerging global young shoots” of local industries. Yet,
society of the next century. Obviously, | the whole world is presumed to be
this will depend on the level of
liberalizing whereas data suggests that
development of the relevant country as the world may be moving toward
well

as

the institutional framework, the

indigenous African aspirations, the

protectionism. For example, growth
of world trade between 1970 and 1980

nature of the state and nature of

which

the

market.

sharply to

On governance defined as the good
governance of society, its main
dimensions include political, technical
and institutional. The

political dimension

of

related
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governance

averaged 20.4

to

the

per year,

fell

an average annual rate of
5.7% between 1980 and 1990 (JCER,
1992). What is more, while the rest
of the world is diversifying its
productive base away from agriculture
and primary goods and towards

technology
development, identify the policy mix
over time and assess the impact on
technology development without
which African countries will be unable

to catch up

with the rest of the world,

Population
Africa’s population is estimated to
be 748 million in 1996 and its estimated

growth rate stood

at 2.9% in 1995.
Available data suggests that GDP

j growth rate exceeded the population
growth rate in only 17 countries during
the 1991-95 period (Africa Recovery,

1996). Total fertility rate for sunSaharan Africa has been declining
gradually since 1985 when it was 6.3
SAPEM MAY 1999
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such that the

Infant

figure for 1995 was 5.6%.
mortality rate, crude birth rate

and crude death rate all have been

falling according to African
Development Bank (ADB) data.
According to African Recovery
(1996), 26 African countries had

adopted specific population policies as
at

1995 while another 12 countries

in the process

of doing so.
From the foregoing, it seems that
the overriding concern of policy
were

makers

in

Africa

is

to

control

population growth rate. This is
premised on the belief that rapid
increases in population slows economic
development. However, at the 1994
International Conference on Population
and Development (ICPD) held in Cairo,
a

new

international

consensus

emerged, namely, that population issues
can be effectively tacked only by
combating poverty, involving local
communities, improving maternal and
child health and raising the socioeconomic

status

of

corresponding figures for
industry and services were 15% and
23% respectively (ADB, 1995).

while the

Given this distribution of labour
force and the low remuneration in

agricultural sector, it is clear that the
poverty situation in Africa is quite
precarious. For example, about 30%
of the Sub-saharan African population
do not get enough to eat and 23 million
children

on

the

Clearly there is need to complement

population control measures with
policy measures that will
proportion of labour force
in agriculture, increase that of industry.
In order to provide guides to the design
and
implementation of such
complementary policies, it will be
necessary to conduct research into the
impact of policies on employment
patterns, earning capacity of
hou.seholds and fertility rates in various

economic
reduce the

African countries.

Sustainable

perception

population growth is inimical to
development. Specifically,
it enjoins all countries to integrate
family planning counselling and
services into their public health
economic

Development

The need to tackle the

problems of
environment and development in an
integrated and balanced manner has
been recognized in Africa well before
the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de

Janeiro. This

concern was,

Development along with the priorities
they sort to advance within the various
international negotiations on sustainable
development issues. Prominent among

Africa must join the
rest of the world by
transforming its
production structure
in favour of
manufactured goods.

priorities were the attainment of
self-sufficiency in food and energy,
national management of forests,
reversal of desertification, drought
monitoring, efficient and equitable use
of water resources, management of
bio-diversity and biotechnology,
development of science and
technology and poverty alleviation.
Evidently, Africa’s voice had been
strong in global environmental concern

the

Meanwhile, there is the alternative
view that

population is as much an
engine of growth as capital (Fisher et
al 1990). In this case controlling
population growth without upgrading
the quality of the population may lead
to
disappointing
impact
on
development. Relatedly, there is the
view that fertility rate and, hence,
population growth rate tends to decline

reflected in the fact that the OAU in
1991 adopted a convention prohibiting
the dumping or transporting of toxic
and other hazardous wastes in Africa.
as

Also, Africa

won

agreement at the

Earth Summit that a specific
convention on desertification would

and

negotiated and the convention

employment opportunities, especially in

containing agenda for reversing land

the modern sector.

degradation in affected regions was
signed in 1994.
Nevertheless, African leadership
recognizes that economic growth is

with

increases

in

income

In the African context, available data

shows that

as at

labour force is

1995, 62% of the

engaged in Agriculture
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there is need for additional research to

30%

of the
Sub-Saharan African
population do not get
enough to eat and 23
million children

are

malnourished.
gain insights into the environmental
effects of the development policies
transmitted primarily through the
impact of the policies on production,
employment, income generation and

contemplated and on-going policies on
environment should be carried out in

sub-Saharan countries.
A

strategy of conducting

the research and

propagating the

research results

therefore,

reitarated in the African Common
Position on
Environment and

programmes.

development and
integrity (See Mugabe,
1991, for example). In other words,
it is the country with a growing wealth
that can afford to protect rather than
exploit the environment. Accordingly,

trade. Therefore, several case studies
at national levels of the effect of

Environment and

women.

that

malnourished.

the

Nevertheless, the ICPD programme of
action is still based

are

fundamental to social

environmental

The research needs identified above

categories, namely, subregional studies and country case
fall into two

studies. Given the overall aim of the

research, i.e. to contribute to the

of articulating Africa’s
positions on the relevant global issues,
process

these studies

are

collaborative and

better conceived

as

comparative multi-

institutional research.

Studies to

support regional integration in a multipolar world economic system are
multi-institutional
This will
involve the indentification of regional
research centres in each of the sub-

necessarily

collaborative research.

regional groupings that have the human
resource

base

or can

mobilize such for

the purposes of the studies. Invariably,
there will be at least one research centre
in each of the

sub-regional groupings
position to coordinate
the growth pole studies. Where there
are more than one capable centres,
decision has to be taken regarding the
coordinating research center. All other
that will be in

a

research centers will be

institutions,

institution will be

organizing

participating
coordinating
responsible for

The

necessary

sceintific
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meetings where tasks and requirements
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by initiating necessary
debates and lEC programmes as may
be necessary at national, sub-regional
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Conclusion
In conclusion, African countries, individually and collectively, have to embark urgently on seven proactive pollcies and strategies to enhance and
deepen the competitiveness of their
economies domestically and externally.
First, they must pursue a programme
of sustainable human development particularly in the field of education and
technology.

Second, Africa debtor countries, par-

ticularly the severely indebted low-income

countries (SILlCs), must be re-

lieved without further delay

ciency. The more disciplined a society
as a whole becomes, the more hardworking and efficient it becomes and
the more competitive its economy also
becomes. Social discipline also curbs

culture
imperative in

corrupt practices. Therefore, a
of social

discipline is

an

all African countries.

sources

Fifth, the problem of internal
marginalisation must be alleviated
through the democratisation of the development process, the economic empowerment of the people and the pursuit of gender sensitive policies that
are pro-female.

ture.

de-marginalise the African

be taken to

Third, Africa should develop the capacity to fully comprehend and master
its many conflicts so that the era of sustainable peace and good governance

political economy externally by developing the capacity to ameliorate the
negative impact of globalisation while
at the same time developing the capability of exploiting to the fullest extent
possible the opportunities which
globalisation has to offer.

Fourth, competitiveness is impossible without social

discipline and effi¬

The Zimbabwe

^

generously blessed
pristine environment, solar energy
and variety of plants and animals, it already possesses all that is required by
way of real capital to mark it competitive
in the new century, if it can master the
preceding six issues.
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Peace and Security

Removing obstacles
to peace in the DRC
Mwesiga Baregu
war in the Congo has now been
going on for the last nine months. In
that period the conflict has expanded
to involve nearly nine countries in the
region and the possibility of more countries getting involved is very high.
Recent disagreements between Angola
and Zambia as well as the rumblings

about

about Tanzania’s role in the transfer of

tives.

The

cease-fire and set in motion

the
the

UN Secretary General to appoint a special envoy in the DRC could suffer the
same fate in the absence of a clear un-

derstanding of the obstacles that have
continuously frustrated earlier initiaThis article seeks to

in the

region are a case in point.
Most recently an international dimension has emerged adding complexity
to what is already a nightmare for the
countries involved. The killing of
American, British and Australian tourists in Bwindi forest in Uganda, allegedly by Interahamwe guerrillas, not
only raises questions about the war
arms

a

the process of conflict resolution in
DRC. The most recent move by

scribe and

identify, dehopefully analyse the major

obstacles that have stood in the way
of the peace initiatives with the view
to

suggesting ways of removing them
proposing alternative approaches

and
to

the resolution of the conflict.

the direct involvement of the United

initiatives
may be conceived at least at three levels
the political, the conceptual and
the operational; and in that order. At
the political level obstacles will usually
arise from the lack of the political will
among all or some of the parties to resolve the conflict or they may equally

States

arise from the absence of

has

ing and honest resolve to implement
what is agreed.
At the conceptual level obstacles
arise from divergent definitions of the
problem, identification of conflict parties, interests and war aims; categori-

aims of the adversaries but also ironi-

cally gives lie to Uganda’s claim of securing its borders by crossing over into
the DRC. At any rate that incident has
added to the conundrum by triggering

through the FBI although the US
training detachment with the
Uganda Defence Forces. The war is
threatening to engulf the region in a
conflagration and unfolding into an ina

ternational

can

of

worms.

Whatever the

case

may

be there must be the
will to resolve the

conflict

-

an

unflinch-

period of hostilities has also
witnessed a whole range of peace inieffort to end the
The various initiatives have

tiatives taken in
war.

an

ranged from the numerous SADC and
OAU mediation efforts to the French

initiative at the Franco-African Summit in Paris in November last year.

One
thing that is common to all these initiatives is that they have all failed to bring
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that the ab.sence of
the

political will and
conceptual confusion or deliberate

obfuscation of issues have

a

direct im-

pact on the operational processes. We
contend further, that to the extent that

operational processes are not supported
by political will and informed by some
conceptual consensus no positive outcomes can be expected.
Let us look
at

the three levels in

some

detail.

At the

political level the most important condition for successful peace
initiatives is resolute political will. Parties to the conflict must have the will

sation of issues and determination of

the resolve the conflict.

conflict resolution strategies and tactics. At the operational level obstacles
arise from practical arrangements per-

also have the courage to
realities on the ground.

contention that the obsta-

They must
confront the
This means
that the political will may arise from
the rational choice of peaceful methods rather than fighting but it may also
emanate from the necessity imposed
by the objective situation on the
ground. Whatever the case may be

cles exist at all the three levels and that

there must be the will to resolve the

mutually exclusive but reciprocal and interactive. For purposes
of identifying and describing these obStacies however, we will attempt to isolate the three levels of obstacles if only
to demonstrate how they interact to resuit in the paralysis of the conflict resolution initiatives. We argue, in essence.

conflict, the courage to deal with ad-

taining to representation, status of parties, rules and procedures to be followed, the position and role of third

parties, guarantees of agreements etc.
That

Prof.

Obstacles to the peace

It is

they

our

are not

versaries in
mitment to

good faith and the comimplement agreements en-

tered into with one’s adversaries.
When I
ment

in

was on a

situation

assess-

mission in the DRC and Rwanda

January this year I held extensive

discussions with

a

whole range

of peo-
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At the conceptual level the critical
pie from all shades of political opinion. | pied zone. On the other hand, forces
area relates to the definition of the probfollowing are some of my impres- | associated with Wamba dia Wamba and
lem at hand. It is extremely important
sions on the will to resolve the conflict I Arthur Zaidi Ngoma (who has since
as reflected by the different parties in
left the RDC) were more inclined to- that before a productive and honest
wards a political negotiated solution
conflict:
peace initiative can be embarked upon,
In Kinshasa there was a general dej and were more interested in the politi- a common or shared definition or unsire for a roundtable meeting of all secderstanding of the
cal mobilisation
tions of Congolese society including the | of the people in
play your cards close problem should exist.
,
, ,
If parties to the conflict
government and both the armed and
the occupied reto you r chest and keep
the unarmed opposition. The emphacan not agree about the
gion. At that
basic definition of the
sis was placed on a meeting of minds
time the militaeverybody guessing
the Bakongomani. There was also a
problem then it is imrists had the upabout your next move
possible to find some
general consensus against foreign in- I per hand and
common
vasion and occupation let alone disground,
j were actively
which should provide the parameters
memberment of Congolese territory by | obstructing or frustrating regional and
that then form the basis of any discusinternational peace initiatives as well as
Uganda and Rwanda.
sion of the problem. Without that kind
In Kigali our mission got the imblocking internal RDC efforts,
of
common ground the likelihood is
In
the
above
conditions
it
becomes
pression that Rwanda had no will to
that
the parties will either talk past each
negotiate. There was instead commitclear that the democratic forces in the
other, or shout at each other but hardly
ment to survival which was defined in
DRC, the Kabila government and the
terms of preventing future genocide
democratic elements in the rebel move- talk to each other in a constructive dialogue.
againstTutsisby any means and at any
ment have the will to negotiate. On
In the DRC situation it would seem
cost and regardless of the security inthe other hand, Rwanda and the
terests of others in the region. Some
Mobutu elements have none! Uganda that the absence of this shared definition of the problem is one of the key
officials claimed that they had no war
seems to straddle a middle course given
obstacles to making progress in the neits
own rebellions at home. The chalfatigue and could not afford it!
In Coma there was a split among ! lenge for peacemakers at this level
gotiation process. Although the different parties may not explicitly adopt
the RDC rebel forces. Forces associ- i therefore is to isolate and expose the
a particular definition of the problem,
ated with Rwanda and Mobutu were | militarists and create conducive conthe point being made here is that each
more inclined towards a military soluditions for all those seeking a political
tion and were preoccupied with setsolution to come together and negoti- party operates with a perception of
what the problem is. This is what esting up an administration in the occuate.
The

———

Kinshasa, August 1998
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Peace

and

Security

tablishes the differences, structures
the negotiation space and determines
the strategy to

be adopted in the neIn the DRC the
number of divergent definitions of the
problem itself constitutes a major obStacie to progress. Some of the contending definitions and their propo-

gotiation

process.

nents, for

example,

1

That the DRC has
-

1

democracy

no

the RCD rebels and external

armed
1

follows:

are as

un-

opposition

That the DRC is

an

emerging de-

mocracy - the DRC government
That the DRC is invaded by
Rwanda and

Uganda

-

the DRC

government and Allied Forces
1

That

impending and ever threatening genocide against Tutsis in the
region is the problem - Rwanda

Wamba dia Wamba

That the national securities of

chest and keep everybody guessing about your next move! The goal
posts keep on shifting.
In my view these contending definitions can be reduced to mainly two

Rwanda and

clusters

That ethnic domination of national

politics is the root of the problem
-

1

RCD, Rwanda.

the internalist (i.e. intrastate) and the externalist i.e. inter state.

Uganda are threatened
by insurgent incursions from
across

1

the border with DRC

relating to democracy, democratisation, ethnicity and genocide
belong to the intra-state category.
Those that relate to invasion, insecure

access to resources

borders, imperialist interests belong to
the inter-state category. Thus on the

and exercise of power

and influexploiting regional differences and manipulating various actors to their advantage - DRC govence are

ernment.

basis of
we

into the deeper implications of the divergences in these
positions here. Suffice it to say, first

should also note that because there

categorisation

we no

seven problems. Nor do
have seven definitions of the same

problem. Essentially we have two
separate categories of problems - those

We will not go

particular solution and implies a contingent strategy to attain that solution;
including whether that strategy is
peaceful or forceful. Secondly we

our

longer have

Allied Forces.

that each of the definitions suggests a

-

!

that

are

that

impinge

internal to the DRC and those

upon

the relations of the

DRC with its neighbours and the rest
world.
main challenge facing peacemakers therefore is to determine the

I

linkage across the two categories
should be avoided to allow progress by
issue areas.
At the operational level therefore this
means that peace initiatives relating to
the political order in the Congo must
remain the exclusive domain and concern of the Congolese people. External actors may facilitate this process
but this process can not be facilitated
by linking the internal to the external
issues. Eor example, it simply cannot
work to raise questions about democracy in the DRC at a regional or international forum without raising the same
question in Uganda, Rwanda or Zimbabwe for that

matter.

This should also

most

potentially productive approach
in resolving these two categories prob-

help to clarify the question of state and

lems. Can

come a

they be resolved in combination (as is the approach currently
"The negotiation space
taken) or are they amenable to easier
solutions in separation? From estabremains confused
I lished experience it seems to me that
and confusing"
the problem solving process has to begin with disentangling complexity and
this is essentially a process of separadoes not exist a shared definition of
tion rather than combination. This
the problem parties can shift from one
does not mean that in disentangling
definition to another making it imposcomplexity one ignores linkages. Insible for the other parties to anticipate,
deed the challenge of deep problem
let alone, to meet the demands for their
analysis is not only to identify and deadversaries. The negotiation space rescribe linkages but, even more impormains confused and confusing. To
tant,
to contextualise these linkages in
some parties this may itself be the
order to prepare the ground for recstrategy, i.e. play your cards close to
54

to be made. This also means that issue

Definitions

-

Rwanda/Uganda
That external (imperialist) interests
in the form of

onciliation and ultimate reconstruction,
Once that principle is accepted it becomes clear that the external problems
must be separated from the internal and
handled through different processes
and by different actors if progress is

your

government.
1

non-state actors which has also be-

whether

major obstacle in the form of
or not

the rebels should par-

ticipate in inter-state forums. My view
is that this is
level.
armed

a

Pandora’s box at this

Why the rebels and not the unopposition in the DRC? At the

intra-state level the DRC government
and its opponents (armed and unarmed)
should come together and work out the

political future, of their country. At the
Interstate level all countries involved in
the Conflict should meet to negotiate a
cease-fire, set up mechanisms for peace
keeping and come to some agreement
on holding a regional conference on
peace and security in the region.
SAPEM MAY 1999

Environment

Trade and the

environment:
Questions of trade barriers for SADC
Nicholas D. Kitikiti

The interaction between the

minish the economic value of some of

tion of

the natural resources in

producgoods for exports and the environment is very complex. This
complexity arises first from the spatial characteristics of environmental

problems as well as the interaction of
objective and subjective factors which
determine national, regional and international policies aimed at attaining desired environmental values ethics and
standards.

Secondly, unequal power relations
between countries of the world have

enabled rich countries to use coercive

policy instruments such as trade limiting and distorting measures to induce
production and consumption changes
among the poor and weak countries
ostensibly to protect common environmental assets.
The

application of these measures

gives rise to an argument that environmental trade

policy measures con-

stitute trade barriers for countries in
the Southern African

Development

Community (SADC). This assertion

negating the principle
graduated responsibility towards
the maintenance of the global environments by all nations. It is merely a
recognition that some of the policies
and the manner in which they are applied neither adds value to common enis made without

of

local environmental circumstances of poor
countries. But instead they increase
vironmental assets

nor

to

poverty and the dependency
countries

on

of SADC

technologically advanced

countries.

Advanced countries are setting environmental standards which either

of certain products from
developing countries or develop substitutes which in the long run will di¬
ban exports

SAPEM MAY 1999

countries such
cases

as

developing
In

timber.

these standards render

some

potential

exports uncompetitive.

I propose to examine
spatial scale of environmental damage caused by economic activities.
This will be followed by an examination of perceptions which underlay the
In this paper

the

formulation of environmental protection policies. This discussion will be
conducted in the context of the current debate in the WTO regarding the
connection between trade and the environment.

warming. For example the American
public may agitate for a global ban in
the use of aerosol sprays (they contain ozone depleting subsistances)
without realising that their consumption of electricity and other fossil fuels
are the main sources of greenhouse
gases. The major conclusion which
Cutter makes is that the public’s perception of the actions which are required to reduce environmental damage may be flawed or may lag behind
reality. Unfortunately the views, objective or subjective, of this powerful
public constitute a basis for public
policy in tbe OECD countries, hence
market

Spatial Scale Of
Environmental Damage
Production processes can involve three
related activities namely, production of

and production of final
goods. These processes have varied
impacts on the local, regional and global biosphere. Thus the public in a receiving country will have to bear costs
associated with consuming and disposing waste from an imported good.
components

Who should bear the

the

costs? This is

problem of internationalisation of

environmental costs. By and large, the
consensus is that the polluter should
pay the cost, this is
luter pays principle.

Role of

the

so

called pol-

Perceptions In

the Formulation of Local,

Regional and Global
Environmental Policies

Perceptions of people vary as to what
constitutes an environmental damage
or hazard.
Cutter (1973) has found
variances in expert and public views
on the scientific evidence for global

access

barriers for SADC

countries.

Furthermore, governments in developing countries are coerced to submit to public policy objectives initiated
by voters and consumers in rich countries. These countries are dependent
rich countries for aid, loans and
markets. There are marked differences
in the choices between environmental
ri.sks and economic development which
can be made by poor or rich publics.

on

In

a

study done in the EU it was reover 50% of Europeans

vealed that

prefer a priority on the environment as
opposed to development or GDP
growth. Any similar empirical exercise in a developing country would confirm that the public’s choice there
would be economic growth. This apparent divergence of interests between
the interests of the poor and rich leads
us to ask how global is global society
as well as how common is the global
biosphere?
Inevitably, in a world divided between the poor and rich, the burden of
adjustment can be disproportinally dis55

Environment
World Primary Commodity Prices
1995- 1996

(% Changes

over previous

year)

1995

1996

1997

All Commodities

9.9

-4.2

0.0

-4.5

Food and

4.5

2.1

2.1

-6.9

AgriculturaF raw materials

15.0

-9.9

-10.3

-2.5

Minerals, ore^and metals

49.6

-17.9

-9.3

0.0

Crude Petroleum

9.3

20.8

-6.0

-21.4

tropicaP beverages

April 1998*

Change from December 1997
V

Coffee,

2/

hides and skins, cotton,

cocoa,

tea, sugar, beef, maize, wheat, rice, bananas

tobacco, rubber, tropical logs,

aluminium, phosphate rock, iron
Source:

tributed

to

poor

United Nations Trade and

societies who have

largest threat to the region’s wild
fauna and flora has come from poverty, droughts, poaching and land use
I competition. Land use competition
I is a direct consequence of over[

Survey of Multilateral

Environmental Legal
Instruments with a Bearing

i crowded human settlements which

to

Regional and Global Trade
are about nine key international
legal instruments with internationals
trade implications.These instruments
can be discussed under two
headings.
a.
Agreements intended to provide for

impose a stress on natural habitats.
Similarly, the growth of tourism has
had some negative impact on animal

There

sanctuaries and other natural habitats

including the pollution of inland
ter

international co-operation in the preservation of threatened Bora and
fauna.
b.

endangered species of wild

fauna and flora

(CITES) is one of the
key international trade instruments
whose objective is to protect certain
endangered species from over exploitation

through export and import

trols. This Convention

covers

contrade in

specified animals and plants including
products e.g. ivory jewellery. Appendix II covers species that
may become endangered unless trade
is regulated: Appendix III covers species that any party wishes to regulate
and required international co-operation
to control trade; Appendix IV contains
model permits. All SADC countries Angola subscribe to CITES obligations.
Is this a hegemonic instrument or a
animal based

democratic instrument consistent with

regional socio-economic objectives?
56

’

wa-

bodies.
In

Agreements intended to provide for

international co-operation aimed at
the rehabilitation of the atmosphere.
The 1973 Convention on international
trade in

Development Report, 1998, Geneva

The

no

capacity of resisting.
A

tin, copper, nickel, tungsten ore

ore,

spite of the fact that the region

associated with climate

change.

Southern African economies will
need to bear increased production
costs associated with a conversion to
new production
processes based on
environmentally friendly substances.
These changes might also entail a loss
of competitiveness and Balance of Payments problems as countries begin to
import finished products which were
previously produced under existing

processes.
The region

is being compelled to
contribute towards efforts to rehabilitate the ozone layer. Once the ozone

subscribes to the CITES Convention,
it is clear that the treaty provisions
on trade in
elephants and elephant
based products are at variance with

compromised this will result, according to popular science, in in-

regional developmental preferences.

creased incidences of human skin

Trade

cer,

measures

these animals
the

which limit trade in

their products makes
products valueless to local comor

munities and the' local

tax

payers at
large. It is therefore reasonable to
conclude that CITES is an imposi-

tion which the

region could not resist because outside CITES any trade
in specified animals or products
would in any case

is

can-

eye diseases, cataraets, diminished
human immune systems, low crop

yields, and loss of biodiversity. Furthermore, the lethal sun rays which will
pass through the ozone hole may cause
a rapid degeneration of structures made
from materials such as plastics, paint
and wood. (R. Twum-Barima and L.
B. Campel, 1994).
It is undeniable that it is the interest

have been banned.

of the

International Co-operation
aimed at Rehabilitating
the
There

Atmosphere

several agreements

aimed
at rehabilitating the
biosphere as well
as
eliminating the use of substances
which undermine the atmosphere, in
particular, ozone depleting substances and other greenhouse
gases
are

region to contribute to this global effort both for its own well being
as well as for
humanity as whole. But,
the

only problem is that the region is a
marginal consumer of these subThe United States alone con50% of world CFCs (US Acad-

stances.
sumes

emy of Sciences Report 1976). In
order to contribute to global efforts to
restore the ozone, the region is
being
made to bear disproportionate costs.
SAPEM MAY 1999

Environment
such

as

creased

efits

are

notional, 39% of Sub-Saha-

people live

ran

on

technology, export markets and aid.
Between 1980-1992, the growth rate

Environmental Policies
as Trade Barriers:
The WTO Dimension

conversion costs and in-

dependence. The health ben-

of carbon dioxide emissions in Mo-

zambique

less than $1 a day

(1993). Poverty is already more de-

Environment

structive to their health than

the WTO in-built

was

(-66.7%) Zambia

(-50%), US (5%) and Brazil (17.9%).

futuristic lethal rays

policies are now part of
agenda because of a
desire by the rich countries to use trade

light. Children are
able waterborne diseases.

ported products do conform to their

are an imposiimperative that the region
clearly assesses issues before the WTO
which pertain to the relationship be-

national environmental standards and

tween trade and

regulations. WTO agreements such as
the Agreement on Technical Barriers
to Trade and the Agreement on Sanitary Physanitary Regulations seek to
prevent the use of technical and health
standards as instruments of protection.
The very fact of bringing this issue to
the WTO suggests a desire to enforce
compliance through application of trade

WTO must be made to

uphold the principle that domestic environmental poll-

coercive measures.
One movement in international trade
with the potential to create environmental trade barriers is eco-labelling. Eco-

for

some

of ultra violet
dying from treat-

UN Convention on
Climate
The

Change

also acts

ozone

as a

greenhouse

gas chamber in the upper troposphere
and the lower stratosphere, changes
in its concentration

are

thought to in-

duce climate change, in particular global warming. About a third of greenhouse gases emanate from the burn-

ing of fossil fuels, particularly coal, a
significant export product for both
South Africa and Zimbabwe. One of

the most direct trade related
ures

which

meas-

might in future be taken

in order to curtail CO- emissions is

banning of coal production or
imposition of penalties on products
manufactured using coal based energy sources such as tobacco drying. Complimentary restrictive meas-

the

ures can

tation

also come from demand limi-

measures

such

as

the introduc-

tion of carbon taxes. All of these possible measures increase the risk of
market

access

for coal

as an

export

product and for regional exports such
as

tobacco and steel which

use mas-

sive amounts of coal in their

produc-

tion processes. In general, some of
the fastest growing exports from African countries are environmentally

sensitive.

They include pulp and pairon and steel, oil, non-ferrous
metals, leather products and textiles.
Without engaging in the on-going

per,

surrounding the causes
and likely impacts of climate change,

controversy

measures

in order to

ensure

that im-

general increase in precipitation over low ground and those
areas of the world under a prolonged
drought spell such as the Sahara and
Southern Africa. This will have the
ever,

yields. How-

the interaction between carbon

Furthermore, all trade

re-

lated environmental matters must be

subjected to

a

“least trade restrictive

test”.
The

region must resist any attempts
linking access to trade concessions
with compliance to environmental policies which
most

are

not

international. Since

of the trade benefits

enjoyed by

SADC states under the WTO

are non-

reciprocal, developed countries are
likely to impo.se coercive measures as
conditions for access to Generalised
Schemes of Preferences, aid, credits
and other developmental resources.
The rich countries must deliver, un-

could have grave consequences on
S ADC countries, since they do not have
the capacity to participate in international standards bodies or to influence
trends in standard accreditation bod-

conditionally, their UNCED obligation
to transfer US$125bn a year to developing countries as assistance for envi-

ies in their

ronmental rehabilitation (1995 Oxfam

merous

Poverty Report).
Developed countries are keen to use
subsidy provisions in the WTO as a
basis for imposing countervailing
charges on imports from countries
having different standards as their own.
A point has to be made that developed
countries actually receive a double subsidy, the first is from developed coun-

ers are

major markets. The nustandards required by importa barrier to trade for these coun-

tries, because they increase the costs
of

doing business.

Environmental standards on packaging also present potential trade barriers. Developed countries are enacting laws and regulations on packaging, recycled content provisions, and
deposit refund systems. If, for exampie, an empty beer bottle cannot be
recycled, then the product must be sent
back. These policies clearly are advantageous to local producers.

Conclusion

a

effect of increasing crop

measures.

of environmental standards

lanche

the environment. The

cies of the rich should not have an extra-territorial impact through trade

labelling is a government or privatesponsored scheme to grant labels to
products to inform consumers that it
is environmentally friendly. This ava-

the most forecast result is that there
would be

Since the standards

tion it is

In support of international
wards the environment, the

efforts toregion is

a

party to many environmental protection agreements some of which are
dubious or inequitable to the region. A
case

in

point will be the CITES

agreeThe conversion costs associ-

!

tries and the second is from their Governments. Environmental tax incentives

are offered to most companies
operating in OECD countries. Developing countries are unable to internalise environmental costs in the prices
of their exports which happen to be'
commodities. Their prices are on a
downward spiral. The fall in these
prices has not been offset by increases
in aid. Using the argument of R.
Repetto (1993) that environmental
costs amount to 2% of production
costs, it will mean that exports by

dioxide and reductions in water stress

ment.

they relate to increased yields is
complex. Lack of finance, poor agricultural policies, colonial tenure sys-

ated with the use of “ozone friendly”
technologies cannot be justified by the
expected direct benefits. The region

by 2% f.o.b. The aggregated figure
for all developing countries according

production status of
cropping lands are important factors
in increased crop production.

is included in the

to

as

terns and the

it

when it
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global society when

assuming environmental
protection obligation but is excluded
comes to

comes

to access to

finance.

SADC to the US could be countervailed

R.

Repetto would be US$1 Obn. This

is unfair.
In these circumstances it will be

equitable if SADC

were to

link

nego57

Environment
Economic Growth

GDP per

and

Air Pollution

unit of

energy use

Botswana

2.1

DRC

4.4

SADC

CO^ Emissions from

KG per 1987 $ of
GDP emitted from

industrial processes

per

Angola

in

industrial process

capita metric

7.0

0.8

0.5

4.7

1.1

1.6

1.2

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.5

0.7

0.6

Lesotho
Malawi

3.2

3.4

0.1

0.1

0.7

0.5

Mauritius

3.7

6.3

0.6

1.3

0.5

0.5

Mozambique

1.4

3.3

0.3

0.1

2.0

0.6

1.2

1.0

7.3

7.5

2.8

3.5

4.5

0.1

0.1

Namibia

South Africa
Tanzania

Zambia

1.3

1.8

0.6

0.3

Zimbabwe

1.5

1.4

1.4

1.8

US

2.1

2.6

20.3

Japan

5.5

6.2

2.8

3.5

0.5

1.6

1.0

19.1

1.2

1.0

8.0

8.8

0.5

0.4

10.4

9.8

1.0

0.8

MEMO ITEMS

United

Source:

tiations

on

Kingdom
World

Development Indicators, 1997

incorporating environmen-

7.

tal matters in the WTO with undertak-

ings for debt relief and increased aid.
The burden of debt servicing has become

unsustainable and

a cause

9
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Gender

Overcoming cultural
and

gender specific biases in
professional performance
Felicia Sakala

Cultural

Introduction

agreed upon
in Beijing in September 1995 will dramatically alter the way economic and
social policy is designed and implemented if governments take to heart
the document’s recommendations. In
the Platform for Action

as

well

as

in

and gender specific

The socialisation of boys

PERFORMANCE

Culture refers to

a set

of shared ideas,

beliefs, values and practices about
what is

right and

wrong,

good and

evil, desirable and undesirable. Acculturation

begins with birth, as a per-

learns the rules,

stereotypically attributed to and reinforced in females.

BIASES IN PROFESSIONAL

The Platform for Action

relationship roles,

is oriented
aggressiveness, achievement,
self-reliance, and that of girls toward
docility, nurturance and responsibility.
Girls are pressured to be involved with
and connected to others whereas boys
are pressured to by pass, deny or ig-

toward

several other documents, governments
have already agreed to integrate a gen-

expectations and entitlements of the

nore

der

culture into which she

he is born.
One of the earliest ideas that a child

All this is done in the

perspective into the design, implemonitoring of economic
and social policy and programming. A
mentation and

commendable initiative is the Declaration

on

Gender and

Heads of State

or

Development by

Governments of the

Southern African

Development Community SADC. This Declaration was
signed on 8 September 1997 by the
Heads of State of the Republic of Angola. Republic of Botswana, Kingdom
of Lesotho, Republic of Malawi, Republic of Mauritius, Republic of Mozambique. Republic of Namibia, Republic of South Africa, Kingdom of
Swaziland, United Republic of Tanzania. Republic of Zambia and Republic
of Zimbabwe.
means

or

up and one that is intrinsic to
its socialisation is the notion of gen-

picks
der.

Gender is

of

qualities and
behaviors expected from a female or
male by their society. They are
learned and are changeable through
time. A person’s gender behavior is
affected by social or cultural expectations. These expectations come
from the idea that certain qualities and
a set

therefore roles
women

are

while other qualities are
men.
These qualities

usually created by social pres-'

are

this involvement and connection.
name of culture
and tradition.
Culture and Tradition continue to
be manipulated and used by states and

society as a whole to deny women the
enjoyment of fundamental human
rights and to perpetuate systematic violations of these rights. Cultural practices in many countries of the region
have meant that very few women are
actors in position of decision making
or

and conditions.

The evolution from

a

bio-

arena.

are the consequences

OF CULTURAL AND GENDER BIAS

The

persistent inequality in opportuni-

ties and
as

being

political
What

“natural” for

“natural” for
sures

that policy makers
must consider how policies and
This

son

some

of its manifestations such

feminized poverty,

educational and

literacy gaps and high levels of maternal mortality, etc. are incompatible with

programmes differentially impact
and men and must redesign

logical female to becoming a culturally defined girl begins early. At a
very young age girls begin to under-

and

stand and assimilate the culture and

Therefore, when planning a development project, failure to analyse inequali-

equal opportunities for
participating and receiving benefits.
Since many policies currently fail
to take this gender perspective into account, they often reinforce existing
gender inequalities in access to resources and decision making.
The

meekness, subservience, conformity,

ties in

women

them to
women

ensure

that both

men

have

documents mentioned above call for

increasing the decision making power
women in policy formulation
through establishing consultative
mechanisms and removing barriers
of

domesticity, and circumscription. It
has also been established that the

sex-

training of girls and outside the
home fosters dependency in most

role

more or

less grave consequences.

EX/\MPLE

Competence, independence, objectivity, logical thinking, will, assertiveness, and self confidence all

development goals.

gender relations and women’s
reproductive and productive roles in
the target group can and does lead to

societies.

are

stereotypically attributed to and reinforced in males, while emotional ex-

which prevent the advancement of
women to senior decision making po-

pressiveness, sensitivity to others, as
well as incompetence, dependency,
subjectivity, poor logic, submissive-

sitions.

ness,
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the realization of

and lack of confidence are

There

situation where

a large
agricultural project was set up by a
local government body to provide cash
crops on land where women were
growing food for their families. The
goal was to produce an agricultural
commodity that could be traded for
hard currency to import other necessary goods. The women were told
was a
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that their skills in

farming ensured that
they would be employed in the project
and thus be able to buy the food they
were currently growing.
The result
was that the women when employed
had specific times to be in the fields
and lost the ability to work at growing
food at

a

time convenient for them in

relation to other tasks such

as

collect-

ing firewood and carrying water. Also,
they were not allowed to have their
children with them while working and
this made it difficult for
to

some

of them

accept the jobs that they were being

offered.
ceived

Finally the

were

wages they relow and the distance to

buy available food was far away leaving the women unable to support the
cost of feeding their families to the
same extent as when food was being
grown for this purpose.
Very often workplaces do not take
into account women’s needs on the job
for safety and the special health hazards that could affect them.

In other

projects, technologies that are inappropriate for women are used or gender
relations determine that

women are not

suitable for certain functions

or

roles

and
or

they are therefore not trained for
employed in certain fields.
Organisational

There is

culture

an

beliefs and values. Each of these dohas

to

be understood

as

gendered, and together they constitute
an important field in which gendered
meanings, identities, practices and
power relations are sustained.
Culture has become

a

wider

effectiveness.

Second, experience has shown that
a

women to

analysing gender relations and organisational cultures have been highlighted as a significant barrier to
change even in organizations where
equal opportunity initiatives are well
developed, their cultures may be reThe informal

organisation

may continue to transmit
cultural messages about the ‘proper

place’ for women; and a gendered hierarchy, may be sustained and reproduced through cultural messages about
the value of male and female labor.
are

held in

place alongside those of gender. Cul¬
60

senior levels, or the recruit-

ment of women to non-traditional areas

of work, is

tion where

only part of the solu-

women

face hostile cul-

tures, the pressures are great and an
undue amount of energy has to be

expended in developing strategies for
survival. There may also be hard

‘women’s’ work

or

‘men’s’ work.

The

gender typing of jobs has traditionally been fairly strong, with women
occupying the functional specialisms
(such as personnel) or service professions such as nursing, social work,
teaching of young children, most
closely associated with female roles.
This strong gender distinction between
jobs has, traditionally meant that
women were frequently found in senior positions in some settings such as
hospital nursing services manager (matron). Similarly the male dominated
function of financial management has
tended to be accorded more pay and
status than personnel management.

choices to be made about how far to

adopt to the ‘malestream’ culture
which they face, rather than developing alternative ways of working and
opening up possibilities of change for
other women. More women are gaining entry to jobs previously held by men
and more women are coming through
the middle management but there is also
evidence in

a

notion that there is

Characteristics
OF GENDER CULTURE

The

‘gender culture’ is characterised

by

a number of
lated features.
i.

distinct and interre-

Hierachial and Patriarchal

men are

hierarchically in the position of
power and influence. They control information and

more

access to

in-

scope

formation, the decision making

do not want to be identified with ‘worn-

process and decisions that are
made. Women are organisationally

en’s issues’ because

subordinate and

they are managing to succeed on male terms.
The power of the centre to enforce
and regulate equality policies is declining, and it is evident that change has
led to great increases of pressure on
women

a

socially, politically
economically subordinate
within the organisation. Men are
the gatekeepers and control the access of women to training, promotion and career progression.
and

(and men) in senior posts.

Newly appointed women managers
have to fight hard to gain acceptance,
despite support from top. There is still
a belief that Management is essentially

ii

Sex-segregated
Women are generally to be found
in the low paid, low status sex
segregated work.

male function.

iii Sexual Division of labor

The gender rel ations of
‘traditional’ cultures

salient issue

Other informal hierarchies

‘numbers’ alone is not

on

enough to bring about organisational
change. The appointment of more

for

sistant and intractable.

focus

ganisation. The cultures are organised
around gender in two ways: hierarchically, with women at lower grades and
tiers and through definition of jobs as

and visibility for some enterprising women, many of whom however,

increasing recognition of
the importance of the cultural practices
through which gender relations are
both reproduced and changed.
‘Organisational Culture’ is usually
defined in terms of shared symbols,
language, practices (‘how we do things
around here’) and deeply embedded
mains

is the site where for

example, the
ideologies of racism and sexism
become lived in organizational discourses and practices.
Interventions,
which stop at the level of the formal
organisations for example, the production of new policies and procedures are
as a result likely to be limited in their
ture

The traditional culture is based

Sex -segregated work is one
reflection of the sexual division of
labor within the

organisations.
impact of such extraorganisational factors as childcare,

on a

mix of administrative and

professional
discourses, each delivering its own Ianguage, imagery, values, relationships
and ways of doing things. Each offers particular identities within a hierarchy. Administrative discourses offer functionally specialised identities
(finance, personnel) and a hierarchy of
clearly defined grades and status positions.
the

Professional identities

are

tied

profession itself: social worker,
doctor etc. and through a hierarchy of
expertise and experience within an or¬
to

Another is the

eldercare, and women’s domestic
on their ability to
work full-time, on their continuity
of employment and on their career

responsibilities

opportunities.
iv

Sex-Stereotyped
Women

perceived,

are

characterised and

stereotyped as
inherently fit for their sexually

determined roles and status and
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unfit for the

positions of power and
by men.

influence held
V

Sex-Discriminatory
Women

are

denied

access to

and

prevented from achieving parity
with men in positions of power and
influence in the organisation.
Barriers operate at points of entry
(recruitment) in selection for
training and the provision of
appropriate training and in career
progression.

policy and planning tradition to confront and deal successfully with Gender and cultural bias is increasingly
recognised. One of the critical challenges of the 1990s is to integrate
crosscutting issues into these established traditions. In so doing we would
be meeting a step in gendering organisational change. Acknowledging and
articulating the rules and regulations
of the particular gender culture in an
organisation is probably a prerequisite
of successful organisation change.

vi Sexual Harassment

Framework

Sexual harassment is
/

usually defined as repeated, unwanted and reciprocated sexual contact, which
can

take the form of; ridicule, em-

barrassing remarks or jokes, unwelcome

comments about dress or ap-

pearance, deliberate abuses, demands for sexual favors or physical assaults.

Overcoming

(jender

AND CULTURAL BIAS

The first step

towards overcoming

gender and cultural bias in everyday
attitudes and practices is enabling
women to develop a better sense of
their

own

worth and their

own

contri-

bution to tbe

family and to the wider
society. Following this, women need
to be able to develop a sense of their
own identity, an identity which is not
submerged in tbeir roles as wives,
mothers and daughters.
Women’s organisations must always have some immediate goals that
are related to women’s immediately felt
concerns.
It is often suggested that
women’s wings of political parties have
been more concerned with mobilisng
women to support male-determined
party goals than giving women’s voice
in parties, or making parties responsive to women’s interests. Similarly

on

well

as

tional women’s

However certain tools need to be

developed as resources to assist in the
process of implementation of the gender policy and strategy.
1.

which could be used to further
search

careers.
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re-

base- this
base then becomes a tool

aware resource

resource

for achievement of goals.

Without
competence it can

the necessary
be a constraint.
2.

•

and education have

frequently been
criticised for being run by well-off
women who take a patronising attitude
to the poor women whose lives they
see themselves as trying to improve.
Research organisations have been
criticised for failing to use participatory research methods and for treating women simply as sources of data,

Training should be made to ensure
that the gender perspective is ineluded in existing training programmes within the organisation.
Gender

Major tradiorganisations conwelfare, health

women as

an

lated to the overall

men.

cerned with women’s

in

organisation has to be redevelopment policy
or ideology in that particular organisation. It is not possible to develop a
relevant or effective gender policy approach in a vacuum.
In the development of a gender
policy it is important to start with a
clear objective i.e. the achievement of
the integration of women as well as
men (women alongside men) in
mainstreaming development programmes and projects on the basis of
their existing roles.
men

•

the roles and needs of both

Development of Context - specific
knowledge base
Gender analysis or profile at organisational or country level.
Gender
disaggregated statistics;
A very useful tool is the existence
of gender- disaggregated statistics

1Econmi

Sector programme

used

as

As part

of efforts to try to incorpogender into every aspect of planning in all sectors, it has proven useful
to try to develop concrete sector programme Gender Action plans.

cultural and
gender specific biases in professional
performance there is need for an adequate gender approach which will ensure

This can be
base-line data for adequate

Gender

-

3.

Development
of
planning
methodology if an organisation has

well

strategy.

Other Strategies

These

highlight the structure and syscauses of inequalities between

tematic
men

and

women.

decision making and ecodependence
Political decision making and mannomic

1

agement

1

Human

1

Sustainable livelihoods and poverty

rights

reduction

1
1

Conflict prevention and resolution
Violation against women
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Africa
The time has

come

up feeling that he had a duty to join the
fight. He got involved in politics from a
very early age. Forced to go into exile at a
very tender age. he used this opportunity to
acquire a good education, graduating with
Masters degree in Economics from Sussex
University in the United Kingdom. As a
student, he participated actively in the youth
with of the ANC. On completion of his
studies he joined the leadership of the ANC.
He held several positions and was a representative of the ANC in several countries.
He also undertook many

sensitive and somedangerous missions in various countries. He rose steadily in the leadership of
the ANC purely on merit and not on the
laurels of his parents. Mbeki was there

by Thabo Mbeki
Johannesburg, Mafube Printing

company, 1998
by Mwelwa C. Musambachime

Reveiwed

I

n

a

few months’ time. South Af-

rica

will

be

times

holding the second

Presidents of various African countries,

high-

in the Office of the Executive Vice President,
and published after receiving a generous grant

lighting issues such as combating poverty,
national unity, rural - urban disparity, gender
issues, foreign policy, development and the
democratisation process. However, I must
qualify that this is the first collection of
speeches by a serving Vice President to be
published in Africa. Its publication has
brought no rancour or recrimination from
President Mandela. By allowing Vice President Mbeki to publish this book containing a
collection of selected speeches which are a
“corpus of important statements” on impor-

from the Billiton

tant national and international

South Africa.

dent Mandela has enabled South Africa to

Democratic Presidential and Parli-

mentary election since the removal of the

apartheid regime. President Nelson Mandela
will retire and leave the mantle of leadership
to the Executive Vice president Thabo Mbeki,
who is also the president of the African National Congress (ANC). Africa: "The time
has come", was prepared by an editorial board
led by the Reverend Frank Chikane, who serve

Group of Companies of
is, therefore,
timely. It is to prepare the ANC and the
rainbow nation at large, for the impending
change of leadership from Mandela to Mbeki.
The book is a collection of 42 carefully
selected speeches, most if not all of them,
written by Thabo Mbeki himself. They cover
a period of 34 years, but most of them covering the period after South Africa’s first democratic elections in 1994. Many of these, especially those made after 1996, have received
a very wide coverage by the
press. The book
is divided into eight parts. The first is the
biographical sketch on Thabo Mbeki. The
remaining seven are grouped themes: the first
is the prologue consisting of two speeches
Its appearance

made in 1964 and

1978; the second is

on

Na-

tional

building and reconciliation with six
speeches; the third is on Transition, strategy
and priorities containing eleven speeches; the
fourth is on reconstruction and development
containing five speeches; the fifth is on information revolution, globalisation and economic development containing five speeches;
the sixth

on

eight speeches; and the seventh is
general topics with eight speeches ranging

from culture,

emancipation of women,

erty and on the African Renaissance.

pov-

The
selected speeches are both important and significant in that they cover a relatively wide
range of subjects. They also raise many pertinent, crucial, tactical and strategic questions
on democracy, poverty alleviation, unity, national reconstruction and development. I
hope other countries can follow this example
set by South Africa ..issues.
Africa: The Time Has Come joins a few
titles that have been published by serving
62

achieve

a very rare feat in Africa - that of
allowing free expression at the highest level,
from a Vice President who. normally, should

be

seen

as a

shadow of the President and

only to be heard when responsibility is delegated to him. As a sitting President,
Mandela, himself, published a popular
autobiophy in 1994, Now, there is something by the Vice President rarely, in Africa,
is

a

nation treated to such

indeed,

a

feat.

This is,

very rare achievement for Africa
which should be followed by oyyer African
a

countries.

Africa: The Time has Come serves to
project Thabo Mbeki as a man with his own
stature. He is presented as a well educated
person. He is articulate, well read, and is
perceptive. He is a clear thinker, philosopher, stratigist, visionary, political and above
all, a statesman is his own right with the ability and capability to lead South Africa afte
Mandela

-

a

colossus and world statesman,

Those who have followed Mbeki’s rise

prominance and soon, the Presidency of
South Africa, know that he has lived a life of
to

a

politician all his life. He

was

bom

on

18

June, 1942, in the village of Mbewuleni in

Idutyawa in the Transkei. His outstanding
parents Goan and Epainette Mbeki, had three
children besides him.

Though teachers by
profession, they ran a general dealer’s shop
that served the population of the village and
the surrounding area. They also played a
very active role in the leadership of the ANC.
So, Thabo and the older children lived in
home which

was a centre

of political

a

struggle

against the hated apartheid system. He

grew

on

the

road to power
is the rightful
mantle of

wing the ANC. As such, he
and worthy successor to the
leadership of the ANC, of which

he is the current President.
will be President of the

And soon, he

Republic of South

Africa.

Africa: The Time has Come is Mbeki’s

political statement. The editorial board felt
that to present him as the rightful heir to the
President, the nation should know
about the

a

little

They wrote a short
biography to precede the .speeches. In their
selection of speeches, they gave adequate
prominence to his recent pronouncements
on being an African and on the issue of
man.

African Renaissance which Mbeki
rebirth of Africa whose time has

sees as a

come.

Those

who have followed Mbeki’s formulation of
this term or philosophy, believe that during
presidency, this is not going to be mere
platitude. It will be a clarion call and strategy
for mobilising the nation in the fight against
poverty, disunity, violence and crime and
bring about a meaningful development for
the people of South Africa and the rest of
the continent. To achieve these

goals, Mbeki

will have to work

extremely hard to curb
violence,
crime.
corruption.
misappropriation of public funds which is
rampant (especially in Mpumalanga which
The Mail and Guardian refers to

as

Mamparalanga - the land of fools), stop the
feuding in the ANC and reduce the unfair
and unequal distribution of wealth to narrow
the gap between the rich and the poor. These
are no easy tasks. But where there is a will,
there is

into the next millennium.

South Africa, Africa and the

world with
on

issues, Presi-

raised, bred, tutored, nurtured and led

a

way.

Africa: The Time has Come is a welcome
publication. It reflects Mbeki’s “remarkable consistency and logic” in his thoughts
on a wide range of issues.
The reader is
given an opportunity to read, probe, explore
and critically analyse the thinking and vision for South Africa, Africa and the world,
of the

in-coming President of South Africa.

It is well written and easy to read. In my
view the book is a must for those who are

experts or casual readers, interested in the

political development of South Africa and
the Southern African region. It is a welcome
preparation to the Mbeki presidency, whose
time is about to

come,

very soon.
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Book Review

Tlie state and

democracy in Aftica
by Georges Nzongola Ntalaja and Margaret C. Lee
Harare & Trenton, NJ. African Ass. of Political
Science/Africa World Press, 1997
Reveiwed by Guy Martin

copious bibliography in Richard
Joseph’s edited volume on State, Conflict and
Democracy in Africa (Lynne Riener, 1999)
clearly demonstrates, democracy and democratic transition in Africa has arguably become one of the most over-researched topics

DC - The State and Democracy

of the last decade in African studies. What,

As the

;

this theme bring to this debate? A
distinctly African and Pan-African perspecpapers on

both executive offic-

of the

conducted under the

(chapters

against the old political order to replace it
with a new one. In the next four chapters 925), the structure and role of some key social

i

group within the Dar es Salaam School of
African social sciences with such luminaries
Dan Nabudere, Walter Rodney.dssa

in the democratisation process

(chapters 6-14); and (4) linkbetween democracy and human rights,
particular focus on the rights of women
(chapters 15-16). In the first chapter,
Nzongola-Ntalaja analyses the meaning of democracy, universally as well as in the African
context and examines the major problems facing democratic transition in Africa today. He
concludes that democracy is above all a moral
imperative, but also a continuous social process of expanding political space in the interest of the popular masses as well as political
practice that empowers people to rise up

tures

as

nipulated and subverted by the late Presi-

ages
with

Fu-

for Africa, eventually published as Popular Strugglesfor Democracy in Africa under
the editorship of Peter Anyang' Nyong'o
(U.N. University/Zed Books, 1987). AAPS
was launched in December 1973 by a core

shows how this process was

ing or blocking the democratic transition”
(pi). The 16 chapters in the volume are organised around four main themes, namely: (1)
democracy and democratic transition in Africa (chapter 1); (2) key social forces and ac-

cratic transition

democracy
auspices of the Third

World Forum’s program on Alternative

amine the role of the state in either promot-

2-5_; (3) the role of the state in the demo-

authored most of the studies on

forces and actors in the democratisation proc-

Shivji

ess

in Africa are analysed. Onalenna Doo

Anthony Rweyemamu at its helm. \ Selolwane dwuments women’s historical and
Indeed, the Association’s Pan-African revocontemporary exclusion from the political
space in Botswana, and shows how their
lutionary credentials are impeccable, and its
intellectual leadership among the African acastruggle for equality - - including a fairly suecessful political education strategy - - has
demic community undisputed. The AAPS
extended the boundaries of democracy in that
research programme on “The State and Decountry. Akiki Mujaju shows that while civil
mocracy in Africa” launched in January 1993
culminated in a series of papers on this theme
society - - i.e. cooperatives, trade unions, academies, youth and women - did have a voice
presented a the Association’s 10"' biennial
in Ugandan politics between 1962 and 1979,
Congress held in Ibadan, Nigeria (20-24 Authat voice has since been muted, and these
gust 1995), eventually published in this volI organisations have not yet acquired sufficient
ume.
According to Nzongola-Ntalaja and Lee, ' autonomy to constitute a significant

and the late

-

the former

a

past president

of both AAPS

and the African Studies Association and Pro-

| countervailing
power to that of the Ugandan
state.

fessor Emeritus of African studies at Howard

University; the latter a visiting scholar at
Georgetown University, both in Washington,
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i

I

chapters (4-5) writ(in French) by two prominent Zairois aca-

ten

tors

organisation sponsoring this volume, the African Ass(x;iation of Political Science (AAPS): “AAPS is particularly well
placed to bring some sense of theoretical and
methodological rigor to the discourse on democracy” (p.vii). Indeed, as the editors acknowledge. AAPS scholars were among the
first to raise the issues of democracy and democratisation in Africa in the early 1980s and

ers

well documented in two

understand the
quest for democracy in Africa today, to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the social forces struggling to realise it, and to ex“most modest attempt to

then, would yet another collection of academic

tive, argue the editors,

in Africa is a

The role of the popular masses, in the
democratic transition process of Zaire (now
the Democratic Republic of Congo: DRC) is

demics/activists. Mulambu
ses

the

Zairian

Mvuluya analystrengths and weaknesses of the
democratic transition process and

deliberately ma-

dent Mobutu Sese Seko in order to allow him
to

retain power.

Kalele-ka-bila focuses on a

major grassroots organisation created in early
1993 to advance the struggle for democracy
in Zaire, the parlementaires-debout (or street
parliamentarians), a socially-diverse group
whose main activity consisted in assembling
daily around the comer from major newspaper stands to discuss politics and decide on
the appropriate course of action to advance
the cause for demtKracy. The next three chapters (6-8) look at various aspects of South
Africa’s negotiated transition to majority mle
and democracy. Discussing the major challenges facing the Mandela government during
its first 15 months (May 1994 to August
1995), Margaret Lee rightly concludes that
by allowing white economic hegemony to be
maintained, the negotiated political compromi.se actually prevents the Mandela government from pushing forward its agenda for
socio-economic change, wealth redistribution
and .service delivery to the masses. And, like
Geoffrey Wood after her, she ends on a pessimistic note, observing that the huge popular expectations raised by South Africa’s
democratic transition will prove increasingly
difficult to .satisfy and might possibly mortgage the future of democracy in that strategic
African country (pp87,99). Wood’s analysis narrowly focuses on political allegiances,
participation, aspirations, and attitudes towards South Africa’s fledging democracy in

post-elections period, based
survey in the main urban
centres of the Eastern Cape Province. Cheryl
Hendricks revisits the problematic issues of
nationalism ethnicity and identity - but akso
tho.se of race, class and gender - in the conthe immediate

on

potential voters’

text

of the

new

South Africa. She concludes

has
fairly successful in its nation-building

that thus far, the Mandela government
been
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exercise, but

warns that both ethnicity and
likely to be at the center of the debate
on the country’s national
question for some

democratic

race are

Campbell looks at the issues of democracy
and human rights, particularly as they relate

time

struggles for peace and rights of
(p226).
The State and Democracy in Africa constitutes a good selection of the best that a
new generation of African
political scienlists has to offer form a distinctly African
and Pan-African perspective. Though himself very much a representative of the older
generation, Nzongola-Ntalaja’s balanced, I
perceptive and skillfully-crafted introductory chapter provides a solid theoretical

to come.

political systems.

chapters (9-12), four promi- ;
nent Nigerian political scientists take a criti- !
cal look at the various political, social and
institutional obstacles impeding progress towards democracy in Nigeria. In a trenchant
and lucid piece quite reminiscent of Michael
Chege’s “Africa’s Murderous Professors”
(The National Interest 46, Winter 1996/97:3240), Jibrin Ibrahim unmasks and denounces
the “IBB

professors,” a group of leading Nigerian political scientists who were recruited
by the benevolent military dictator General
Ibrahim Babangida (IBB, 1985-1993), ostensibly to design and implement the govern-

women

his authoritarian mie. And Ibrahim concludes

sadly: "Our own IBB professors also bear
responsibility for the major reversals of Nigerian federalism, public ethos and demtKratic
aspirations suffered under their tutelage”
(p 123). Said Adejumobi documents a unique
case of extreme
political engineering aimed at i
promoting a “guided democracy” as a strategy of transition to civilian rule under the
Ibrahim Babangida administration in Nigeria:
the creation, on 7 October 1989 of two gov-

emment-sponsored political parties, the Social Democratic Party (SDP) and the National
Republican Convention (NRC). Both were
basically identical parties, the NRC a “little
to the right” of the center and the SDP a “littie to the left” of the center, both adhering to
liberal-capitalist ideology. Abubakar Momoh
focuses specifically on the political context
and implications of the annulment of the June
12,1993 presidential elections which saw the
resounding victory of Chief M K O Abiola
was

!

or

adjustment programmes, have evolved from
the African socialism and populism of the
national liberation struggle toward liberal64

society to

democratisation in Africa. This is the

case

particular for Onalenna Doo Selol wane’s sensitive analysis of women’s exclusion from
the political space and struggle for equality
in Botswana; Kalele-ka-Bila’s lively description of a new type of civil society actors in
Zaire, the parlementaires-debout (street parliamentarians); Jibrin Ibrahim’s severe in-

professors,” the cream
political scientists co-opted to

cations of the annulment of the June 12,1993

observes that “after two decades of attempts

states, under the influence of the structural

contribu-

periment of IBB’s two-party system in Nigeria; and Abubakar Momoh’s perceptive
insights into the political context and impli-

November 19, 1993.

a

perspective on hitherto neglected

and little-known aspects of the
tion of popular struggles and civil

|
|
!

presidential elections in Nigeria. While operating within the obvious constraints of a
restricted, 15-month timeframe (May 1994
to August 1995) and sparsely documented,
Margaret Lee’s conclusion that the perpetuation of white economic hegemony resulting
from the negotiated political compromise in
South Africa actually prevents the Mandela
government from implementing its socio-economic transformation agenda is essentially
correct and borne out by subsequent developments and current trends. The same applies, pari passu, to Cheryl Hendrick’s cautionary note about the enduring power of
ethnicity and race in the South African political context, alas not based on a sufficiently
detailed and convincing analysis. And

though fairly superficial and couched in to
general terms, Carlos Lopes’ insights into
aspects of democratic governance in Portuguese-speaking Africa are informative and
useful.

hopeful Moshood
1998, not to mention Olusegun Obasanjo's stunning political
come-back through the February 28, 1999
presidential elections. In addition, the poverty of theoretical insights, lack of analytical
rigor and paucity of substantive facts and
data exhibited in the contributions by Akiki
Mujaju on civil society in Uganda (whose
vague and disjointed comments barely
scratch the surface on a potentially rich
topic); Geoffrey Wood on potential voters’
political allegiances and attitudes in the Eastem
Cape Province of South Africa (whose
obvious elitist and anti-populi.st bias makes
one wonder what he is
doing in such company); Dele Olowu on decentralization in
Africa (who, on the basis of a sketchy analysis, comes to the intriguing conclusion that
the Nigerian experience compares negatively
with that of South Africa, pi72); Amos
Anyimadu on the constitution-making priKess in Ghana (whose
vague legal-institutional
discourse is more confusing than enlightening); and Victor Ayeni on the role of the ombudsman in Africa with regard to women’s
rights (who frankly has nothing of substance
to say on the subject) all reflect
negatively
on the overall quality of the work. And the
fact that the editors provide neither a summation and general conclusion, nor an index
though they do have a sketchy bibliography containing barely 64 items - certainly
does not help.
Be that as it may (and a.s indicated above).
The State and Democracy in Africa constitutes a representative sample of writings
by
a new
generation of African political scienlists on the social and political dimensions
Abiola in detention in July

ating his prebendal and autocratic rule; Said
Adejumobi’s revealing and insightful analysis of the peculiar political engineering ex-

Taking Nigeria as a case in point. Dele Olowu

purely legal-institutional analysis, Amos
Anyimadu shows as the constitution-making
process illuminates fundamental aspects of
the relationship between and within the state
and society in Ghana. Carlos Lopes analyses the crisis of
governance in Portuguesespeaking African states and shows how these

and fresh

Ni-

1998 and of presidential

issues of de-

assist General Ibrahim Babangida in perpetu-

Sani Abacha, who assumed effective control

democratisation in Africa are examined. In

current

mocracy, human rights and peace in Africa.
Several contributions by the new generation
of African scholars provide a unique vista

of Nigerian

deceived into

strengthen local governments,
opposite results have occurred, with the
state becoming more centralised, both
politically and economically” (p 172). In the book’s
last four chapters (13-16); various aspects of

the

dictment of the” IBB

believing he could assume power by General

the

on

on

a Pan-African outlook and a continent-wide
mandate). Second, since the publication of
this book, the political landscape in some
key African countries has changed so dramatically as to render most of the analysis
obsolete and of merely historical intere.st.
Such is the case in particular for the RDC/
Zaire; and for Nigeria, which witnes.sed the
death of IBB’s successor Sani Abacha in June

and anachronistic Marxist-Lenninist dis-

little of value

South Africa and four

,

favourably with his
coreligionist Horace Campbell’s fossilised
which is reminiscent of the heady
days of the African revolution but offers

on

geria
Francophone Africa is remarkably
absent from this volume (which is unacceplable for an organisation such as AAPS with

foundation for the remainder of the work.

phantic praise singing in favor of IBB and to
devise tactics and strategies for perpetuating

and shows how the latter

tributions

This compares

course

revitalise

spite of these redeeming features. The
Democracy in Africa is disappointing on several counts. First, except for the
two excellent contributions in French by the
two Zairois/Congolese scholar.s/activists - and while containing no less than three con-

in Africa.

ments’ transition programme to civil and
democratic rule, in fact to orchestrate syco-

to

In

State and

to current

In the next

of the government on

Horace

.

-

of democratic transition in various African

countries from

a
distinctly African and Pan
perspective; it thus appears a most
interesting and useful collection of studies
otherwise not easily accessible. As such, it

African

should be

seen as a

welcome and useful addi-

tion to the vast and
of literature

on

rapidly expanding body
democracy and democratic

transition in Africa.
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private home, Macdonald Bricks have an
unsurpassed reputation for supplying bricks that are
a

*

of the

highest quality
*
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♦

attractive and affordable
*

always available
Macdonald Bricks

supply everything from commons
through to pavers and quarry tiles and there is a
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multitude of colours and finishes to suit individual
tastes and building needs.

Contact Macdonald Bricks for

the perfect building partner.
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Montgomery Works, P.O. Sox 297, Bulawayo. Zimbabwe
Tel: (263)(9) 60423/4, 63689. Fax; (263)(9) 67888.
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